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l~ THE 
SUPREME COURT 
l)F UT ... \H 
P~\TR.JCI( ~l~LIY .. AK. et ux., 
Plaintiffs and .... \.ppellants. 
Y5. 
JOHX G·. l'UXD~\S. 
Defendant and Respondent. 
ABSTRACT OF RECORD 
COMPLAINT 
4922 
PL.AIXTIFF CO~IPLAINED OF THE DE-
FE~1lA_XT .... \XD ALLEGE 
1. 
That the plaintiff,s are now and at all of the 
times herein in this complaint mentioned have 
been husband and wife and have been and now 
are the owners of the following described lands 
in S11mmit County, :State of Utah, to-wit: 
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All of lots seven ( 7) and ( 8) of section one 
(1) in T·ownship Two (2) South of Range 
three (3) East of the Salt Lake Meridian. 
C·ontaining ninety-seven (97) acres more or 
less, together with water and water rights 
thereunto belonging or in any wise apper-
taining. 
2. 
That the defendant at all of the times herein 
mentioned has been and now is, as plaintiffs are 
verily informed and believes, the owner of and 
operating large bands of range sheep within the 
state of Utah and so operates said his bands of 
sheep and grazes them part of the year in each 
year within Summit ·County, Utah. 
3. 
That the defendant sinoe the year 19'2·5 and 
including said year has be·en and now is o\vner of 
certain lands adjoining the above· described lands 
·of the plaintiff .and us·es h~s ·said lands f.or the 
purpose of grazing his sheep hereinbefore men-
tioned. 
4. 
That the said lands of plaintiffs is partly 
cul ti va ted, and partly grazing or pasture land, 
that is to say, approximately twenty-s·even (27) 
acres ·of s.aid land of the plaintiffs is under culti-
I I 
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vation, Yiz; about ~l\Yt\nteen (17) acre8 being· used 
for the raising of hay and about ten (10) acres 
bt\ing ust'd for the produetion of g-rnin; that ou 
$aid land$ of the plaintiffs each year is g-rown 
an abundance of grass, 'Yeeds, browse e:lild other 
fe'--~ls of considerrable Yalue for the raising of 
cattle and sheep, thereon, and that the said cul-
ti Ya ted lands of the plaintiffs, before the growing 
$eason for the making of hay and after harvest-
ing of hay therefrom during each and every 
year mentioned ha\e produced grass, and weeds, 
and other feeds valuable for a like purpose. 
That the reasonable rental value of the said 
twenty-seven (27) acres of land under cultiva-
tion for the spring feeds growing thereon is the 
sum of $1.00 an acre and that the value of said 
lands for the purpose of grazing after harvest-
ing the hay and grain therefrom in the fall of 
each year is $2.00 per acre: That the remainder 
of the lands of plaintiffs are of the reasonable 
rental value of ($.75) seventy-five cents per acre 
for spring grazing and $1.00 per acre for fall 
grazmg. 
6. 
That in t~e spring of the year 1925 and in 
the fall of said year the defendant without the 
consent, over the protest, and against the will of 
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4 
the plaintiffs, and well knowing the boundary 
lines of the lands of the plaintiffs aforesaid, wil-
fully and maliciously came to, on to, upon, and 
across and over the said lands of plaintiffs ap-
proximat~ely five thousand six hundred head of 
e\ve sheep and five thousand head of lambs. 
That the sheep belonging to the defendant 
as aforesaid, and being 1SO brought upon the lands 
of the plaintiffs as aforesaid, took, ate ,up 
trampled down, and destroyed the spring and 
fall feeds aforesaid then and there at said times 
growing upon said lands. 
7. 
That by reason of the coming upon the lands 
of the plaintiff.s' by the de.fendant with his sheep 
as her,ein aforesaid and by reason of the defend-
ant wilfully, maliciously and wantonly dOming 
upon the said lands as aforesaid, the plaintiffs 
have been damaged in the sum of not less than 
T\vo hundr~ed 'Thirty-s,even IMllars ($237.00) said 
sum r·epresenting the feed rental values of said 
lands at the value hereinbefore named together 
with interest her·eon at the rate of 8 per cent per 
annum from th~e 1st ~day of ·Octoher 1925 until 
the date of the verification of this complaint. 
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Fl)R. SE('tJX I) C.A lT8E t)Ji., .\CTit>N 
1. 
Plaintiff~ allege and adopt and incorporate 
herein in this cause of action all of the allegations 
of pat·agraph~ 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the first cause 
of action herein in this complaint set forth. 
That during the spring and fall of the year 
1926 the defendant again, with sheep belonging 
to the defendant in the same approximate num-
ber and kind as set forth in the plaintiffs first 
cause of action herein, came to, on, over, across 
and upon the aforesaid lands of the plaintiffs and 
with his said sheep took, ate up, trampled down, 
and destroyed, all of the feeds growing upon the 
lands of the plaintiffs in like manner as \Vas 
done by the defendant as set forth in plaintiffs' 
first cause of action herein, that is to say, the 
defendant as set forth in plaintiffs first cause of 
action herein, that is to say, the defendant then 
and there did against the will of, over the protest 
of, and without the consent of the plaintiffs, and 
in utter wanton, wilfull and malicious disregard 
of the rights of plaintiffs in the pr·emises. 
3. 
That by reason of the aforesaid acts of the 
l
i 
I 
' 
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defendant the plaintiffs have been damaged in 
the sum of not less than Two Hundred Twenty 
Dollars and eighty cents ( $220.80), said sum being 
and representing a r·easonable rental value of said 
lands for the purpose of grazing during the sea-
sons of the year aforesaid, together with interest 
at the rate of 8 per cent per annum from the 1st 
day of October 1926 to the date of v-erification of 
this complaint. 
FOR THE THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION. 
1. 
Plaintiffs refer to, and adopt, and incorpor-
ate all of the allegations of paragraphs One, two, 
three, four and five of the first cause of action of 
plain tif£s herein in this action s-et forth. 
2. 
That during the spring and fall of the year 
1927 the defendant, in lime manner, again malic-
iously, wantonly, wilfully, and in total disregard 
of the plaintiffs in the premises and without con-
sent of, and against the will of, and over the pro-
tests of plaintiffs and with approximately five 
thousand six hundr·ed h·ead of ewes and five thou-
sand head of Iambs, and with the horses, camps, 
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7 
wag<>ns, m-en, and em·ployees, and oompletP out-
fit~ of ~aid deft"\ndant camt.\ on, into, over, and 
acro~s the ~aid lands of plaintiff and thereby 
ate up, trampled down, and destroyed the feeds, 
grasses and Yendure then and there growing· upou 
th-e lands of plaintiffs' as aforesaid. 
That by reason of aforesaid wanton, and wil-
full coming upon the lands of plaintiffs by defend-
ant with his sheep as aforesaid the plaintiffs have 
been damaged in the sum of not less than Two 
hundred and four Dollars (:204.00) said sum be-
ing and representing the amount of damage done 
to plaintiffs without interest. 
FOR" THE FOURTH C..._\l'"SE OF ACTION. 
1. 
Plaintiff3 adopt, and incorporate herein all 
of the allegations of paragraphs : One, two, three 
and four of plaintiffs first cause of action herein 
this action set forth. 
2. 
·That the defendant in the year 1926 during 
the fall of said year came on to, and across an 
old, almost obliterated wagon road running a0ross 
the lands of plaintiff herein des·cribed and near 
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8. 
to and over his own lands aforesaid, and to anJ 
from his herds of sheep afor·esaid along s~id 
roacl\vay and over and across lands of plaintiffs' 
\vithout the consent of, over the protest of and 
against the will of the plaintiffs and in so doing 
as aforesaid and said defendant tor·e down, laid 
aside and de~stroyed .a part of the fenoo belonging 
to plaintiffs. 1Said fence at said time then and 
there belonging to the plaintiffs and enclosing 
part of the lands of the plaintiffs. 
3. 
That at s-aid time the cattle then and there 
owned by the plaintiffs were being by plaintiffs 
grazed and pastured on and within their said 
lands enclos~ed by fence aforesaid. 
4. 
·That by reason of wantonly, maliciously, and 
wilfully letting down and de-stroying of the part 
of the fence of the plaintiffs' -as herein afor~esaid 
by the defendant the ~cattle of the plaintiffs' here-
in aforesaid went out of and ·escaped from the 
enclosure of the plaintiffs aforesaid and w~ent on 
to and upon the lands then and there belonging to 
William Archibald, whereupon said William 
Archibald seiz·ed and held the -said cattle of the 
plaintiffs for the damages done to the lands of 
I 
r 
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9 
thL\ ~aid \\,.illiam .L\rchibald by the suit l cu tth\ of 
the plaintiffs and. that to recoYer bae.k their ~aid 
cattle these plaintiffs \vere required and did pay 
to said ,,~illiam .. .-\.rchibald the su1n of ($25.00) 
·r,venty-fiYe Dollars, claimed by ..:-\rchioald as 
aforesaid and that ~aill strm of $25.00 represented 
the reasonable damage done to the lands of said 
__ -\.rchibald by the said cattle of the said plaintiffs. 
5. 
That the plaintiffs have been thereby as here-
in aforesaid dam~aed in the sum of $27.00 by rea-
son of the aforesaid wilful, wanton, and malicious 
letting down and destroying of the fence of the 
plaintiffs by the defendant as ·herein aforesaid, 
said sum being, and representing said $25.00 paid 
by the plaintiffs together with interest ther-eon at 
the rate of 8 per cent, per annum to the time 
the verification of this complaint. 
XI. 
FOR THE FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION. 
1. 
Plaintiffs adopt, refer to, and incorporate 
herein all of the allegations of paragraphs One, 
two, three, four and five of plaintiffs' first cause 
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10 
of action her~ein in this complaint set forth. 
2. 
That on and across the lands of plaintiff 
herein des-cribed and on and across the lands of 
the defendant herein mentioned there is an old 
wornout, unused, ~except by the defendant for the 
three years last past, a r~oadway or wagon tracks, 
but that such roadway or track has not been used 
by anyone other than the plaintiffs, and the de-
fendant for more than twenty years last previous 
to the year 19'24 nor has such roadway been so 
used by the d·efendant herein for a period greater 
than four years last past and that said roadway 
or trail is not a county or State Highway, nor is 
the same a public Highway in any degree at all, 
nor has it ·ever been such. 
3. 
That the plaintiffs use and operat·e their 
lands herein mentioned as a dairy ranch, and keep 
thereon dairy cows, ealv;es, and milk the said cows 
and sell the dairy products therefrom and that 
,said lands are ·essential and neeessary for the 
plaintiffs for the feed and grazing of their said 
eattle, and have been such for and during all ·Of 
the times herein in this ·.complaint mentioned. 
l 
1 
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4. 
1'ha t during the spring and fall of each Yl\ar 
prior to hay nnd grain growing ~rasons, ~ubse­
quent to the har,·est st:'ason thereon the plaintiffs 
use. or attempt to ust.'\ their lands nforesnid to 
g-raze their sni'-1 cattle as aforesaid, but have been 
for a number of years depriYed of the same in the 
use thereof by the defendant as in this complaint 
set forth. 
5. 
Plaintiffs are informed and believe and there-
fore allege that the defendant has oome into, and 
upon the lands of plaintiffs' as in this complaint 
set forth under a pretended and fictions, and 
known to be void, and without merit claim to the 
aforesaid roadway, or trail, as right of way be-
longing to the defendant for the crossing of the 
lands of the plaintiff-s with his sheep and outfits 
as herem above set forth in this complaint. 
6. 
That the plaintiffs greatly fear and are just-
ly and reasonably apprehensive that the defend-
ant will continue to so claim said void and un-
meritorious purported claim of right-of-way and 
will in the future ~orne into, and across the afore-
said lands of the plaintiffs' and will thereby do 
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12 
and -continue to do irreparable damage to the 
plaintiffs ~and their lands afore,~~aid, unless the 
defendant be by this court enjoined from so do-
Ing. 
7. 
That the ·plaintiffs ar·e without any plain, 
speedy or adequate remedy at law in the premises. 
WI-IEREFOl{E, the plaintiff prays that 
judgment and decree of this court be ·entered in 
favor of the plaintiffs and against de~endant as 
follows, to-wit: 
In satisfaction of the plaintiffs' first cause 
of action requiring the defendant to pay to the 
plaintiff the sum of $·237.00, togehter with in-
terest thereon at the rate of 8 per cent, per annum 
from the date of verification of this complaint 
until paid. 
In satisfaction of the plaintiffs' se.cond cause 
of action requiring the defendant to pay to plain-
tiffs the sum of $2'20.80 together with interest 
thereon at the rate of 8 per cent. p·er annum there-
on from the date of verification of this complaint 
until paid. 
In satisfaction of plaintiffs third caus~e of 
action r·equiring the defendant to pay to plain-
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13 
tiffs the su1n of S:!O-l-.60 togetht.~r 'vith interest 
th{\reon at the ratf\ of 8 per C(\llt per annu1n front 
the date of verification of this complaint until 
paid. 
In sa tis faction of plaintiffs' fourth cause of 
action requiring the defendant to pay to plain-
tiff~ the sum of $27.00 together with interest 
thereon at the rate of 8 per cent. per annun1. 
·vi. 
In 5-a tis faction of plaintiffs ' fifth cause of 
action that the said defendant be by this court 
pennanently enjoined from coming, into, upon, 
over or across, the lands of plaintiffs in this com-
plaint described, or any part thereof, without 
first ha ring obtained the consent of tlie plaintiffs 
thereto in writing. 
In further satisfaction to plaintiffs that the 
defe~dant be required to pay to plaintifffs as 
exemplary damages the sum of One Thous~nd 
Dollars ( $1,000.00.) 
And further requiring the defendant to pay to 
plaintiffs the costs, and expenses by plaintiffs 
herein in this cause expended. 
HATCH and HATCH, Attorneys 
for Plaintiffs. 
By Edwin D. Hatch. 
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STArrE OF UT}tl-1 } ss. 
C()UNTY OF Si\I_AT T_i .. AI\:1~~ 
Patrick Sullivan being first duly sworn on 
his oath ·says that he is one of the plaintiffs' in 
the above ·entitled action that he has read and 
knows the contents thereof, .and that the same 
is true of his own knowledge, except as to such 
1natters as are set forth on information and be-
lief, and that on such matters he verily believes 
sa1ne to be true. 
Patrick Sullivan. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th 
day of ·October, A. D. 1927. 
(Seal) 
Edwin D. Hatch, 
Notary Public. 
Residence: :Salt Lake City, Utah. 
My commission expire~ November 20, 1930. 
(Title of Court and Caus·e). 
AMENDE·D AN)S.WER AND 1C'OUNTERCLAIM 
Comes now the said defendant, and leave of 
Court being first had and obtained makes this 
' 
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hi8 ... \ns\\·t\r and ConutPrclnim to the Cotnplaiut. 
of the plaintiffs on file herein. 
1. The defendant denies each and evPry 
allegation contained in the first paragraph of the 
of the First Cause of Action in said Complaint. 
2. Defendant admits the allegations con-
tained in the 8e-cond paragra.ph of said First 
Cau~e of Action. 
3. The defendant admits that he i~ the o'vn-
er of certain lands in White Pine Canyon, Summit 
County, State of Utah. 
±. The defendant denies each and every al-
legation contained in the fourth paragraph of the 
Fir5t Cause of Action in said Complaint. 
5. The defendant denies each and every al-
legation contained in the fifth paragraph of the 
First Cause of A_ction in said Complaint. 
6. The defendant denies each and every al-
legation contained in the sixth paragraph of the 
First Cause of .£_\ction in said Complaint. 
7. The defendant denies each and every al-
legation contained in the .s·eventh paragraph of the 
First Cause of Action in said Complaint. 
8. Answering the Second Cause of Action al-
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16 
leged in said complaint, the defendant denies each 
and every allegatJ..on eontained in the incorporated 
paragraphs thereof numher·ed 1, 3, 4 and 5, and 
ad1nits that the defendant is the owner of and 
operating range sheep, and also admits that the 
defendant is the owner of certain lands in White 
Pine Canyon, Sumrnit 'County, Utah. 
9. Answering the second and third para-
graphs of said Second ~Cause of Action, the de-
fendant denies each and ·every allegation therein 
contained. 
10. Ans\vering the Third ·Cause of Action 
alleged in said Oomplaint, the defendant denies 
each and every allegation contained in the incor-
porated paragraphs thereof numberjed 2, 3, 4, and 
5, and admits that the· def.endant is the owner 
of and operating range sheep, and also adn1its 
that the defendant is the owner of certain lands in 
White Pine Canyon, ~Summit County, Utah. 
11. Answ~ering the second and third para-
graphs of said Third Cause of Action, the defend-
ant denies ·each and every allegation therein con-
tained. 
12. Answering the Fifth Cause of Action al-
leged in said Complaint, the defendant d·enies each 
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and eYt'ry allPga tion eontaint\d in thf' i neorporatl 1tl 
paragraph~ tht'rt'Of llUJllbt\red 1, ;~, + and 5, and 
achnit~ thnt the defendant is the owut'l' of aud op-
ernting: rangt' ~he~p, and al~o admit~ that the de-
fendant i5 the owner of c.ertain lands in \Vhite 
Pine Canyon. Summit County, lJtah. 
}:i. Further au~\\·eriug ~aid Fifth Cause of 
.A.ction in snid Complaint defendant denies each 
and every allegation contained in paragraphs 
numbered respectively 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 in said Fifth 
Cause of ~-\.ction. 
14. For a further answer and defense to 
~aid Fifth Cause of Action the defendant alleges 
that he is the owner, entitled to the possession and 
in possession of certain lands in White Pine Can-
yon, Summit County, State of Utah, and that vari-
ous other persons are the owners of other tracts 
of land in said canyon, both above, below, and ad-
joining the said lands owned by this defendant. 
That there is now and has been for more than 
sixty years past, a well traveled road up said 
White Pine Canyon, branehing from the main 
·State Highway and running through and beyond 
the said lands of the defendant and through the 
lands owned in said ean!on by said other per-
sons. That said rood is a public highway a;nd has 
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been used continuously by the defendant and by 
his· predecessors in itnterest and by the aforesaid 
owners of land in sa~d White Pine Canyon and 
vicinity and by the public generally, and especiaUy 
by the residents of Park City and of Summit 
County, State of Utah, for more than sixty years 
past. That the defendant does claim the right to 
use said road for ingress to and egress from his 
said land in White Pine ·Canyon. That said road 
runs through a portion of the tract of land de-
scribed in the first paragraph of the plaintiff's 
complaint her·ein, and is the same road as the road 
referred to in the Fifth Cause of Action of said 
Complaint. 
15. Further anS\\Terrng, the defendant al-
leges that the said road referred to in paragraph 
14 of this Amended 1-\._ns\ver \Vas ·at the time of the 
commencement of this action a public highway by 
·prescription and by having been used continuous-
ly, openly, notqriously and under a claim of right 
by the public generally and by the defendant and 
·by his predecessors in interest for more than 
twenty years. 
16. F·urther :answering, the def•endant al-
leges that he has invested more than Sixty Fiv-e 
Hundred ($·6500.00) Dollars in purchasing lands 
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and inlJH't)Yt.:~uleut ~. including a d wt\lliug house, 
and in n1akiug hupruYt\lllents on said land so pur-
cha$t\d bY hilll in snitl \Yhite Pine Canvon. That. 
• w 
:Said land:S co1npri~e Thirteen Hundred Sixty Six 
{ 1366) aer\_\~ and thn t the ~ole and only means of 
ingTl\~s to and egres$ from said lands and im-
provements and said dwelling house, owing to the 
topography of the country, is over the said road 
described in paragraph 14 of this .. Amended An-
swer, and that said road is absolutely necessary 
to the .proper enjoyment by the defendant of his 
lands, improvements and dwelling house in said 
White Pine Canyon, and said defendant will suf-
fer irreparable damage if he is deprived of the 
free use of said road for all purposes. 
17. Further answering, the defendant al-
leges that the said plaintiffs and their predeces-
sors in interest in the lan(J..s described in the first 
par~o-raph of plaintiff's Complaint herein, which 
lands plaintiffs claim they own, but whj.ch claim 
of owner~hip defendant denies, with full knowl-
edge thereof permitted and acquies·ced in the 
free use of ·said road described in paragraph 14 
of this Amended Answer by the public generally 
and by the defendant and his predecessors in in-
terest in driving livestock over said road and in 
using said road for all kinds of vehicular traffic 
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and that said plaintiff,s and their predecessors in 
interest with full knowledge thereof permitted 
and acquiesced in the free use of said road by the 
defendant and his predeces~ors in interest in haul-
ing building material and supplies over Raid road 
to be used in the construction of defendant's said 
dwelling house, barns, blacksmith shop, an_d other 
out buildings, fences, and etc. well knowing that 
the defendant and his predecessors in interest had 
no other means of access to his said lands, iln-
provements, and dwelling house, and by. reason 
tht~reof the defendant alleges that the plaintiffs 
are ,estopped from now clai~ming that the sajd road 
is not a public road and are also estopped from 
novv claiming that defendant has not the right to 
use said road for all ,purposes as a means of in-
gress to and egress from his said lands, inlprove-
men ts, and dwelling houSoe. 
COUNT·E,RCLAlM. 
By 'vay of counterclaim against the said 
plaintiffs the defendant alleges: 
1. That defendant is now and for several 
years last past has been the owner, in possession 
and entitled to the possession of the following de-
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stlrib~d lauds in Sutnmit County, State of Utah: 
. .-\.11 of I~ot s ~). 10. 11. 12. l ~~. 14. 15 and 16, Sec-
tion 1. To\\~uship :! 8outh, R.ange 3 East, S. J..,. M., 
Comprising 629 acres. 
~-\lso 1~0 acres in Section 12, Township 2 
South, Range 3 East Salt Lake ~Ieredian; 
~\lso 120 acres in Section 12, Township 2 
South, R-ange 3 East, 'Salt Lake Meridian; 
.d.lso Lots 6 and 9 in ·Section 6, Township 2 
South. R-ange 4 East and 520 acres in Section 7, 
Township 2 South, Range 4 East, Salt Lake Meri-
dian. comprising altogether 1366 acres. 
2. That said Lots 9 and 10 in Section 1, 
Township 2 South, Range 3 East, immediately 
adjoin lots I and 8 of said Section 1, which are the 
lands described in the first paragraph of plain-
tiffs' Complaint herein. 
3. That all of the aforesaid lands are situ-
ated in what is known as "White Pine Canyon" 
two or three miles northwesterly from Park City, 
in Summit C-ounty, State of Utah. 
4. That various other persons, in addition to 
the defendant, own other tracts of land in said 
~ite Pine Canyon both above, below and ad-
joining the said land owned by the defendant. 
That the major porti.on of said land is suitable 
solely for grazing livestock thereon, and a small 
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portion thereof is susceptible of cultivation and 
suitable for the raising of hay. 
;). The defendant alleges that he is the own-
er, entitled to the possession and in possession of 
certain lands in White Pine Canyon, Summit 
County, State of Utah, and that various other 
per.sons are the owners of other tracts ·of land in 
~aid ·canyon, both above, below, and adjoining the 
said lands owned by the defendant. IThat there 
is now and has been for more than sixty years 
past a well traveled road up said White Pine Can-
yon, branching from the ·main iState Highway and 
running through and beyond the said lands of the 
defendant and through the lands owned in said 
canyon by said other persons. That said road is 
a public highway and has been us·ed continuously 
by the def,endant and by his predecessors in inter-
est and by the aforesaid own·ers of land in said 
\\'hi te Pine 'Canyon and vicinity and by the public 
generally, and espeeially by the r·esidents of Park 
·City and of Summit ·County, State of Utah, for 
n1ore than sixty years past. That the def·endant 
does claim the right to use said road for ingress 
to and egress fron1 his said land in White Pine 
Canyon. That said road runs through a portion 
of the tract of land described in the first para-
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graph of the plaintiffs' Complaint hPrein to-wit: 
Lot 8. St.•ction 1. Township ~ 8outh, l{aug·e 3 
East. Srut Lake Meridian. 
6. The defendant alleges that thP said road 
referred to in paragraph 5 of this counterclain1 
''a~ at the time of the commencement of this ac-
tion a pu-blic highway by presetiption and by hav-
ing been used continuously, openly, notoriously, 
and under claim of right, by the public generally 
and by the defendant and by his predecessors in 
interest for more than twenty years. 
7. The defendant alleges that he has invest-
ed mo~e than Sixty-five Hundred ($6500.00) 
Dollars in purchasing lands and improvements, 
including a dwelling house, and in making im-
provements on said -land so purchased by him in 
said White Pine Canyon. That said lands com-
prise Thirteen Hundred Sixty Six (1366) acres 
and that the sole and only means of ingress to and 
egress from said lands and improvements and said 
dwelling house, owing to the topography of the 
country, is over the said road described in para-
graph 5 of this -Counterclaim, and that said road 
is absolutely necessary to the proper enjoyment 
by the-defendant of his lands, improvements and 
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chvelling house in said White Pine Canyon, and 
said defendant will suffer irreparable damage if 
he is deprived of the free u.se of said road for all 
purposes. 
8. 'The d·efendant allege·s that the said plain-
tiffs and their pr·edecessors in interest in the lands 
described in the first paragraph of plaintiffs' 
Complaint herein, which~ lands plan tiffs claim to 
own, but which claim of ownership defendant de-
nies, with full knowledge thereof, permitted and 
acqueisced in the free use of said road described in 
paragraph 5 of this 'Counterclaim ·by the public 
generally and by the defendant and his predeces-
sors in interest in driving livestock over said road 
and in using said road for .a}} kinds of vehicular 
traffic, and that said plaintiffs and their prede-
cessors in interest with full knowledge thereof 
permitted and acquiesced in the free us·e of said 
road by the defendant and his predecessors in 
interest in hauling building material and supplies 
over said road to be userl in the construction of 
d~fendant 's said d'welling house, barns, blacksmith 
shop, and other out buildings, fences, and etc., well 
knowing that the defendant !and his predecessors 
in interest had no other means of access to his 
lands, improvement·s, and dwelling house, and by 
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r ... ·a~on lhert:•of tht• dt"ft.•thlaut nlh•g"t•s that t hP 
plnintiff~ ar~\ '-'~toppt•d fronlllll\V t~Inhuiug that. the 
~aid road i~ not n public rontl Hlhl arP a l~o l\stop-
ped f1·om DO\Y clai1uing that defendant ha~ not the 
right to u~e said road for all purposes as a 1neans 
of ingress to and egrees fron1 his said lands, in1-
pro.vements, and dwelling house. 
9. That in the month of February, 19'28, the 
defendant had stored on his said lands in \Vhite 
Pine Canyon, about ten tons of hay, which he sold 
to a neighbor. That when the purchaser of said 
hay tried to travel over said road hereinbefore de-
scribed, where th-e same runs through a portion 
of said Lot 8 in Section 1, Township 2 ·South, 
Range 3 East, S. L. M. for the purpose of taking 
said hay from the premises owned by the defen-
dant, the said plaintiffs, their servants, agents and 
employees, by threat of violence and force and 
erecting fences and a gate across said road and 
by locking said gate, forcibly prevented the pur-
chaser of said hay from using said road for access 
to the said lands and premises owned by the de-
fendant and hereinbefore described and thereby 
forcibly prevented him from hauling said hay 
from the premises of the defendant. 
- 10. That the plaintiffs have forbidden the 
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defendant to in any manner use said road \Vhere 
the ·same pas.s,es through said Lot 8, Section 1, 
Township 2 South, Range 3 East, S. L. M., and 
have threatened the defendant with violenee if he 
attempted so to do. 
11. rrhat defendant greatly f·ears and is just-
ly and reasonably a.pprehensive that the plaintiffs 
will in the future continue to interfere with the 
free use of said road by the defendant and by per-
sons with whom he has business, a~d by the public 
generally for vehicular traffic, and for the driving 
of livestock thereon and will therehy do and con-
tinue to do irreparable damag·e to the defendant 
and his lands and improvements, aforesaid, unless 
the plaintiffs be by this honorable jCourt enjoined 
from so doing. 
12. That defendant is without any plain, 
speedy ·or adequate remedy ~at law in the pr·emises. 
WHEREF·ORE, defendant prays as follows: 
1. That the plaintiffs take ~othing by their 
Complaint herein and th~ same be by this honor-
able ;Court dismissed. 
2. 'That the said plaintiffs, their s·ervants, 
agents and ·emp1oye~·s be 'by this Court permanent-
• 
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ly enjoined from obstructing or in any othl\r uuul-
ner interfering with the free use by the dl\fentlaut, 
his serYants, agents and einployl\l'\:5 and by tlh· 
public generally. of the road running through Lot 
S. Seetion 1, Township 2 South, Range 3 East, S. 
L. 11. in Summit County, State of Utah, and lead-
ing into the premises of the defendant in said 18ec-
~on 1 for the purpose of vehicular traffic and 
drinng li,estock over said road. ·That in the 
meantime and until a further order of this Court, 
the said plaintiffs, their servants, agents, and em-
ployees be restrained from doing any of the said 
acts. 
3. That said road hereinbefore described be 
declared by this Court to be a public highway, and 
that the right of the defendant to the use of said 
highway for all purposes, including the driving of 
livestock O\er the same quieted and confirmed. 
4. For such other and further relief as may 
be just and meet in the premises and for defen-
dants' costs of suit. 
D. B. Hempstead, 
Stewart, Ale~ander & Budge, 
Attorneys for Defendant. 
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STA'TE OF UT;AH 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE, ss.-
J ohn G. Condas, being first duly sworn, de-
poses .and says: ·That he is the defendant in the 
abov·e entitled action: that he has read the forego-
ing Amended Answer and ~Counterclaim; knows 
the contents thereof, and that the same are true 
of his own knowledge, ex~ept as to the matters 
therein stated upon information and belief and 
that as to those matters, he believes them to be ~ I 
true. 
JOHN G. C·OND~S. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
lOth day of March, 1928. 
D. B. HEMP,STEAD, notary public, residing at 
Salt Lake ~City, Utah. My _co~mission ·expires 
J-une 21, 1928. 
(Title ·or Court and :Cause). 
AMENpED R.EPLY 
·Comes now the plaintiffs and leave of Court 
being first b:ad and ·obtained makes- this their 
Amended Reply to the de£endant''S Amended An-
swer and Counter.claim on file herein, as follows: 
I I 
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1. In reply to paragraph 14 plaintiff denies 
each and eYery allegation, starting \vith the "rord 
··That'' on the 6th line of paragraph 14 and end-
ing with the word ·'past'' in the 14th line of said 
paragraph, and ad1nit~ the balance of ~aid para-
graph 14. 
~- Plaintiff denies each and every allegation 
set forth in paragraph 15 of defendant's Amended 
...\nswer and Colmterclaim. 
3. Plaintiffs denies each and every allega-
tion set forth in paragraph 16 and 17 of defen-
dant'5 Amended Answer and Counterclaim. 
±. In replying to defendant's Counterclaim, 
plaintiff admits all of paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 of 
said Counterclaim. 
5. Plaintiff denies each and every allega-
tion set forth in paragraph 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, ex-
cept such matters as may be inconsistent with 
plaintiff's complaint on file herein. 
6. Plaintiff admtis paragraph 10 of defen-
dant's Counterclaim. 
7. Plaintiff denies each and every allegation 
set forth in paragraph 12 of defendant's Counter-
claim. 
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8. Further replying to paragraph 14 of de-
fendant's Amended Answer plaintiff allege that 
the road now sought to be used by the defendant 
is not the road which defendant set up in said 
paragraph 14 as being a well tra~eled road up 
,said White Pine -canyon for mor·e than ~60 years 
last past, but that there was a logging road run-
ning through plaintiff's property up White Pine 
Canyon a nu\mber of rods east of the present road, 
which for the past ten or fifteen years more or 
less has been totally abandoned by any and all 
persons who might have a claim for the use of 
same, and that the road now ·sought by the defen-
dant herein has been in existence for a period of 
less than sevoen years. 
WHE·REF;ORE plaintiff prays that the de-
fendant take nothing by their ·Counterclaim and 
Amended Answer, and that the same be by the 
Honorable ·Court dismissed, and 
That the ~c~ourt grant such other and further 
relief as may he just and equitable in the premises. 
HA'T;CH & HATICH, 
_Attorneys ~or the Plaintiffs. 
By ........................................................................................ .. 
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ST ... \TE OF UT..:'tH 
Ct)l1XTY OF S~\LT 1~~-\KE s~.-
GLEX S. H ... -\.TCll, being first duly sworn 
upon oath, deposes and says: that he is a Inenl-
ber of the firn1 of Hatch & llateh, attorneys for 
the plaintiffs herein: that he makes this verifica-
tion for and on behalf of said plaintiffs by reason 
of the fact that plaintiffs, and each of them, are 
not in Salt Lake County; that he has read the fore-
going Amended Reply and knows the contents 
thereof. and that the same is true of his own 
knowledge. information and belief. 
Sub5-cribed and sworn to befc :.'e me this _________________ _ 
day of :March, A. D. 1928. 
R-esiding at Salt Lake City, Utah. My commis-
. . sron expires __________________________________________ _ 
Notary Public. 
Received a oopy this ____________________ ........ day of March, 
A. D. 1928. 
Attorney for Defendant. 
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(Title of Court and Cause)· 
RE·STRAINING ORDER 
Upon application of the defendant, John G. 
Conc1as, and good cause appearing therefor IT IS 
HEREBY ORDERED that the restraniing order 
heretofore issued in this caus·e on the 13th day of 
~arch 1928, be and the ~same is hereby ·enlarged 
and extended in the following particulars, to-
wit: 
The plaintiffs, Patrick Sullivan and Elizabeth 
·Sullivan, and each of them, their and each ·of their 
servants, agents, ·employees, r·epres.entatives and 
attorneys, and all others acting in aid or assistance 
of them, and each of them, be and they ar·e hereby 
directed and ordefied to absolutely desist and re-
frain from in any manner interfering with the use 
and enjoyment by the def·endant, his servants, 
agents, repres·entatives :and ·employees ·of that cer-
tain road known and referred to as the White Pine 
canyon road, running thru lot 8, section 1, township 
2 South, Range 3 Eas't, ·Salt Lake Meridian, in 
White Pine Canyon, 'Summit County, .state of 
Utah, and passing through the pr~emi,ses of the 
plaintiffs and into the p:vemises of the defendant, 
for the purpose of driving a·nd trailing livesto~k 
along said r.oadway. 
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The original re$trnining nrdl\r tuadl\ and l\11-
tt\re...l herein on the 13th day of M nrch 19:2~, and 
this order enlarging and l\Xtl\nding thl\ ~n1ue shall 
continue in fort.~ and eff(:\Ct until the further order 
of this court. 
Dated this 14th day of Septetuber, 1928. 
L. B. WIGHT, 
Judge. 
(Title of Court and Cause). 
RESTRAINTNG ORDER 
The defendant in the above entitled cause hav-
ing commenced an acti-on by Counterclaim in the 
' District Court -of the Third Judicial District in and 
for Summit County, State of Utah, against the 
above named plaintiffs, and having prayed for an 
injunction against the said plaintiffs, requiring 
them to refrain from certain acts in said Counter-
claim and hereinafter more particularly men-
tioned. On reading s-aid ·Counterclaim in said ac-
tion duly verified by the oath of the defendant, 
.John G. Condas, and it satisfactorily appearing to 
me therefrom that it is a proper case for an in-
junction and that sufficient grounds exist there-
for, and the necessary undertaking in the sum of 
~ 
I 
I 
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Five Hundred ($500.00) D·ollars having been 
g1ven: 
It is, therefore, order·ed by me, the Judge of 
said District Court, that until further order in 
the premises you, the said plaintiffs, and each of 
you, and all your servants, agents, employees, and 
attorneys, and all others acting in aid or assist-
ance of you, and ·each and every ·one of you, do 
absolutely desist and refrain from obstructing or 
in :any other manner interferring with the free use 
of the road running through Lot 8, Section 1, 
Township 2 iSouth, Range 3 East, ·S. L. M. in White 
Pine canyon, ·Summit County, ~state of Utah and 
leading jnto the premises of the defendant in said 
.Section 1, by the defendant, hi.s s.ervants agents, 
and employees, for the purpos·es of vehicular traf-
fie, including the use of the defendant's autonlo-
bile by this defendant in going to and from his 
said premises. 
And it is further ordered by this Cour~ that 
one, ,Toe Ra.ymond, be and he is hereby permitted 
io use said road for the purpose of hauling from 
the ~said premises of the defendant about ten tons 
of hay which he, the said Raymond, had heretofore 
purchag.ed from the defendant, said hay to he 
hauled ~way before the 31st day of Mar.ch, 192S; 
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.... \..11tl it is further bert.\ by orderl\d that you, the 
said plaiut1t'fs, do forth"·ith l'l\lllOYe :lll padlocks 
from all g·ates "-hich You claim to ow11 and \vluch 
'- . 
no'' obstruct the free use of said road by the de-
fendant and the said Raymond and the defendant 
is hereby ordered and required to close and fas~ten 
al! ~uch gates after using said road. 
By the Court. 
MORRIS L. RITC:HIE, 
.Judge. 
Dated this 13th day of March, 1928. 
Rec-eived copy of the foregoing Restraining 
Order this 13th day of March, 1928. 
HATCH & HAT'C·H, 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs. 
FIXDIXGS OF F.A.:CT .A.ND ·CON~CLUSIONS 
OF LAW 
This cause came on regularly for trial before 
the court, sitting without a jury, upon the com-
·plaint of the plaintiffs and the cross-complaint of 
the defendant. Messrs. Hatch and T-Iatch and 
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George M. Sullivan, Esq., appear·ed as attorneys 
for the plaintiffs, and D. B. Ht:mpstead, Esq., and 
Stewart Alexander & Budge appeared as at-
' torneys for the defendant. Evidence was intro-
duced by the rPspective parties and c,onsidered by 
the court, and the ro~rt being fully advised in the 
premises, and having- found in the issues in favor 
of the defendant 3nd against the plaintiffs, makes 
tlJe follo,ving Findings of Fact ~nd Conclusions of 
Law: 
FINDINGS ·OF F AC'T 
.The plaintiff, subject to the roadway herein-
after des·cribed, is the owner of th-~ following de-
scribed property, to-wit: 
Lots 7 and 8, Sectio1~ 1, Township 2 South 
Range 3 East, Salt Lake Meridian, in Summit 
County, Stat~ of Utah, containing approxi-
mately 97 acres, togctht.~r with all ·w:1ter rights 
thereunto belonging or in any wise appertain-
Ing. 
Part of said land is valuable for the cultiva-
tion and raising of hay and the other part valuable 
for grazing purposes. 
2. The ·defendant is and h:J.s hee,n for many 
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YL'H r~ le1~t pn~t t'ngag·L\d in the ~hoep hu~illt'ss and 
h~~~ owiH'd and operated a band of ~hPt'P and 
:-!T:lzed t ht' ~~unP upon thP lnnds of thl' dPfPndant 
iu 'Yhite Pine Canyon. Sununit Con,tty, ~tntP ol 
l-tah, \vhich land~ of the defen·iant ~llljoiu plaiu-
tiffs · lands on the south. 
. ) 
.\ The (\)urt finds that the defendant did 
not, during the year~ 1~):2:>. 19:26, and 19:27, as al-
leg:L'' 1 in plaintiff~· fir~t, second anll thirJ causes 
oi action. or other\\-is~ or at all, "-ilfully and rna-
liciou~ly. or other,,-i~c. go on to, and upon the 
lana~ of the plaintiffs ''ith his sheep, horses, 
camps, "-agons, men, employees and co1nplete out-
fit~ .. or other-wise, except that the defendant used 
the roadway across plaintiffs' land described in 
the 9th finding. 
±. Til;:> court finds that t11PT'p i~; a roodu:oy, 
w:bich is ~ publi~ hi~~T\\'ay~ pai;;.:-;ing o\-'l"'' 11:.ul across 
the lana~ o~ th[! plaintiffs. \Y~ic:3 sa.id 1·oadway has 
beeu nse.: hy rr~ defenJ~nt and his predecessor..; 
in interest and hy· the public generally fc}r mor-e 
than fifty years la ~t past, Hn':l that the defendant, 
on several occasions during the years 192·5, 1926 
and 1927, drove his sheep over and along said 
roadway, but in driving his said sheep over said 
roadway defendant did not trespass upon the 
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lauds of the plniutiffs. That said road,vay is and 
has been, for n1ore than fifty years last past, the 
only uteans of ingress ancl egress to and from the 
LuHls of the defendant and his predecessors in 
interest and the territory known as White Pine 
Canyon, and the defendant and his predeces,sors in 
interest have made large and valuable improve-
Inents on defendant's said lands, and in the mak-
ing of said improvements have used and depend-
ed upon said roadway in going to and from said 
pren1ises and in transporting materials and farm 
products in the us-e and occupancy of said prem-
ises, all with the knowledge and acquiescence of 
the plaintiffs and their predecessors in interest. 
'The court finds that the defendant did not use, or 
threaten to use, any roadway other than the pub~ 
lie highway herein referred to. 
5. The court finds the issues in favor of the 
defendant anJ against the plaintiffs on all of the 
first, second, third and fifth causes of action of 
plaintiffs' complaint. 
·6. D·efend.ant demurred to the fourth cause 
of action in plaintiffs' complaint and the demurrer 
was sustained, and the plaintiffs having failed to 
amend ~heir complaint, said cause of .action was 
dismissed. 
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4. On dPfendant ·~ eonntl'relaitn and eross · 
complaint the court finds that the dl'feudant. i~ 
np"·· and for a number of years last pn8t bas bel'll, 
the O\Yner, in possession and entitled. to the pos-
session of the follo\ving described lands, in BtuH-
mit County, State of Utah, tO-\\rit: 
_._-\Jl of LtH~ ~1. 10, 11. 1~. 1:-), 1±, 13 and 16, 
St~cti<>n 1. Township ~ South, Range 3 East, 
Salt T .. ake :lleridian, containing 629 acres. 
1~0 acre~ in Section 1:2. To\vnship ~ South, 
Range 3 East. Salt Lake Meridian. 
I.ots 6 and 9. Section 6, Township 2 South. 
R<l_l] g-e -! East. Salt Lake Meridian. 
520 acre~ in Section I, To,vnship :2 South, 
R~~ll!Zl' 4 :East. Salt Lake Meridian. 
All of "yhich ~aid lanL1:3 are either adjoining 
or on the :301J.th of Lots 7 and 8, Township 2 Bouth, 
~nge :~ East which said Lots 7 and 8 are lands 
bel'~)n~inz to the plaintiffs. _._t.\.11 of 8aid lands of 
the defendant herein described are located in what 
i~ known as \Y.hite Pine Canyon, which is located 
about thret mil-e~ northwesterly of Park City, in 
Summit ·County, State of Utah, ·and are valuable 
for cultivation and grazing purposes, but in the 
past have been used mostly for the grazing of 
sheep ·and ()ther livestock. 
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8. The court finds that n1ore than fifty years 
~i o·o the inhabitants of Park City, 1Snycl~rville and b • 
sulTounding territory, and the ·public generally, 
constructed and used ~ roadway up White Pine 
Canyon ,through over and across Lot 8, Township 
2 ·South R,ange 3 East, which lands now belong to 
the plaintiffs, and said road\vay, as s.o constructed, 
was and has heen, ftor more than fifty yeaTs last 
past, used by the public generally as a public high-
\vay, for the general purpos,es of traffic, including 
the hauling and transportation of logs, fire wood, 
lumber, mining timber, supplies for mining oper-
ations, and for the trailing of livestock, including 
cattle, sheep and horses, and f·or .all purposes for 
which public highways, under ·similar conditions, 
are generally used. 
9. ·That said roadway leads from that public 
high,vay -commonly known as the Park City High-
way, and passes over and along what is kno·wn 
as Trottman '.s Lane, and thence on to the lands of 
the plaintiff, and the eenter line of said roadway, 
as it passes over the lands of the plaintiffs, is 
described as follows: 
Comm·encing at a point North 1320 feet and 
West 44¥2 feet from the quarter corner, east 
side, Section 1, ·Township 2 South, Range 3 
E-ast, Salt Lake Meridian, and running thence 
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~outh :n d~.~g· ·40 1nin \Y t~~t :2--h~ t\\t\t; thence 
~01~t h ;l4 dt.\~· 41 Hlin \Y l\~t 1 ;>-t-.:~ ft\t\t; t hPllCe 
~~,utb 1 dt\g' ~~ HUll \ \' P~t 1 ;~~). 7 fl\t\t ~ thence 
~tYUth 64 dt\g· ,-l;~ lllill. \Y 1.\~t l -l-t-.t) t't\(\t; tlH\HCP 
s(\'t1 t h -h~ dt.\~' :~ 1llill '\' t\~t :2~)~ fuc\t; thence 
~outh t}~~ ~.h\g: \\T.._\~t l~~t).;~ t\\l\t; thl\nc.e South 
3-! deg :!1 nun \r t\~t l~l-!.5 feet ; thence South 
±:) th\g 4S 1nin \\.\\~ t :2tl:t3 fL\l\t ; t he11ce South 
5~ d~g :2:.2 min \Yest 41+ feet: thPnce South 
42 t1t\g 59 min \\~ e~t 3:2.3 flJet, to the gate. 
and the court fintl~ that in the use of said roadway 
the public generally and tlle defendant and his 
predecessors in interest have used and occupied 
said road,-u?ay to the extent of one and one-half 
rods on each s-ide of said center line above de-
scribed, maki""!J said roailway three rods witle, as 
the same passes through the lands of the plaintiff, 
and the court finds that three rods is the width of 
said roadway, and that said width has been and 
is necessary in the enjoyment of said roadway 
for the purposes for which it has been used and 
is now being us~ by the public generally and by 
the defendant and his predecessors in interest. 
The ·court finds that said roaillway has been used by 
the public generally openly, notoriously, continu-
ously, uninterrupteaty, adversely and under claim 
of right for more than fifty years last past, and 
that the defendant and lvis predecessors in inter-
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est have relied, a.nd do rely upon said roadway as 
a public highway, .and as a means of ingress and 
egr~ess to and from the lands of the defendant, 
above described, and that said roadway is the only 
Toad leading to and from the lands of the defen-
dant, and is the ~only means of ingress and egress 
to and from the lands of the defendant and he and 
his predece,ssors in int~erest, relying on said road-
way and their right to use the ·same, purchased 
said land and have constructed valuable improve-
m·ents thereon, in the form of dwelling house, 
barns corals, blacksmith shop, fences, seales and 
~other improvements, all necessary in the use and 
~occupancy of said land, and the defendant and his 
predecessors in interest have, for more than fif-
teen years last past, from year to year and fron1 
day to day, used said roadway in going to and 
from the lands of the defendant and in hauling 
materials for the construction of the improvements 
thereon and f.or the transportation of supplies and 
products and f.or the trailing of sheep, cattle and 
other livestock, and with full knowtedge thereof 
the plaintiffs and their predecessors in interest 
penni tted and ~ecquiesced in the free use of said 
roadway by the defendant and his pr·edecessors 
in int·erest and by the public generally, well know-
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iug thut tht~ tlefeudant and his IH't\dL\eL\~~ors in iu-
tt"rl\~l l.uhl no otht_\r means of nccPss to said lands 
and huproYL\lllent~ and wert' relyi ug: upou BHitl 
l"''c.HhYny as ~l lHL\an~ ,..lf ingrt\~~ and t\gTt'~~ to and 
frum the land~ of the defendant. 
10. In the n1onth of .B,ebrua.ry 19:28, and 
thereafter during the said year up to the trial of 
thi~ action. the plaintiffs wrongfully and unlaw-
fully and in Yiolation of the rights of the defen-
dant and the public generally, obstructed and in-
terferred with the use of said roadway by the 
public and by the defendant, his agents, represen-
tati,es and employees by constructing gates, 
fences and other obstructions across said roadway, 
and by threats of violence and force attempted to 
and did prevent the defendant, his agent and em-
ployees. from using and occupying said roadway 
for the trailing of sheep along and over said road-
way, and other purposes, and in the general use 
thereof, and plaintiff threatens to continue to ob-
struct and interfere with and prevent the defen-
dant, his agents, representatives and employees, 
from using said roadway. 
·CONCLUSION~S OF LAW 
As Conclusion of Law the court finds : 
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1. That the plaintiffs are not entitle~ to any 
reli~ef, whatsoever, as prayed for in their com-
plaint. 
2. That defendant is entitled to a decree 
holding that there is_ a roadway, which is a public 
highway, across and over the lands of the plain-
tiffs,- as in these findings described, and that the 
plaintiffs are estopped to deny the same; and that 
the defendant, his agents, representatives and em-
ployees and successors in interest, and the public 
generally, are ~entitled to use said roadway as the 
same passes ·over and through the lands of the 
plaintiffs, and that the de£endant is entitled to a 
decree perp·etually enjoining the plaintiffs, their 
ag·ents, representatives and .e,mployees and their 
successors in interest, from in any way obstruct-
ing or interfering with the use of said roadway by 
the defendant, his agents, representatives, em-
ployees and succes:sors in interest, and the public 
generally. 
3. That the defendant be awarded his costs 
herein incurred. 
Dated this 4th day of D~eembeT, 19·28. 
L. B. WIGH·T, 
Judge. 
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~\ttL\~ t : • \ l..l) ~ Z l> ~ L \ C l~ . :\ Y, 
C'lt:\rk. 
By ~- ~\. ABB~JTT, 
Deputy Clerk. 
(Title of C-'()urt and Cause). 
DECREE 
Ibis cause came on regularly for trial before 
the court. sitting without a jury, upon the com-
plaint of the plaintiffs and the cross-complaint of 
the defendant. :llessrs. Hatch & Hatch and George 
M. Sullivan, Esq., appeared as attorneys for the 
plaintiffs, and D. B. Hempstead. E.sq., and Stew-
art, Alexander & Budge appeared as attorneys for 
the defendant. Evidence was introduced by the 
respective parties and considered by the court, 
and the court being fully advised in the premis-es, 
and having found the issues in favor of the de-
fendant and against the plaintiffs, and having 
made Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, 
XOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY OR-
DERED, ADJUDGED AND DIDC·REED that the 
plaintiffs take nothing by reason of their com-
plaint herein, and that it be and the same ar·e here-
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by dismissed on the merits. 
It is ordered, adjudg.ed and decreed that the 
plaintiffs, subject to the roadway hereinafter de-
scribed, are the owner,s of the following described 
land, to-wit: 
Lots 7 and 8, Section 1, To,vnship 2 South, 
Rangs 3 East, Salt Lake Meridian, in Summit 
County, State of Utah, containing approxi-
mately 97 acres, together with all water rights 
thereunto belonging or in any· wise apper-
taining. 
IT I~S ORDERE.D, ADJUD·GED AND DE-
,C·REED that the defendant is the owner in pos-
Ression and entitled to the posses:sion of the fol-
lowing lands, to-wit: 
All of Lots 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16, 
'Section 1, Township 2 'South, Range 3 East, 
ISalt Lake Meridian, containing 6'29 acres. 
120 acres in S·ection 12, Township 2 South, 
Range 3 East, ·Salt Lake Meridian. 
I.1ots 6 and 9, Section 6, To\vnship 2 South, 
Range 4 East, Salt Lake ·M·eridian. 
520 aeres in Section 7, Township 2 South, 
Range 4 East, Salt Lake Meridian. 
IT I,S FURTHER ·O·RDERED, ADJUDGED 
.AND DECREED that there is a roadway, which 
is a public highway, leading from the highway re-
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rl'lTt'd to as the Pai·k City high\vay' ht•tdnnitlg at a 
point \\'l't\}'l' n lant' known a~ Tn.t.tnulll 7s Lnne iu-
tt•r(•ept~ ~nitl Park City Highway and running 
t heneP OYt:'r and along ~aid Trottmnn ':-; IJane 
~outherly to\\·ard~ ,,~hitP P~ne Canyon, until :said 
roatl\Yay reacht)~ the north boundary line of plain-
tiffs· said land, and thence oYer and aeross Lot 8, 
above described, belonging to the plaintiffs fro1n 
the north b<>undry.to the south boundary thereof; 
and ~aid roadway. as the same passes over plain-
tiff3' ~aid land is three rods wide; that is to say 
one and •'n~half rods on each side of the center 
line thereof. which said center lin-2 is (lescrihefl as 
follo\\-:3. to-wit: 
Commencing at a point North 1320 feet and 
West ±!l/2 feet from the quarter corner, east 
side, Section 1, Township 2 South, Range 3 
East, Salt Lake ~Ieridian, and running thence 
South 31 deg. 40 min. West 248 feet; thence 
South 54 deg. 41 min. West 154.3 feet; thence 
South 1 deg. 27 min. West 139.7 feet; thence 
South 64 deg 53 min. West 144.6 fHet; thence 
South 48 de g. 3 min. West 298 feet; thence 
South 63 deg. West 136.3 feet; thence South 
54 deg. 21 min. West 194.5 feet ; thence South 
45 deg. 48 min. West 203.H feet; thence South 
52 deg. 22 min. West 414 feet; thence South 
42 deg. 59 min. West 52.3 feet, to the gate. 
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IT IS FURTI-IER ORDE·RE:D, ADJUDGED 
AND DE·CREED that the defendant, his agents, 
representatives ancl en1ployees and successors in 
interest, have the right to use said roadway here-
inbefore described for the driving of sheep, cattle 
and other livestock, and for all kinds of traffic, in 
the uHe, oecupancy and enjoyment of said land~ 
belonging to the defendant, and/ or his successors 
in interest. 
• 
IT lS FURTHER ORDERED, A·DJUDGED 
AND DECREED that the plaintiffs, and each and 
all of their agents, repres·entatives, employees ancl 
for successors in interest are perpetually en-
joined and restrained from in any manner ob-
structing or interfering with the use, occupancy 
and enjoyment of said roadway by the defendant, 
his successors in interest and their agents, repre-
sentatives and employees, and by the public gen-
erally, as the same passes over and across the 
plaintiffs' said lands hereinberore des·cribed. 
IT IS FURTHE:R O·RD·E~RED, ADJUDGED 
_.A_ND DE~CREED that the defendant recover his 
costs in this action incurred. 
Dated this 4th day of December 1928. 
L. B. WIGHT, 
Judge. 
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~-\ th\~t: _\l~l)XZl) ~L:-\l'J'~-\. Y, Ch,rk. 
By ~- .... -\ . .~..\BBOTT. lh'puty C'h\rk. 
Rt:\et'i Yed eopy of tlH:~ foregoing· :b-,indings of 
Facts. Cunclusion~ of .Ln\Y and l)ecree this 28th 
day of Xovember. 1~1:.~~. at ± :13 o'clock p. m. 
H .. .-\.TCH & H ... -lT·CI-I, 
ti. Jl. 8ULLIV.A.N, 
.. :\.ttorneys for Plaintiff. 
By G. S. Hatch. 
(Title of Court and Cause). 
XOTICE OF MODIFICATION OF FINDINGS 
OF F....\.CT, COXCLU1SIONS OF LAW 
AND DECREE 
To the said plaintiffs and to Hatch & Hatch 
and G. ~I. Sullivan, their attorneys: 
Yon and each of you ~re hereby notified that 
the above entitled Court Oll its own motion, under 
the -provisions of Section 6828 ·C. L. of Utah, 1917, 
modifies the Findings of Fact, Conclusions ·of Law 
and Decree heretofore on the ~th day of Decem-
ber, 1928, entered in the above entitled cause, in 
the f.ollowing partienlars, to-wit: 
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1. The ~Court modifies the 3rd Finding of 
Fact so that the .same reads as follows: 
'The ·Court finds that the defendant did not, 
durino· the years 192·5, 1926 and 1927, as al-
leged 
0
in plaintiffs' first, s?eond and · thi:d 
causes of action, or otherw1se or at all, wil-
fully and maliciously, or otherwise, go on to 
and upon the lands of the plaintiffs with his 
sheep, horses, camps, wagons, men, employees 
and complete outfits, or otherwise, except 
that defendant used the roadway described in 
the 9th Finding herein, and depasture, ·eat up 
and destroy the feed and forage thereon, or 
otherwise damage or trespass upon the lands 
of the plaintiffs, as ~set forth in the complaint 
he :vein. '' . 
2. ThP 'Court m·odifies the first Conclusion of 
Law so that the sa·me reads as follows: 
''That the plaintiffs are not entitled to 
judgment or to any relief whatsoever, as 
prayed for in their complaint herein.'' 
, 
3. The ·Court n1odifies the second paragraph 
of the Decree so that the same reads as follo,vs: 
NOW TIHE:REF·OR,E IT IS HEREBY OR-
D·E,RE:D, ADJUD~GED ~ND DE·CREED that 
the plaintiffs take nothing by r·eason of their 
complaint herein, and that said complaint be 
and the same is hereby dismissed on the 
merits. 
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Lt i~ on.lPrl\d, atljudgt\d and dt.\ert.\t\d that the 
plaintiff~. ~ubjt\et to tht' road\vay, hert\inaft<\r 
de~l~rib~d, an.' the owners of t lH\ following 
land, to-"~it : 
Ll)t 7 and S. SPction 1, Township ~ South, 
R-angt' ~i Ea.~t. Snit Lake 1\Ieridian, in Summit 
County, State of Utah, containing approxi-
mately 97 acres. together \Yith nll \\'ater rig·hts 
therelmto belonging or in any w1se apper-
taining.'' 
Dated December :28, 1928. 
~TE,\ .. :\.RT. _-\LEX.A.:Kl)ER & BUDGE, 
D. B. HEMP.S'TEAD, 
· ~-\Jtorneys for Defendant. 
~(~rnce of cc•py of thP foregoing modifications 
is hereh~- a!hnittf'<l this :28th da~,. of December. A. 
D. 19:2S. 
~-\ttorneys for Plaintiffs. 
(Title {)f Court and Cause). 
DECREE 
.._-\_mendment to the Findings 
The defen1ant, having submitted findings of 
faet, conclusions of law and decree, and the plain-
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tiff having field objections thereto, and neither 
party having offered or submitted a finding which 
reflects the re.cord in this particular, the Court, of 
its O\vn motion, makes the following amendment 
to said findings. 
The planitiffs having at the opening of the 
tr.ial, waived their action, or causes of action, for 
damages resulting from the trespass~es complained 
of in the complaint, and no evidence having been 
introduecd either to support or disprove said al-
legations, and it appearing from the record that 
it was the intent and purpose of plaintiff to dis-
miss said clain1s \vithout prejudice and not on the 
merits, the court makes ~o findings as to the alle-
gati~ons of the complaint bearing on said subject 
matter, anything hereinbefore stated to the con-
trary notwithstanding. 
(Sign·ed) L. B. WIGI-IT, 
Judge. 
(Title of ·C·ourt and :Cause). 
MOTION F~OR NEW TRIAL 
Come now the above named plaintiffs and 
move the ~Court to vacate the Findings of Fact, 
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C-onch18ion8 Qf La"· nnd Decree heretofore, to-wit, 
on thl' 4th day of Dece-mber, lH~S, tnnde an<l en-
tered herein in fa,·or of the deft~ndant and coun-
ter-claimant. and against the plaintiffs, and to 
grant plaintiffs a new trial of said cause, upon the 
following ground8 and for the follo,Ying reasons, 
to-wit: 
1. ln5ufficieney of the evidence to justify 
the findings of fact herein. 
In5ufficiency of the evidence to justify the 
conclu5ion5 of law made and entered herein. 
3. Insufficiency of the evidence to justify 
the judgment and decree made and entered herein. 
±. That the findings of fact, as made and en-
tered, are not suffiei~nt in law upon which to base 
the judgment and decree complained of. 
5. That the findings of fact, conclusions of 
law and decree seek to adjudicate and determine 
certain issues of law and f·act, which, during the 
course of the trial, was by the ·Court, upon motion 
of plaintiffs, dismissed without prejudice and was 
therefore not involved in the trial of this cause and 
not submitted for final adjudication and determi-
nation upon their merits. 
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·6. Error of the Court in failing to make find-
ings upon the ·essential and material issues of fact 
raise·d by the pleadings and covered by the evi· 
dence in this case, and particularly in failing to 
·rnake findings as to the location of White Pine 
Canyon road in common use prior to the issuance 
of the ·patent for Lot 8, (plaintiffs' land), and in 
failing to make findings as to the metes, bounds, 
variations, courses and distances of said White 
Pine Canyon road, if any, us·ed by the public prior 
to the issuance of the patent to said Lot 8, be-
longing to plaintiffs. 
7. Errors in la 1.\· occunng at the trial and 
duly· e:xc(_~pted to by the plaintiffs. 
8. Irregularity in the proceedings of the 
Court and adverse parties in this to-wit: That 
the findings, juclgmen t and decree as made and 
entered herein, are not in accord with the copy 
of the proposed findings, judgment and decree 
.served by defendant upon the plaintiffs herein. 
9. Irregularity and abuse of discretion in 
the proceedings of the ~Court, and surprise to 
'Plaintiffs, which ordinary prudence could not have 
guarded against, in this, to-wit: That defendant 
\vas permitted, at the close of the trial and over 
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plaintiffs' objections and t\xeoptions, to prove, un-
der thl~ gui~l\ of ·~sur-rebuttal,'' by the witness 
Ste,vart. the metes, bounds, Yariations, eourses 
and di~tance~ of the road,vay described in the 
finding~ and deert:~f', but not set out in the coun-
ter-claim. 
10. The C,ourt erred in permitting proof, and 
in making its findings, judgment and decree as to 
the metes, bounds, variations, courses and dis-
tanees of the roadway as set forth in the judgment 
and decree, because same 'Yas not involved in the 
issues framed in this case. 
11. Irregularity and abuse of discretion on 
the -part of the Court during the course of the 
trial in issuing its so-called ''·enlarged and extend-
ed'' restraining order, and now keeping in full 
force and effect its said so-called ''enlarged and 
extended'' restraining order. 
12. Error of the ·Court in failing to vacate, 
modify or qualify, or in any way limit the so-
c.alled ''enlarged and extended'' restraining order 
made on the 14th day of September, 1928, during 
the course of the trial. 
Said motion is based upon the records and 
files herein, and upon the testimony and other 
proceedings had upon the trial. 
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EDWIN D. HATC·H, 
GE·O. M. ;SuLLIVAN, 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs. 
Received ·copy of the foregoing motion for 
new trial this 8th day of D~ecember, 1928. 
Ste\vart, Alexander & Budge, 
D. B. Hempstead, 
Attorneys for Defendants. 
(Title fo Court and Cause). 
ORDER DENYING NEW TRIAL 
Plaintiffs' motion for a new trial having been 
heretofore argued, ·submitted and taken under ad-
visement and the Court being now sufficiently ad-
vised in the premises, it is ordered that said mo-
tion for a new trial be and the same hereby is de-
nied. 
L. B. WI·GH·T, 
Judge. 
Dated December 29, 19'28. 
( Ti tie of Court and 'Cause). 
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lh)TIOX TO V~\l~ .. :\T11~ THE ENL~·\RGE·D AND 
r~XTEXDED RESTI~:..:\IXING ORDER 
~1 .. \DE HEREIX OX SEPT. 14, 19:28 
Come no"· the plaintiffs and move the Court 
to vacate and set aside the restraining order made 
and enter~i herein_ the l±th day of September, 
1928, enlarging and extending the restraining or-
der theretofore, to-·wit on the 13th day of J\!Iarch, 
1~1:2S, made and entered herein, upon the following 
grQunds and for the following reasonR, to-·wit: 
1. Said enlarged and exfe·nded restraining 
order is indefinite and uncertain in this, to-wit: 
The so-called '·White Pine CanyQn Road" run-
ing through plaintiffs' property has never been 
lQCated or established as a public highway so far 
as the proofs show. 
:2. Xo improv~ments have ever been made 
upon said so-called road from public funds, so far 
as the proof shows. 
3. The location, direction and width of said 
so-called road, or any road in \Vhite Pine Canyon, 
has never been fixed and determined, and is not 
fix-ed and determined in the pleadings herein, or in 
the said enlarged and extended restraining order 
referred to. 
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4. That the scope of the restraining order, or 
the limitation or rights of the plaintiffs herein to 
proteet their culinary water, their growing crops, 
to-wit: alfalfa, potatoes and timothy hay, under 
the verbiage ,of ·said restraining order, is indefi-
nited and uncertain, and it cannot be ascertained 
therefrom what effort or attempt on the part of 
·plaintiffs to protect their lands, their growing 
crops, their ,culinary water, or their home from the 
trespass of defendant's animals, would or might 
he construecl as a violation of ·said extended or 
enlarged restraining order. 
5. That it cannot be determined from said 
restraining order to what extent, if any, plaintiffs 
may protect their said property frorri the driving 
and trailing of livestock by defendant along said 
roadway, nor the restrictions to which plaintiffs 
are .subjected by said restraining order in prevent-
ing the trespass by defendant of all of l;ot 8 of 
·plaintiffs' real property. 
6. That if by said restraining order it vvas 
intended that de:fenidant in trailing his livestock 
over and along said so-·called White Pine road or 
roads, .could take all the time desired in trailing 
and grazing same, and all the space required in 
trailing and grazing .same, then said restraining 
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ln·der 'vould. operate 88 a violation of plaintiff~' 
rights to protect their property fro1u the tr<'~pa~s 
by defendant. 
7. That under the tern1s of said restraining 
order plaintiffs are necessarily in doubt as to ho\v 
much trespass in point of area, or as to ho\\~ n1uch 
trespass in point of time, defendant n1ay connnit 
before plaintiffs "·ould be permitted under the 
terms of said restraining order to interfere 'vith 
or prevent said trespass. 
S. That if the intent and purpose of said re-
straining order is to permit defendant (and under 
the language of the order such is a reasonable in-
terpretati~n thereof) to trail his livestock promis-
cuously over and upon plaintiffs' land, and to eat 
the grass and crops growing thereon, then the 
same is unconstitutional in that it is sought to for-
cibly take the private property of one person for 
the pri?;ate benefit of another. 
9. That said enlarged and extended restrain-
ing order i.s in excess of the application for same, 
and there is no showing whatever of the necessity 
for same. 
10. That said enlarged and extended restain-
ing order was made before plaintiffs' evidence in 
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rebuttal was all or any substantial part intro-
duced. 
11. That there is no ·evidence in this ~case to 
support the ~claim of claimant that a publie high-
way has been in continuous and uninterrupted use 
as such public highw.ay for a period of t'venty 
years immediately preceding the commencement 
of this action. On the contrary the proof is con-
clusive from Government records, to-wit, field 
notes of the survey made in June, 1902, and plat 
accompanying ;same, that the only roads across 
this property at the time of said survey was one 
road leading up White Pine Canyon on the South 
and East side of the ~creek, and another road en-
tering this property from the North line about 20 
rods distance west of the Northeast eorner of the 
·Sullivan property, which road presumably led 
over fr~om what is commonly called ''·The Red Pine 
Canyon Road'' and approached the ·Condas land in 
clog.e proximity to the pres-ent buildings thereon. 
12. The proof i~s further conclusive that ea;ch 
of these roads have been abandoned for many 
years and .are not now in common use by the pub-
lic ~or any;one. 
13. Such ~evidence furnished by the Govern-
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ments records is corroborated and emphasizPd by 
the testimony of Mr. Street, and is not contradict-
ed by the testimony of any witness in this case, 
saYe fi'~Om the eoncJusion of Mr. Archibald to the 
effeet that the road leading up WbitL' Pine Can-
yon on the south and east of the creek \vas a pri-
\ate road. belonging to :Mr. Jim Williams, a squat-
ter on a tract of land, afterward entered by one 
Snyder. 
14. Plaintiff's proof is further ~ade con-
clusive by the testimony of himself, of Pat Lake 
and of one J. Riley Lake, his brother, to the effect 
that since 1915 the private road leading from the 
X ortheast corner of the Sullivan pre:q1ises to the 
Sullivan house was inclosed by gate and bars at 
the entrance of said road to the Sullivan property, 
to-wit: at the n-ortheast corner thereof, anu has 
always been improved by the private efforts and 
private expenditures of ·Sullivan and Lake, hi;;; 
predecessor. 
15. The proof further shows conclusively 
that the private road above referred to, until w~th­
in the lasi two or three years, was some distance, 
to-wit, from one to four rods south and east of 
where it is now situate. That is formerly went 
diagonally in a southwesterly direct}on over what 
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is now 1Sullivan's meadow land, and that he, Sui 
livan, and his predecessor, Lake, changed it to go 
along the foot-hills so as to make more acreage 
for meadow lands and to make a better road. 
16. That there is no written evidence of the 
abandonment or dedication of the roadway over 
the .Sullivan land, and no evidence of any public 
funds ever having been expended upon said road. 
17. The proof shows -conclusively from the 
testimony of Sullivan and abstracts and de-ed: 
(a). That there was no reservation of any 
easement or roadway in the deed from Lake to 
Sullivan, \vhich shows a failure of any intent on 
the part of the g-rantor, Lake, to have abandoned 
or dedicated a public highway acro-ss the land. 
(b) That ·Sullivan first saw and leased the 
land in 192·2, at which time the private roadway, 
no\v sought to he claimed as a public highway, wa.s 
intersected by gate or hars at the p·oint where it 
enters the Sullivan land at the northeast corner: 
and that at all tmies since, and particularly when 
Sullivan obtained his warranty deed £or the land 
in 1924, said gate at the entrance of said road to 
the Sullivan land was intact and ~ept continuously 
closed, showing ·conclusively that it was the intent 
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aut..l hold the ~,nne a~ a prh·atP road\\·ay. ·ns dis~ 
tingui~hed fron1 ·a public. higlnvny, and that the 
travel, if any. o\·er said road ·since 19~2 until about 
the time of the commencement of this action has 
been by the permision of Sullivan and not against 
his will. all of which tends to negative the idea that 
Sullivan and his predecessor \Yas abandoning· this 
or any other road over his land to the public and 
for use by it as a public highway. 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs. 
(Title of Court and Cause). 
XOTICE OF APPEAL 
To the above named defendant, to Stewart, 
Alexander & Budge, and to D. B. Hempstead, his 
attorn~ys: 
YOU, .L-\KD EACH OF Y.OU, WILL PLEASE 
TAKE NOTICE that the plaintiffs hereby appea] 
to the Supreme Court of the State of Utah from 
that certain judgment :and decree heretofore, to-
wit: on the 4th day of December, 1928, made, ren-
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dered and ·entered herein, and from the whole· 
thereof. 
Plaintiffs further appeal from the ord~r 
thereafter, to-wit: Made and entered on the 29th 
day of Deeember, 192H, overruling their motion 
for new trial in said cause, and from the order 
·made .and ·entered on or about the 29th day of De-
cember, 192'8, modifying said original judgment 
and decree, and from the whole thereof . 
This appeal is taken upon questions of fact 
and questions of law. 
E. D. HA·T~CH, 
G. M. SULLIVAN, 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs and Appellants. 
Received copy of the foregoing Notice, and 
accept service -of same this 28th day of June, 1929. 
Attorneys £or Defendant, John 'C. ·Condas 
THE TRIAL 
101 ·Statements of counsel for the s·everal parties 
to and orders, rulings, and comments of the court. 
115 
Mr. Sullivan, f.or plaintiff, states that plain-
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116 tiff will lllOYe t•J di81ni~~ all elai1us for thunages 
~l't out in the pleading~. 
Tll£ l'OCR.T: "~o it nuty be undL'r~tood that 
1notion lla~ been lllade and the rulings ~o far a~ 
the t\Yidenc.e is concerned \Yill be madL\. '' 
117 MR. S l-LLl \~.A.~ : · · y· es, 1 \\·ould tlistnic~ at 
this time, except a careful study of the complaint 
i~ that certain parts rely upon other part * '"' '"' '' 
THE COlTRT: ··The court so understands it 
P~\TRICK Sl .... LLIV.A.K, one of the plaintiffs, 
sworn, and on direct examination by Mr. Sullivan, 
Esq., testified as follows: 
I reside at Park City, l~tah. Came first to 
Park ·City in 1917. Have resided there since 1920. 
I am familiar with the land described in para-
graph one of my complaint. I first became 
interested in that land in 1922. I had a lease on 
118 it. I leased from Mr. Lake. I afterward contract-
ed to purchase. I had Reddon 's ranch in 1924. I 
I went into possession of the Lake land under that 
contract and have been in possession ever since. 
119 That is the land counsel and I visited yesterday. 
I first went into possession of this tract of land in 
120 1922, as lesee In 1924 under the ' contract 
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to purchase. I owed about five hundred dollars 
on the contract at the time this suit was begun. 
121 We paid $325.00 on it this morning. The indebted-
ness is represented by a note and mortgage. The 
defendant, Mr. Condas, owns the land immediately 
adjoining my land below and above it. Of my 
land, 27 acres are under cultivation, seventeen 
122 acres hay; ten acres grain and crops. Hay grown 
there is timothy and alfalfa. We grow oats and 
potatoes. After harvest I use my land for pastur-
ing sheep, cattle and horses. 
In the sum1ner of 1925, the defendant's stock 
vvent right through my land. I did not consent to 
123 it. My wife objected to it at the time, I was work-
ing· some then. The defendant has used my land 
for travel hack and forth with his vehicles. I never 
gave him permission. My land is fenced. I fenced 
it in 1928. A rour-foot fence. I had my land sur-
veyed before fencing and built the fence on the 
lines furnished by the surveyor. I put up gates. 
In 19'26, I gave a key to Mr. Condas. Our cattle 
then in the hay. I told him if he was going 
through to close the gate, my cattle \Vas going out. 
1'24 Mr. ~Condas took the key. I had a wire gate at 
that time. A different gate now. I had a big 
chain and lock on the gate, the chain going around 
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the po~t. I 'Yt:lnt out one n1orning aud thl\ gat<.~ 
'vn~ cut do,Yn-taken rig·ht aw·ay. I never saw the 
l ~5 gate again. There "yas an old trail therl\ then~ 
lea.__ling throug-h 1ny land to l\lr. Coudas' house 
That ,,·a~ the end of the trail. I spoke t.o Condas 
about the gate--in 1926----on the ranch. Condas 
said he ( C'Ondas) ''as going to haYe the right of 
of 'Yay and tear out gates. 
Then I brought this suit to enjoin him from 
. . go1ng over my prennses. 
126 ()n cross examination by ~Ir. Stewart, the 
witness testified as follows: 
In 1922 and 19"23 and every year to the pres-
ent time I work night shift in the mines. I would 
work half a day on the ranch. I quit the mines at 
cropping time. I quit around the first of May 
and around the first of August ·each year. I didn't 
work around that time in the mines at all. I would 
work about a month or six weeks putting in the 
127 crops. It took about six weeks to put up the -crops. 
During the time I was putting in my crops and 
harvesting them I didn't work in the mines at all. 
I raised some grain right above the cabin, below 
the alfalfa. We never threshed, but fed the grain 
128 to the cattJ.e. Cut it with a mower. 
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There was a gate across the roadway when 
I first came there, ahout 1922. The .gate was then 
up by the house-about 25 feet or so above the 
house across that trail. I had a man there in 1922; 
129 leased the Condas ranch; kept my cattle there. I 
didn't live there. I hav;e never lived on the ranch. 
A man was there 1922 and 19'23. I put in grain 
130 in 1923. I grazed the land; I put up hay in 1923. 
I didn't keep my cattle there in the winter of 19'23. 
I b~ought the hay into town. 
I first sav\r Condas in 1925. I saw him walk-
ing through the grain. We were cutting trees 
above the cabin. No one lived on the ~Condas ranch. 
131 prior to 1925. I leased it from Redden in 19125 and 
eut hay on it. Mr. ·Condas was back and forth that 
year. He ea.me in with his sheep in 1925. Was 
there in 1926, 1927 .and 1928. He went through 
my land with his sheep reeding on my land before 
he went to his land. H·e -came up the land; let 
t32 them (the sheep) go right through ·everything. H·e 
went all over the place-right through my hay in 
1925. Drove through my spuds. I went to Con-
das' hous~ and warned him to keep his sheep off 
my land. 1Condas said nothing in 19·25 about any 
134 right of way. Condas always claimed roadway, 
135 1925, 19·26, 1927. I stopped rCondas myself in 1926, 
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about the 15th of June. I sa"~ him go down with 
hi8 sheep on about August 25th, 1926, also saw 
1~i6 him bring his sheep down in 1927. I was not there 
in 19"25. 
I put up a fenc-e in 1928. Before tllen tlH' 
lane wa~ fenced. I didn't see any fence there 
before across the road from Trottn1an 's Lane, 
13S leading to my house. There was an old gate there 
when I first came there, below my land, and one 
139 up above the house. 
I first put a lock and chain on the gate in 192:2 
1-±:3 when I first came there. It was all closed up when 
I came there. The gate was lDcked when I went 
144 there first. I put a look and chain on the gate in 
19-26. Condas had one key, we had another. I 
gave Condas a ·key in 1926. The lock and chain-
1±.5 was put on the gate going out of my meado''T lands. 
There was no road there; a trail. 
Plaintiffs' exhibits ''A'' and '' B'' offered 
147 and received in evidence,." A" being an abstract of 
title to the Sullivan land, "B" being a contract to 
purchase between the plaintiffs as purchasers 
and Lake as seller. 
14 7 Here the plaintiffs rested. 
Mr. Wm. Archibald, being sworn as a witness 
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for defendants, on dire-ct ,examination, testified as 
follows: 
L) p to ten years ago I lived at ·Synderville in 
8ummit County nearly all the time from 1872. I 
have been ranching; a ~contractor in stone and 
148 timber, and merchandising. For the last few years 
I have been working· for the state. I was born 
in 1852. I have known White Pine and Red Pine 
Canyons since about 1870. I know the ~Sullivan 
ranch and the ·Condas ranch. They are both sit-
uated in the mouth of White Pine 1Canyon. Sulli-
149 van's ranch is down north of ·0-ond!as, ranch. Land 
north belongs to me. I j·oin the Sullivan ranch on 
the north with 99.3 acres. 
There is a roadway leading from the Park 
150 ·City highway up ·to plaintiffs', that is up to Sulli-
van's and ~Condas' ranches. It starts down ·what 
we ·call the Trottman residence and parallels the 
secti~on line until it gets within about 20 rods of 
the township corner, where it turns southwest into 
1Sullivan '.s place and crosses the corner of my land. 
It then runs .along pretty clos·e to the foot of the 
bench, up past what is now the Sullivan house and 
runs on up ther·e to the ·Condas ranch. It goes 
151 right up White Pine ~C·anJiOn into the basin. 
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ThP roa~.l ha~ h1.'"'ll l'hnug:~.·d tnny h~.· n rod ot· 
13:2 t \\-~.) l't)ll~ in phlet·~ tht•rt'. ... \bout 1 ~7t), l bt'liP\'l' 
ll1~re \Ya~ a ~n\\·mill tlh'l't\ I workt'd for Gibson at 
the sa"·mill. I "-as shipping clerk and fort'tllall. 
They ehn ng-t •d the et.lU r~~. · cJ f t hn t road up n little 
further toward the bench. Farther ,,.P~t. 
t!, How long hav·e you kno,vn. to your own 
knowledgt'l has there been a road,,·ay leading up 
along in a general "·ay the present course of the 
road \\hich we saw yesterday f 
JIR. ~l~LLT\~~-\X: Just a n1oment; this, if 
the court plea~t:>. get~ us do"YJl to the crucial te:--; t 
of the la"~ of easement:'. ,,,. e object incompetent, 
153 immaterial. irrevelant =~= * =!= 
( ~-\r g·umen t) 
THE l'Ol~RT : The obj-ection may be over-
ruled~ at this time, without prejudice to your sub-
mitting authorities and motion to strike after-
ward. 
~lR. S l~ I .-I.. I\ T .A_ X : Save an exception. 
Since 1873. For hauling lumber, for driving 
li\estock up in the hills, and for hauling wood and 
general building material for the settlement in 
shape of timber. This road has been used gener-
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ally by the public for those purposes during that 
154 entire period. The road has run in the direction 
of the pres·ent road. Frank Lake and Mr. Redden 
1noved the road from the meadow over to the west 
.side of the meadow. I cannot say when that was 
done. Approximately 12 years ago. While I have 
known this r~oacl it has been well defined and a well 
traveled road. There is no m·eans of ingress ancl 
egress to White Pine canyon other than along the 
course of this road. There is no other way for 
Mr. Condas to reach his ranch over any other 
road. The ·other way is all fenced up. IThis road 
is nanied White Pine canyon road. 
·On cross examination the witness Archibald 
testified as follows : 
153 I am in the e1nploy of the state Fish and Game 
Deparbnent. 
I kno\v son1ewhat of the topog~--aphy of the 
156 territory surrounding White Pine Canyon, and of 
the SulliY.rln and Condas rcnlches. I think it is not 
three or four but about one 1nile from Park City. 
157 (Exhibit "~C" here call·ed to witness' attention). 
This dotted land here is mine. I think I got the 
deed in 1902. I dispute the correctness of that 
158 map. Where the word ''Gate'' appears shows 
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the cros~i 11g of my laud. I ~t'l) Hoad '·.A.'' here. 
~Follo"~iug mnp: E~x. "C'') . ...:\~ Ill'ar as I enn see 
that correctly repre~l\11 t ~ the prl\~l'll t line of t ra YL' 1 
from the ~ntrancl) to th~ ~ulliYnu land up to his 
ranch. From there up to "·here R-ond "~\ '' leaves 
the Sullivan lantl at the point "Gate" it is sub-
159 :Stantially c.orrect in its line over the Sullivan land. 
(Road·· B" on Ex. H C" called to attention of wit-
ne~s ). I am quite familiar "yith Road "B." It is 
160 on the ridge between \Yhite Pine and Red Pine 
c.auyon:S. R-oad ·'B" leads (contacts "~ith) right 
160 into the lane that lea.ds to t~e public highway-
Trottman 's lane. 
161 (R.oad "C" on Ex. "0" called to attention 
of witne~s). I am familiar ''""ith an old road used a 
very great deal a good many years ago that ex-
tends up the southeast side of White Pine Canyon. 
I knew that road as us~d by priYates and indi-
\J.,luals to go in there "~th their cattle, into what 
''e called Big Hollow to the south and west-I 
162 ne\er k:nr~,\· it a.~ a public road. (Road '' C,'' afore-
said, again called to ''~tncsst>~' attention.) I 
haven't kno"'11 that a~ a road. I have been fa. 
miliar with the canyon since 1873. They hauled 
164 lumber dD\Yn road '' C '' from a sa \vmill. 11r. Sul-
livan: "When I ~a:.:- "they" I m,ean the public." 
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vV ell then the public didn't. About twelve years 
ao·o there vvas a road that ran up the canyon on 
b 
w·llat is no'v the meado\vlands and that roacl was 
111oved. That road ran about a rod in there in a 
little higher grouncl and goes l'ight to the identical 
sarne spot ¥!here the road now is, this is on the 
165 side of Sullivan's place cut across it. And the 
road \\·as cut to n1ake meadow land. No one ob-
j ectecl to the road 1Jeing moved. I have been over 
the trail leading from the gate at the entrance to 
Sullivan's land up to the Condas house every year 
for forty years. I was over it last fall, and this 
last spring, and the year before, up to the Oondas 
166 place and above it to \Vhite Pine Basin to the 
.source of the creek, traveling that country as a 
fish ancl g~ame department member. And traveled 
all the other roads and trails behind the house .. 
Up to the source of and down Thane's ~Canyon. 
Prior to being an officer of fish and game depart-
ment went up ther~e, a neighboring canyon, hunt-
ing. There is no possibility of automobile travel 
beyond the 'Condas place. 'There was a good road 
167 above the C-ondas place when we were logging. In 
1903. The road there was used for logging clear to 
the Salt Lake County line. The logging ceased in 
1903-1906. The logs were cut up by the sa-wmill 
right on this flat, just in front of that little hollow 
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169 that run~ up thi:-; ~idl\ of ~l r. ~nlivnu '~ hou~t\, and 
on the ~nllivan tract. .. \t thnt tiBll\ thL\ purpo~P of 
the road waB for htluling wood and huuber, and 
c.lriYing ~attle up into \YhitL\ l">int\ ba~in nnd 11c-
Donald ba~in~ and L)\"L'r to Dutch basins. 'Ye eould 
driYe our cattle over any part of the conn try 1nost 
practicable. There ,,·ere no fenct\s. Tbey done 
that. S,Yift'~ sawmill was in Robinson hollo\v 
about a mile aboYe the Condas house. The other 
~awmill was on Mr. Sullivan's land. The Swift 
170 mill one mile above, early date, more than thirty 
y-ears ago. The upper mill ceased operations 
about 1847 or 1878. It ''as moved down to above 
Park City- in Empire Canyon about 1877 or 1878. 
171 A.pproximately 50 years ag{). There has been no 
_ occasion to bring lumber down from the upper 
mill for fifty years. People hauled lumber up to 
establish cabins on mining claims, and also up 
Iron Canyon from Park City. During the time the 
upper mill was operating there was quite a little 
traffic up and down the canyon, hauling lumber. 
The lower mill moved up the canyon maybe a 
173 quarter of a mile on to the ·Condas place in the 
eighties. It ·operated there maybe a couple of 
years. The mill operated there until it got all the 
lumber possible to bring out. It didn't operate 
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any after 1896. After 189·6 no ~mill produced lum-
ber in White Pine ·Canyon. 'There has been no mill 
above or below the Sullivan place for more than 
30 years. Later, timber was hauled down to the 
174 Inill at Snyderville. They formerly used the road 
to haul \vood to the Ontario and the Marsac mills 
till the mills closed 20 years ago. iSome wood 
came to Salt Lake but not much, since then. I 
don't know who brought the wood down, when it 
175 came down, or how much came down. My teams 
brought some down. There has been no wood come 
down that White Pine eanyon to my knowledge 
\vithin the last fifteen years. My teams brought 
176 wood to 'Salt Lake from White Pine canyon less 
than fifteen years ago. F~ences begun to he put up 
in that country of late years. About 20 years ago-
fencing was generally commenced. I drove stock 
up the White Pine canyon, horseback. The coun-
177 try then not much fenced. We took the best trail, 
we took the bottom of the eanyon. W·e drove them 
178 over the ground that is now the hayfield. I haven't 
driven any up in the last twelve years. I know of 
lots of sheep driven back and :forth for eight or ten 
years. In the ·early days .cattle and S·Om·e sheep 
driven, some hors·es. ·The trail-Road "B" on 
179 Exhibit "~C "-has been there for :forty years. It 
was used for bringing out timber. Wood also 
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18l) hauled oYer it. If thl\Y wuntl'tl to go to ~lc])lHl~lld 
or Dutch Basin they Wl)nld takP thnt road. It \VH:-i 
not connected "~ith the othPr rontl pn~t the Sul~ 
liYan and Condas places. I kno\Y of no connection. 
Pnrt of logs to lower mill ca1ne over trail in the 
loe<1lity w·here it no"- is; part from R·ed Pine 
1~~ e.anyon over the trail on the side hill north and 
"-e~ t of the lower trail. The timber was cut on 
hill5 and brought in, anyway we could get them 
there. There is no road above the Condas ranch 
pas5able to automobiles or wagons, it would be a 
hard job to get there w·ith a ''agon, but it used to 
be. I haven't tried that trail the last 20 years. I 
1S3 know of no one trying to take a wagon up from the 
Condas house for the las-t fifteen years. 
For the last five and probably fifteen years 
there was no road at all that would lead from the 
present location of the Sullivan house to the pres-
184 ent location of the Condas house, no wagon road, 
I didn't mean the trail. There has been a road 
there all the time. 
H. P. Workman took up the Condas land as a 
185 desert claim about the year 1886, no the Sullivan 
land. Mr. Redden took up the ~Condas land about 
1912 to 1914. WagDns went up from Sulivan's 
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place to Condas place prior to 1914. There was a 
little piece chang·ed there vvhere it crossed the 
creek a little bit, change on the upper end. The 
1··oad along the foot of the bench then and no·w 
186 there. Then in about its pres·ent location. Most 
of it the same now and prior to 12 or 13 years ago. 
The Condas house has been practically on the 
.san1e place ever since I seen it. Before Redden 
squatted there, ther·e was a hous·e above that flat 
·Conclas cultivates. The present house has heen 
there only from the time Redden squatted on the 
ho1nestead. I don't know where that house was, 
I don't know where they got the material for the 
187 Redd·en house. ·There was at one tirn·e a house 
that stood where it crosses the field near the creek 
and that would be south and east of where the 
present house stands on the ·Condas place. The 
original house was three or four hundred yards 
from the present Condas house. It stood right 
do"\VI1 on the side of the creek on the southeast 
direetion from ·the present house. The road,vay 
then \vent to that house. The roadway was from 
188 the rSullivan house. The old house was not far 
from the creek bed maybe 50, 20, 30, 40 or 50 feet. 
I know it was elose. 'There, at that time, was a 
trail or road from the >Sullivan to the ·old Condas 
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htHlSl'\. I \Yonld ~ay running en~t {lf !'\outlt, and 
goes where some of the meadow land is now situ-
ah\tl. X ot nnv of that old trail "·ould be identical 
.. 
''"ith the trail from the ~ulliYan to the Conda~ 
house. That was absolutely separate and di~tinct 
from the trail that goes across the Sullivan place 
no''· It "-as on the other side of the cre~k. 
On re-direct examination Mr. Archibald testi-
fied as follow·s:-
This road that runs up to the Sullivan's ranch 
190 and thence up into Condas ranch was the main 
traveled road. The old trail was merely a little\ 
trail. 
The farmers generally furnished wood to the 
mills for roasting ores until close to 1900. 
This White Pine road passes up thru my 
land, not very much maybe 50, 75 or 100 feet. No 
191 interference with the use of this road or any ob-
struction until Mr. Sullivan got up there. The 
White Pine canyon road is well defined. If people 
had any business in there that is the road they 
took 
192 White Pine canyon is 3 miles in length, White 
Pine canyon is not precipitious or steep. A good 
many mining claims located in that secti·on. They 
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took Inaterials to operate and build shacks on the 
clai1ns up White Pine ·canyon thru Sullivan and 
Condas places. ~Since the sawmills ceased operat-
ing the country there has been used generally for 
193 grazing sheep and cattle. The sheep and cattle al-
ways trailed over the White ;Pine canyon road. 
·On re-cross exami~Ir.at1on witness Archibald 
testified :-
A man can go almost anywher·e with a wagon. 
The road above the ~Condas place is not a good 
\vagon road. There is a passable wagon road up 
past the C·ondas place until you get to the slide, 
194 that is for 300 or 400 yards. I have went on w·orse 
roads \vith a \vagon. I wouldn't say it had been 
used by the general public as a wagon road for fif-
teen years. I have used it from the ~Sullivan to 
the C·ondas place. We used to drive our floeks up 
to that raspberry patch. It has been used for 
driving sheep from Salt Lake, Wasatch and I be-
lie~.re Juab counties. I know of no other use of the 
road for the last fifteen years. I now limit my 
testimony as to use by the general public to going 
to the raspberry patch and grazing and driving 
their sheep :Dor the last fifteen years. That is the 
on-ly use of the road I know of for the last fifteen 
195 years. ·The raspberry patch is probably 300 to 400 
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yard~ ahoY'-' th~ Conda~ hou~t\ For driYing sheep 
the road bn~ bet\ll U~t\d fnr :?~:! to ~; lllih\8. rrhe 
~heep might er~J~~ tbt\ erel~k. Tht'Y \\'ould ha Yt' 
quite a tiiue clitnbing around tht\ raspberry patch. 
The bottom of the canyon tht\rt\ is 100 to 500 fl\l\t 
'vide. The ~heep \Youldn 't be limited to 10, 12. 16 
or 1~ feet. llany of the people mig-ht have 
196 broug·ht their ~upplie~ antl materials up thru 
l~l7 Thyane ·~ Can~-on 'vhere there is a public high-
"-ay. They al~o take ~heep up Thayne's Canyon. 
Thomas L. Po,\er~, a \\-itness for Llefenclant, 
being 5\Yorn~ on direct examination testified as fol-
low-s: 
I live and ha\e lived for 35 years at Snyder-
Yille. I ranch. :My ranch is north of White Pine 
198 Canyon about a quarter of a mile. I know where 
White Pine and R.ed Pine Canyons are. I have 
known \\bite Pine canyon for 35 years. I have 
dealt some in livestock, not very largely. I know 
the White Pine canyon road. I drove cattle in 
there 33 years ago. Anybody who wanted to go 
up there used the road. Since I have known the 
road it has been used just to haul some timbers 
out and to drive livestock back and forth, to haul 
logs and fence poles. It has been used by the public 
198 since I've known it, continuously. I know where 
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the road now runs. Except for a slight change, it 
runs substantially in the same place it always has 
been as it passes through the 1Sullivan and Condas 
places. It has been moved closer to the north side 
of the canyon, that is it has been m·oved from the 
1neadow a short distance from the westside toward 
the house. (The witness here must have meant to-
199 ward the west, rather than from the west, (for a 
moving from the west would have been away from 
the house). It is the same road I have always 
known. I have never lmown of any interference 
with or obstruction. Mr. Lake may have put up 
a gate, but it was so it could always be opened. 
After the gate w.as there it was so it could be 
opened, so the public ·Could go through just the 
200 same. 'That was the main road we used with cattle. 
Since the timber was taken out the country up 
there has been us·ed £or grazing-of late years for 
sheep. In my time it was probably used for cattle. 
I know cattle were trailed through there. I never 
trailed any sheep. 
On cross ex.amination, Mr. Pow·ers testified: 
I think Redden took up his place about 1912. 
I am not sure. Mr. Lake then owned the Sulli-
van place. I think gates were made about that 
201 ti·me. I guess the gates were made to permit Red-
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den to go up from the SulliYan plaeP to hi::; plaeP. 
I oouldn 't give you any facts about placing· the 
gate~ there. I didn't kilo\\· thL\ faets. I kuow thPrP 
'Ya~ one gatt' there. I don•t know whethPr on Snl-
:2U~ livan ·~ or ~\.rchibald ·~ land. I \YOuld say at the 
northea~t corner. I hauled hny for ( 1ondas in the 
spring of 1926. There "-as a gate thPl't\. 
:203 It \Yas before people settled there that I drove 
c~ttle up White Pine Canyon. They generally 
dro\e them along th~ trail. took the botton1 of 
the trail road, the road that was traveled. We 
w-ould go up to R.edden 's or the Candas place. 
Through the Redden place we had to take the road 
-it was all brush. ·Through the ·Sullivan place 
there was a couple {)f paths--on both sides of the 
creek .... \.s a rule the cattle traveled on the north 
or west side of the creek. If they spread out they 
would travel the other way. It was a beaten road 
for a wagon. There was no occasion for people to 
204 travel it except to get out logs and fence posts. I 
haven't driven cattle in the canyon since Redden 
homesteaded. Eleven or thirteen years. I started 
driving cattle there about 1896. I dr·ove the last 
about 1912 or 1914. During that time no timber, 
but some log·.~ \Yere hauled down to Snyderville, 
205 some t{) Park City. The r·oad went as far up as 
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Iron Meadow and White Pine meadow, later than 
1912. The road has been slightly changed from 
where it was, t~o nearer the foothills. Probably a 
206 a rod, to two rods-some parts in the san1e place. 
I wouldn't call it a complete change. I guess the 
·entire road has been moved farther up the hillside 
to make mor~e room for the hay land hel~ow, since 
Redden and Lake went in. In 19216, it was in its 
pres~ent location. I don't know vvhen it was moved. 
/ 
207 I re~call the first hous·e Redden built there do,vn 
near the creek above the Sullivan place. 
On re-direct examination, Mr. Powers testi-
fied: When the road went out into the meadow 
208 it was put back against the hillside. 
On re-cross examination, Mr. Powers testi-
fied: 
I meant the entire road clear up to the Sulli-
van house was changed from one-half to two rods. 
DiA VE 1SNYDER, being sworn, testified for 
defendant as follows : ·On :Direct Examination: I 
live at Snyderville and farm as a business. I have 
209 lived there 61 years. Also in the livestock busi-
ness. I am 61 years old. I have known Red Pine 
and White Pine canyons practically all my life. 
There is a road leading up White Pine canyon. It 
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has been there t:'Yer ~inet' 1 can rPnh\nlber. lt hu~ 
b~en used by the public since I havP kno,Yn it for 
hauling "~ood, driving stock, hauling log·s and lnin-
ing timbers a-nd cord \Yood. '' Q. And has it been 
210 u~~d ~·~n0rnlly by tht' people of 8nyderYille and 
by ~mployees of mining companies during that 
time. ~\.. I suppose it has, I couldn't s'vear to 
that. \ery much, there are mining claims in there, 
I belie\e. ·' The road through the Sullivan place 
has been changed a little west, nearer the hill, to 
afford more meadQw for the owners. After this 
change the road has been used generally just as 
it had been theretofore. In the logging days the 
road was wide enough for teams to pass. It was 
ne\er closed up. Teams going up and down did 
211 pass each other. We used to take our livestock 
right along the roadway, through the Sullivan 
ranch. 
On cr.oss examination, ~Ir. Snyder testified: 
213 There are no hom~s and no fanning up the White 
Pine Canyon. 
There is no mining up the canyon that I know 
213 of. No industry of any kind. There is a road 
up to about one-half mile beyond the ·Oondas place. 
214 I was up th~re last year. I could go with an auto-· 
mobile f{)r half a mile abov-e the Condas place. 
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'l"'here is a sheep coral at the end of the road. I 
suppose it is Mr. Condas '. And I think a hJlf 
1nile from the house. I didn't take an automobile 
215 up. It is on the south ~ide as you go up. I remem-
bel' when there was sawmills up that ·canyon. The 
sawmill was just a little ·east of the ·Sullivan place. 
216 It was a little northeast of his house at that tin1e. 
There is a big tall sage brush there. I know the 
liues of the Sullivan land. I know the shape of his 
tract. This map correctly shows its shape. I can--
not point out on the way something near where the 
217 sawmill was. The sawmill used to be about 200 
feet from the east line. It was right on the creek 
218 hed on the north side. 
'' Q. If you don't know about the sa-\vrnill, 
how can you tell me .so much about the road~ A.-
I hauled wood on the road when I was a little boy.'' 
The road was west of the sawmill. They hauled 
the logs from the road to the mill. The road did 
219 not go right elose to the mill. 1The road was 200 
feet from the mill. The logs were hauled on carts 
and wagons from the road to the mill. The road 
they hauled them ·On was the main canyon road. 
They carried some of the logs on their ·shoulders, 
generally on carts .and wagons. 
220 ·The house on the La;ke land stood near where 
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the north gntt'~ is no"·· I don't know ,,·Lleu lltP 
road ,,-a~ con~tructt.'~d. ncro~s tht\ Condn~ land. 
T\Yenty-fi,-~ y~nrs ngo I hauled wood and logs ovPr 
the road above the Condas land. ..c\11 of the land 
,,·as then under the government. 
I don ·r kno,,- \Ybetht}r there ha~ bL\Pn a uy 
~:?1 change in the l<>cation of the road of 'Vhite Pine 
in the last 30 years. From just behnY ~lr. {Jon-
das' house it has been changed, put w·est. Not 
on Sullivan's land at all, on Condas '. 'There has 
been no change on the Sullivan land. I heard ~lr. 
Powt>rs say it had been changed .slightly on the 
·Sullivan land. It might have been moved without 
my knowing anything about it. I kno\v the road 
used to go on the lower part of the Sullivan land. 
It doesn't go now. I know it has been move(l on 
the Sullivan land during the last ten or fifteen 
:ears. It has been moved from the lower land to 
give place to meadows, to the foothills. Just at 
the northwest corner below the 'Sullivan house. 
That removal has continued clear on down to the 
lower part of the field up to the old road. It bas 
223 not been moved up by the Sullivan house. 
Years ago the road went from the ·Sullivan 
224 house down to the then Redden house. That was 
in a different direction than it now goes. Part of 
• 
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Q£ the road from the Sullivan house to the 'Condas 
house after Redden hous·e was mov-ed up from the 
creek to where it now is, has been moved. About 
one-thrid of it. The third down by Sullivan's 
hous·e. I occasionally go in there, sometimes haul-
iHg out a little firewood. I have not gone 
ahove the ~Sullivan house for firewood in the later 
years. Probably not in fifteen years. I was up 
223 to the Condas place and ba~0k a year ago with 
horses. I was up to Redden's with horses 
and w·agon on business with Mr. Redden. 
226 That i.s the present ·Condas house. I w·en t through 
gates to get up there. One gate south of Sulli-
van's house and one gate north of :Sullivan's house 
----"One at a point where you go into the Sullivan 
ranch, one at the Sullivan house. Six or s-even 
years ago. 
R. J. BAILEY, a witness :for defendant, on di-
rect examination, testified as follows: 
I am 64 years old. I reside at Mill Creek. 
2'27 Have r·esided there 64 years. I .am a sheep raiser. 
I haVoe known White Pine cany;on 26 or 27 years. 
When I first became ·acquainted with it there was 
a fair trail, fair road for a wagon up that canyon. 
I don't .Jmow the Lake and Redden places. They 
i(lidn 't own it when I went- thr.ough ther·e. About 
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:!4 year~ ago I fir~t took ~h~ep throug·h tht\re. \\\\ 
'vent up Trot tmau 's L~Ult\ turut~d tu t hL\ ll\ t't, then 
During that p~riod \Ye 'vent up that canyon in 
:2:2S ~Tlme of each year. and out in the fall. \VPnt up 
and down the canyt)ll fr~quently "·ith a cnrt-the 
front "-heels of a \Yagou-for supplies and hay 
for the sheep. For eight or nine years. Quite a 
while ago. ....\long about 18 or 19 years· ago. ~Iy 
:?-29 la5t trip in there was in 1919. 
In driving sheep up the canyon ''"e haYe one 
herder take a bunch on lead and start them up t~e 
road to drive them, the rest run along behind and 
the other herder, the camp tender, ·would stay 
right behind to keep them out of the brush. You 
cannot let them spread out because you lose the 
lambs. 
230 "Q.-A.nd was there a well defined road dur-
ing that period yon went up with your sheep 'J? A.-
yes, I could get along. '' The road was 2 to 3 
rods wide. We were never interferred with. I 
know other sheep men that trailed sheep up that 
canyon. Others trailed their sheep up that road. 
I would not consider this road generally a good 
canyon road. ·You couldn't get up to the lake 
with the wagon. 
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On cross-examination, R. J. Bailey testified: 
At that time Vic Gill lived farthest up the 
·canyon, a little south of T:vottman 's lane. There 
2:31 was a little fence on the east side of Vic's place. 
In 1919 I come down on hors·eback. "Q.-·Now, the 
Sullivan place was taken up before that?" A.-
232 I just rode by. I didn't inquire who owned it. 
T·he boy took the sheep up there. I took my cart 
right up to the Western Monitor mine, the head of 
Iron canyon. 
About five miles. It was a public highway. 
Its destination - the Western Monitor mine in 
Iron canyon at the head. You can go up that road 
if you want to. In 1919 you ·could go up 'vi th a 
a cart, not a car. We could have done the samP 
2313 in 1914, 1915, 1916, and 1917. I cannot recall when 
we last went up ther~e with a wagon as described. 
2-34 It was ·earlier than 1910. I haven't been up ·with 
a cart since 1900. I .could have gone with a cart 
in 1919. I could not have gone with a cart in 1919, 
I haven't seen any cart pass along that road since 
235 1900. At the time I was up there it was govern-
ment land. 
MR. TRAJCY WRIGH~T, a witness for defen-
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I liYt? at 8nlt Lakt• l'ity. Lately llnvP been in 
the ~bt~ep bn~iuess. 8ince 1913. I have known 
''"'"hite Pine canyon road since 1919. We have 
236 taken our ~beep oYer part of it t-\iuce 1919, also 
proYi~itnl~ and \Yagons. It pa~~'-\~ through thL' 
Sullivan place, and has ever ~ince I baYe kno\\Tll 
it. I would call it a good "-agon road. I have met 
lots of people going up and do"~n. I "'Bsn 't ac-
quainted "With them. I have seen men going on 
horseback above the Condas ranch. I have seen 
237 automobiles at the C-onclas ranch, but not above 
it. Since 1919, I know of only two cases of trail-
ing sheep. I know there has been travel by 
horses and vehicles the remainder of the year. 
Will Jordan from Heber City, trailed sheep up 
there in 1923. Sheep trailing up that canyon, the 
bulk, I don't think, would spread out over four 
238 rods, it would be governed largely by the brush. 
The~ wouldn't ~pread 4 rods along this road where 
the brush i~ thick. 
Tbr:re bas 111=:-"\-r:r hr·(·!l any ohstruction until 
}fr. Snllivan got up there to travel by hors-eback 
and with packs. It is absolutely necess·ary to have 
a road to have this road in order to get up White 
Pine canyon and utilize that country. 
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:On cross examination, Mr. Wright testified: 
I took my she~ep up the Red Pine road. The 
239 road branches at the hea~d of Trottman's Lane, 
one going through the meadow, one right on up 
Red Pine, and I went to the right. I haven't asked 
Mr. ~Sullivan's permission to cross his land. I first 
met hi·m about 192'5. He and his wife were ·walk-
ing ·down the road. I was not then taking sheep 
in. We met before we come to the forks of the 
road. We had a conversation. I had some horses 
240 with me. ('The court- here refused to allow the 
conversation to he gone into. Ex·ception taken). 
I have been going up there since· 1913. We have 
been using the upper tr:ail that goes over the Sul-
livan land through the brush, for the sheep. I have 
used the other for automobile, horses and pack 
outfits. That went up by his house and to Con-
das '. 
241 'There has nev·er been any object~on by :M~r. 
Sullivan. There have been gates. I opened and 
-closed them. The gate 'vas there before Sullivan 
~owned it. There was no gate there in 1920. If 
the gate was .closed, I would clog.e it, if it wasn't 
I wouldn't stop to put it up. In 1921, w·e leased 
Mr. Redden's ground that Oondas now owns. I 
242 remember there was a very hard gate to open. 
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That \Yas the gate into the 8ulli van plnet..~. I n~­
Iuember ~lr. Lakt' being on thP SulliYnn g-round. 
· · Q.-If tht:.'re 'vas a g-ate tlH\rt.._\ and you WPllt 
through by opening or closing a g·n tt:.' then you 
recognized you were going through by permission 
of the o\vner. didn't yon~ ~IR. STEW :\R.T: I ob-
jt'ct to that. conclusion of the "Titness not proper 
endence at all. { ... \rgument). TIIE COl-.-TIT: Ob-
jection sustaine-d . 
.l!R. S l~LLn:--... \X : · · ,,~ e take an exception.'' 
243 Continuing the witness stated: Referring to Sulli-
van's land, White Pine canyon, "there has always 
been a gate, I suppose was there, sometimes it was 
up, sometime~ I didn't notice any gate at all." 
~.J, THE COl~T: I don't think we are getting 
anywhere, we have.. . I think that the defendant 
may have the order permitting him to take his 
lambs across there. You may have an exception 
to the ruling of the court. The bond which has 
heretofore been filed on the nart of the defendant 
.L 
may be subject and the defendant will be liable on 
258 the bond by any damages occasioned by the tres-
pass of the sheep, until it is found the roadway 
be f-ound a public highway. 
-
MR. STEWART: May we have that as a 
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\vritten order j? 
THE C·OURrr: You may reduce that to writ-
1ng. 
11R. HAT·CH: Give us an exception to the 
ruling of the court. 
THE ~COURT: The court has already entered 
an exception for you. 
DELBERT H. RED,DErN, for defendant, testi-
fied, on direct ·examination, as follows: 
I live at Park ·City, I have lived there about 
30 years. I have been acquainted with White Pine 
258 1Canyon since about 1900. Since then there has 
always been a road leading up White Pine canyon. 
It took off the main Park City highway at Trott-
man 's ranch, about a mile east of the Sullivan 
ranch. It leaves the main highway-a lane-goes 
259 westerly west to the ·end of the lane, then turns 
.southwesterly up through ~sullivan's place straight 
on up the canyon on the right hand side up to the 
Conclas ranch. The Trottman Lane is fenced on 
both sides. McPolin.'s and Porter's farms on the 
260 Tight, Trottman 's and Raymond's on the left. 
Since my acquaintance with it, this highway, it 
has been used for hauling logs, timber~s and poles, 
and by stockmen and sheepmen, mys~elf included. 
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··Q.-Ho,v about the far1uers in that locali1y'? . .:\. 
- ... \.11 the farmers.'' I IH~Yl~r kne\\· of Ill Hell 111 i u · 
ing operations up and do,,·n the canyon. [ wa~ 
at one time interested with Frank Lake in the Sul-
liYan property, 1906 or 1908. Once had possession 
of it. \\~ e 'Yere jointly interested for about a year. 
261 · ... \t that time the road through the SulliYnn land 
"~a~ practic-ally in the san1e place it i~ today, ex-
cept a fe\Y fet~t on the lo"-er end ..... \t the lower 
end the road was moved fiYe or eight feet to get 
more meadowland. :Jir. Lake moved it further 
west along the f()ot of the hill, at the lower end. 
26~ The public used that the same as it had used thL· 
the ro~d before. (This last objected to, overruled 
and exception saved) . 
...liter disposing of my interest with Lake, 
I homesteaded the •Condas ranch. I first located 
it in 1912, and li\ed on and occupied it until1923. 
263 I rented it to Pat Sullivan one year, then sold it 
to :Jlr. Condas. I improved my homestead, built 
a cabin 16x20 of logs about 150 feet east of the 
the present house. '' Q.-And how far -east of the 
highway was it passing by there1 A.-Fifty feet 
"~esterly from the main road, then up the canyon.'' 
264 I got the materials for my cabin right on the 
ground of that house. I did some fencing. Got 
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the n1aterials right on the ground. During this 
time, I used the highway through the Sullivan 
tract in going back and forth. "Q.--When next 
did you make improvements; how much did you 
transport and over what road did you take the 
('quipment, the materials~ ~fR. HATCH: I ob-
ject to that, duplicitious; calling for several an-
sw·ers, assuming things not in the reco~d, leading. 
TI-IE COURT: There is nothing leading about 
it, the question is whether or not; I think he may 
answer that. MR. HAT'C·H: Exception.'' Con-
tinuing the witness stated: I bought that log house 
:1Ir. Condas has now in Park City, off Mrs. Stan-
ley. I tore it down. I hauled it down ~ite Pine 
canyon, half a mile or so along the bottom of the 
canyon and cut those logs and built those two 
barns. All came down the bottom of the canyon, 
except the log house, that came from Park ·City, 
and my milk cellar was all cut right in the can-
yon. I fetched shingles from Park City. I used 
265 the road down White Pine canyon, where it is to-
day through ~Sullivan's place down 'T_rottman's 
I.~ane to the ·County road. The public usually used 
that road. (Last moved stri~ken, denied, excep-
tion). During the summer I observed sheepmen 
2·66 using the road all the time. I s·aw lots, a few 
traveling over tow.ards Ogden, during the chick-
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en ~~a~t)ll for ten or fifteen yt'ar~ ~l\t\n at IllY hou~l~ 
nearly eYt\ry yt_}nr. I ~t't\ t\\·o men in eou rt that 
haYe U~t:\d that trail. \\~rig·ht tnlYL\led up nnd tlown 
that eanyL)n all tht' tinlt' I liYt\d thPrt\. 2\Ir. llt~tnp­
~tead came up and l~nmped at the hou~e with the 
car and children about 1914. I BPYt~r ~nw the 
road ob~tructed during that entire period. ( 'fhe 
last over objection and exception). I \Yas on the 
road from day to day. During this time, no one 
questioned my right or obstructed my use of thP 
road. (Last O\er objection and exception). In 1921 
I got $500 worth of timber in the right hand fork 
of White Pine, and hauled them to the Daly J udgP 
272 mine. That is the most hea'Y hauling I ever done 
down that road, then the SulliYan place. I did 
·hauling from time to time up and down the can-
yon through the Sullivan place prior to that, each 
year. I hauled firewood to Park City and sold 
it during the time I was on the ranch. Above the 
ranch White Pine canyon i~ used generally for 
cattle and sheep grazing; mostly sheep and White 
Pine canyon road is the only way, the only access. 
(~his last over objection and exception). Since I 
ha\e been up there that canyon has been used by 
273 the public and private persons for grazing live-
stock. (This over objection and exception). In my 
grazing of the White Pine territory the livestock 
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was trailed up and down the bottom of the canyon. 
(This ov,er objection and exception). With ref-
eren·ce to the bottom of the canyon the r·oad runs 
right through the .Sullivan and Condas places and 
down Trottman Lane to the county road. I last 
saw ~he ~Sullivan ranch yesterday. I obs~erved a 
fence along its north boundary line. This fence 
27 4 will -close the road running up White Pine and 
also the road up Red Pine Canyons. There is 
no other way of getting into Red Pine or White 
Pine canyons other than passing along the road 
which flanks the one going to Red Pine and 
the other going to vVhite ;pine. This · fence 
obstructs and prevents the public and individuals 
275 g·oing up White and Red Pine :Canyons. That 
fence crosses the White Pine Canyon road at the 
27·6 gate. I didn't s·ee if it is across the Red Pine road. 
I didn't go up there. 'The road through the Sulli-
Yan ranch is about 2 rods wide, wider in places. 
On cross examination, Mr. Redden testified: 
277 The road is 2 rods wide down at the gate to the 
1Sullivan place. Yo\l could g~o out as far as you 
wantPd to. ~It isn't 40 rods vvide on my theory. I 
resided at the ~conda.s place from August 1912 to 
1918. The first ·house I built there was out near 
the creek. Built in fall of 1912. I moved it in 
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1914 or l~Ht1. HPfor~.\ thL\ hou~L\ wa~ lllO\'L\d tltL\ 
trail or l'L)thlwny. on linL\ of travL\1, whatPvt\r it 
~~~) wa~. WL'll! fron1 tbt' ~ulliYaH hou8L\ nr plaet\ up to 
your lton~L"'. :-:itnatetl IH\nr thL\ erPl\k. J:l,ro1n tltP 
ltn\·l\l' end t)f thL' CoiH.la:-: field it wa~ a different 
line of traYt\l fro1n \Yht..\rt..\ it no\\· Pxist ~- I 111ade 
::s~) the Ill'\\- r~.)~Hlinyselt'. I didn •t dn it all in one year. 
It "-a~ pick and shoYPl \York. I did it after the 
the house \Yas put there. The original road that 
went up to my house near the creek is the road I 
sp'-)ke of a~ White Pine road. The road was 
changed t"~o or three rods. The old and new house 
loc.ation:S are about 1:25 feet different. The old road 
went to the original house and the new road goes 
to the present house. That would be a difference 
:281 of about 125 feet. ~-\. t that time there 'vas a 
traveled wagon road, above my homestead. I 
made a road. I constructed the new road there. 
281 I "~ouldn't ~ay about 1915. It \Vas after 1912. I 
cannot say for sure that the old house was moved 
to the present location earlier than 1914. I could 
not ~ay, I have no recollection of it. At that time 
there was a traveled wagon road up White Pine 
canyon above my homestead, the pres-ent Condas 
place. I made a road above the house. Q-* * * 
When did there cease to be a wagon road up the 
canyon above the Condas house? A.-I was just 
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going to tell you. Q.-All you need do is give ,the 
282 year. ('Objection, Sustained. Exception). I don't 
think there is a wagon road up White Pine Can-
yon now. 
I don't think there is a wagon road up White 
Pine Canyon now. There is a road. I built a road 
282 half a mile above but since Condas bought my 
place, he ran a roa<l higher up and cut a road. I 
don't suppose you could get up with a wagon up 
to 1923, they built a road. 
lVIR. STE·WAR'T: You have asked this wit-
ness whether or not there was a wagon road up 
vVhite Pine eanyon, I take it you m-ean above the 
·Condas ranch. 
283 lVIR. SULLIVAN: Well, the witness is asked 
it, I don't think he needs any coaching. 
( M·ore argument between counsel as to eo ach-
ing.) 
Well, in all my time there I never knew of a 
a \vagon going up half a mile above my house, not 
the kind, not .a wagon, you understand, a four-
281 wheeled wagon, I know of course * * * 
About 1918 or '19 I should say there was a 
wagon road on the right hand side .of the canyon 
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~~;) about half a uule aboYe Condns hou~t.\ nnd al~o Hll 
old road in the canyon. · · Q.-Y on HlP an in th·~\ bot-
t'-nn, above th~ C'ond.a~ hou~l) ·t ... \.-.• :\11 t ht' way 
up the canyl)ll. Q.-So. if I understand it, you 
say in 1~)1~ there 'vas a ,,·agon ro~d t\xtPnding 
aboYe the L~ondas house, ,, ... hite Pint.\ ,Cnnyo11, 
about half a mile! ~\.-~\hove the hou~C'. '' Til,__, 
old road continued up the bottom. To 1uy peTsonn I 
~86 knoweldge. a wagon road extended above the Con-
das house up White Pine Canyon clear to the top. 
It was ah,-a:s there. The old road from the Con-
das house to the top of White Pine Canyon. It \Va~ 
always there while I lived there. I don't kno\v ii 
it is there now. It extended about five miles above 
the Condas ranch to the \\estern Monitor mine. It 
did when I was last there in 1923 . 
.A man can, at the present time, with reason-
able safet:, drive a four-wheeled, two-horse wag-
28/ on, up \\bite Pine Canyon about half a mile above 
the Condas place. I never knew a time when a 
man with reasonable safety could so drive such a 
288 wagon half a mile above the Condas place. I built 
the road myself above the ·Condas place half a 
mile. Up to that time, so far as I kno~, th~re 
never was a wagon road capable of being traveled 
by a four-wheeled wagon that extended above the 
!COndas place at all. The road was not navigable 
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above the ~Condas house with a four-wheeled wag-
289 on. That half mile of road was maintained until 
l~tZ.G. 1 Jon't know if maintained afterward. I 
understand the common accepted meaning of 'pub-
lic highway.' I don't know if there is at the pres-
ent ti1ne a public highway above the Condas house 
in White Pine canyon. As I -construe the w·orcl 
there is a public highway from the ·Trottman Lane 
to the Condas hous~e. 'Two or three rods wide. 12 
or 15 feet wide at its narrowes·t plaee. I know of 
2~)1 no factories or settlements up there. Hunters and 
fishers, sheepmen and ca ttl em en came direct to 
my place and they go to the tops of the mountains, 
sometimes with their fishing tackle, guns, cattle 
and sheep. I would call the canyon to the tops of 
:294 1nountains public highways. Q.-Would that make 
it a public highway in your estimation? A.-Cer-
tainly, in a public place. I would tell the court the 
:ZD5 ;Condas place is a public place. That is 'vhere 
people stopped it is .as far as they could go with 
automobile; not with horses. They could go as far 
as Brighton with sheep, cattle and horses. They 
did. I suppose there was a public thoroughfare 
296 from White Pine :Canyon over to Brighton; it was 
used. I want tile r~ecord to show that there 'vas a 
public thoroughfare from White Pine canyon to 
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Brightou. 
\.)n redirt~et t.\X~llllinution, nlr. H.ec..ldPn tPsti-
fi~d: 
~\ rehibald. Power~. Johllt'Oll, all 0 r my neigh-
bor5 hauled w·ood. po~t~. pole~ out and dro,·e cattlP 
:!~r;- up and dt)wn \Vhite Pine canyon during- 1898 to 
190~. \Yhile I liYed at Snydl)rYille. 'r e then tlrovl\ 
the c.attle right up and turned then1 loose in the 
c.anyon, there wasn't a fence in the canyon above 
Cannon ·s. .£_\t that time it was Orlando J ohns·on 's, 
~~~~ nor Cannon'~. .After I change~ the road, I never 
stopped anybody traveling on it. 
On re cross examination ~Ir. Redden testified:-
,, .... right Bro~ .. Bailey, Jordan, :niurdock and 
Lindsey--! saw them graze their sheep up that 
canyon. I could not tell if over all those years. 
They leased from me. They werent grazing on 
299 my meadows. The canyon was public land, after 
they got off my land. They were using that for 
grazing sheep. They fetched them up and took 
them down and used the mountains for grazing . 
... hd used the canyon up and down when they could 
do it without trespassing on private lands. They 
paid me for the use of my land, you bet they paid a 
rental when they moved theiT sheep from my 
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land and upon 1ny land. They each paid me a 
300 substantial rental each year they brought the 
sheep over my land. 
On re-direct examination Mr. Redden testi-
fied: 
They paid just for grazing on my land. 
John G. Condas, the defendant, testified on Di-
rect examination:-
301 I am the defendant here, I am a woolgrower. 
in the summer I live at Park ~City. In the winter I 
move to ;Salt Lake. I have lived in ~Salt Lake 
County since 1908. I am acquainted with White 
Pine canyon. I first became acquainted with it 
in the fall of 1924. I went up in my car to see 
Mr. Redden. I drove up to his house. I left 
the high_\\Tay at Trottmans Lane, followed it 
straight west. One road goes to Red Pine and one 
to White Pine. The White Pine Road was more 
driven. I finally located Redden's place. No 
one interfered \vith me going up to Redden's place. 
It vvas a good automobile road up to Redden's 
place. I \vent two or three times that fall, in 
the .sa,me way. There weTe no obstructions along 
the road. The road was well driven and traveled, 
I saw the road the frollowing· year. In the spring 
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30~~ the watt~r gt\t~ in tht\ road nnd it gL\ts n littlP \\'l't 
in ~onh.\ plaet\:'. but n g'Ul)d road. In thl\ fall of 
l~l~! I lea~ed ll r. Ht)ddeu·~ raneh for 1~):2;). Iu 
1~):23 I bought tht\ ranch. I oeeupil'd the ranch 
and n:'ed it in 19~5. f\)r rai~ing shl'Pp nnd gTO\V-
ing a little hay. In 19~3 I sometimes Wt'nt up and 
tlo,,n the road t\YO or three tin1es a day, if I had 
to go around Thane~ Canyon and up, nobody ever 
obstructed or told me anything. 
I took supplie~ up to my camps and the Red-
304 den ranch over the same road leads off Trottman 's 
lane. Other people came up in 1925. 'rhe pub-
lie generally ha\e traveled up that road, in 1925. 
I have improved the land with fences, built coralls 
there for sheep a1hl platform scales, some near 
the hQuse and some southeast from it. These 
are right along the course of the road as it passes 
the Snllivan place up into my place. I have no 
other means of getting to and from my ranch 
305 than through thi~ \\'bite Pine canyon road as it 
passes down through ;SulliYan 's ranch. I never 
have been interfered with in the use of this high-
way. The first I knew was when served with 
certified paper at my house. I wasn't there then. 
There was a gate across the highway below ,Sulli-
van's on the Archibald land. That is the gate 
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we drove through day before yesterday when we 
drove into the Sullivan meadows._ That gate of 
planks was put there last spring, but there was a 
wire gate there, ever since I went up there. That 
was a full wire gate, had a rider on each side of the 
post whe·re the gate hooked on; the purpose of 
that gate Mr. Sullivan had a gate there to keep 
306 other stock from going into the hayland and also 
to keep his own outside. The neighbors had no 
place to keep their cattle and they turned them 
on Trottman 's lane until they get their crops off 
the land, then they bring the.m in again and turn 
them into the fields. The cattle go every direc-
tion around the-re. This gate was put up to 
keep them from entering Sullivan's hay land. I 
had .a talk with Mr. ,Sulli v~an in 192~6 relating to the 
gate. "iSomeho'v I didn't remember the conver-
sation". "Mr. 1Sullivan wants to keep that gate 
l·ocked, ten1porary for a few days, had no man 
to watch the cattle, he hands me key, I said alright 
you give me ~a key, I can go up and down, what 
about other people. He said, ''I don't care for 
other people'', so next day I go in to !Stewart and 
307 Alexander's office and they write a letter. 
After that the gate wasn't kept locked. I 
continued to go up and down through there. 
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lu the ~pring l tnkl\ 1ny lnn1bs haek nl' ~ulli­
Yan·~ hQu~e along· the dugway, al~o thL\ sheL)p; 
~)li~ :2:)L) lamb~ I alway~ tnkt\ on the road therL\ in front 
of SnlliYan '~ hL)UBt\ and al~o 1ny bucks. 
In 1~):25 I talked 'vith 8ulliYan; he \\·anted me 
to driYe 1uy ~lH.\l')p back of his house. I cannot 
dri\e my sheep on the road in front so that don't 
interfere with his hay crop, and after that I droYe 
large bunches of sheep \\~est of his house, but took 
the small herds and other traffic the ·main road. 
:Mr. Su~van put up the north boundary line 
fenc-e in :May 1928, that is the 'vire. In Septem-
309 ber or October he put the posts up. It obstructs 
the Red Pine and 1\hite Pine roadway. Sullivan 
at no time said anything about my not haYing a 
right to the use ·of the road or objected to my 
use of it. 
There is no other feasible or practical road 
to get to my place. 
'' Q. \\hat width road is necessary in order 
311 to trail the sheep thru there?" A. The wider 
• 
the better; at least two to four rods. I generally 
have 2, 3 or 4 men, two on each side, one behind. 
I ~tring the sheep along the road. The sheep 
will trail . 
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On cross examination Mr. Condas testified:-
On taking my ranch the first fence I built 
313 east and west between me and Sullivan, surround-
ing 50 acres. The roadway leads from that 
fence. There was a gate there. It was a four 
wire fence, a tight wire fence. There was a 
gate there. I am maintaining the gate, and it 
goes across the road, if there is a road, leading 
up White Pine canyon. The gate is usually open. 
If it is necessary I fasten it. I didn't lock the 
gate. I fastened it. If there is a public high-
314 \vay there I have a gate, a fence across it. I cJ.ose 
it by my fence. A gate and a fence was there 
,~{hen I bought it, and there was a fence and gate 
at Sullivan's place before we enter. When I 
\Vent up there in my earlier trips if I found it 
closed I left it closed, if I left it closed ;-if I found it 
open I left it open. I didn't question if 1Sullivan 
had a right to keep it closed if he wanted to, if I 
found it open I left it open, if shut, I shut it. 
When I found it shut I had in mind that >Sullivan 
didn't want some .animals to get in and go out, 
and that that was his property and he had that to 
keep the animals out. 
I have been in the United States twenty years. 
315 I have traveled all over the western states. in 
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~o1ne e~l~l\~ I t\xpt\ct tt..) find a publie highway fpucetl 
up and the traYt)ling public rPquired to opL)n and 
~hut g:ate~ "-hen tht:"ly g-t) through; 111 far1uer 
to,Yn~, fnrlnt"lr~ ncc.omodate one- anothl)r, thf're n1ny 
be a high,,a-y, \Ye "-ill put a gate herP and keep 
our ~tock up one before you and llH\ then if the 
the public gol\:3 up thPy open and close it again. I 
eouldn 't say as to what the distinctive features of a 
public and private roadway are "-ith respect to 
gates. 
Q. \\elL my question is this, if you have 
two roadways that you find necessary to travel 
and in the course of traveling around. one plain 
315 open roadway without gates and an-other narrow 
road with gates, do you regard them both as pub-
- lie highways, the one without the gates a public 
highway and the other with gates a private road 1 
A. It depends on which -one, and the way 
they leads : you see one of the open roads leads 
out to a place you d{)n t intend to go and you see 
another road, gate there, you open the gate and 
go into that road, it is a public highway when any-
body gQes up either one of those roads whether a 
gate or not a gate on there. 
A private roadway, my understanding is that 
you had prQperty you own the road leads thru 
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:316 there, you get a gate and the first man that leads 
up there unless he has dealings with you, how 
<lic1 you get in here, what are you up here for, that 
is 1ny understanding, private. 
Q. What is your idea of public~ 
A. Going thru, no body interferes with you, if 
you far1ns up there you open and shut it and go 
there .and no one tell you whether you can go or 
not. 
Sullivan had a talk with me and gave me a 
key to the gate in the fall of 192'6. I did not un-
derstand he regarded it as a private driveway. 
I said 'how about the rest of the public~ he said, 
'I don't care about them gDing in and out'. I 
\vould expect anyone coming thru my gate to shut 
317 it again. The fact that I expect people to shut 
the gate to a pasture is because I exercise control 
·over the gate and pasture. Becaus·e I own the 
land, but I cannot prevent anybody going thru 
there. I take it is a public highway. ·They are 
welcome to go thru. (The next question relating 
to his ideas of others bringing stuff into his pas-
ture lot objected to, obj·ection sustained, and ex-
ception saved) 
I had some trouble with Wrights. Wright 
was claiming the right to .drive sheep over land J 
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~t.~O h}a::'t..>d for 1uy ~heel)· 
(:llnouu t to 1nuch. 
\Yt\ hnd a rPw, it didn't 
3~.~) I don't drive tuy ~beep by "·ay of thP Archi-
bald land in the fall. 
~-\.fter SulliYan ga,·e me a kt'\y I \YPnt and 
~i~t) talk~t1 with my attorneys I told the1n to \\rrite 
1ny letters and ask hin1 to l'l}lllO\.l'' t hl' lock I 
don't bother the loc.k. The gate "·as open the 
next day when I went bac.k. I don't remember 
3~; where the key is now. I did not instruct 1ny man 
on the ranch to tear down the gate. It was per-
hap~ a few days before I went back. The gate 
"Was locked last spring again. 
:lly c.oralls and sheds do not shut off what 
might otherwise be a trail or road up the canyon. 
I have a trail outside of my coralls. When they 
c.ome up with sheep they have to go around. 
Here the defendant rested. 
J. D. Sawyer a "·itness for plaintiffs testified: 
I reside at the SilYer King Mine, Park City, 
Ctah, I vote in Summit County, Utah. I am in 
the employ of the Silver Kings. I am acquainted 
328 with "Jir. ·Sullivan one of the plantiffs. My work 
is engineering. M~ employment causes me to go 
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over the upper part of White Pine Canyon. I 
hav(~ been - over there approximately thirteen 
tin1cs on hors·e hack and stayed there at the West-
(•rn ~ionitor Mine for two days within the last 
n1onth. I have had occasion to look at the g·eo-
logical .sur:Daces and the high way up White Pine 
Canyon. I am familiar from personally travel-
ing over the eountry, with the foot paths and 
road ways up White Pine Canyon above the Con-
c1as ranch. ·Starting at the Condas ranch the 
329 trails and roads are passable up the canyon ap-
proximately a thousand feet with a wagon. \Vhen 
I spoke of the ranch I ·meant where Mr. ,Condas 
house in an air line. From that point on up it 
it is impassable at the present time, with a wagon 
or a two wheeled vehicle without work done on the 
road until you get to a point approximately four 
thousand feet up the canyon from the ·Condas 
house in an air line. From that point on up it 
is passable with a -vvagon now. It was made pas-
sable since August 31st by employees of the Silver 
King Mine. There is son1e evidence that from 
330 the Conclas ranch up, there might years ago, have 
been an old road it is hard to tell. The stream 
has eroded away where the trail is so at the pres-
·ent time, it is just 'vide enough for horses to get 
up. 
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I haYt~ t)Cea~iou by rt't.}llt.'~t, to tnakt\ n 8lll'\'t\y 
331 t)f the line of the ~ulliYnn property. 
I haYe ~ iu~l~ ob~t'rved t hn t fl'Hees lun't' beeu 
oon~truete-d a h.Hlg: the lint\~ t.)f 1ny surYl'Y. I ha \'e 
made a map, a plat. ~hO\\·ing the gt\nt.~ral lines of 
the road 'vay~. ~trt.'\an1s, paths and etc., of the Sul-
li¥an land. t Exhibit · · C, sho,Yn to "'i tness). 
That was prepared by me. It is a print of 
the original I made. I procured this blue print 
to be made from that original. (\Yitness point-
ing to the map exhibit '· C '') These parallel lines 
starting at the northeast corner of the Sullivan 
ranch running in a south,Yesterly direction, along 
this line marked road ''' .. .:\ .. ' ' to the gate at the 
south side of sait.l line of the Sulivan ranch. Mark-
ed number 2, on exhibit '' C '' approximately shows 
333 where the Sullivan home or buildings are situated. 
''MR. STEW ART: I am not questioning the 
accuracy of the map". 
Continuing the witness testified: There is 
a road going down from Lot One crossing the land 
at the 'Sullivan ranch, this runs southwesterly. It 
334 is marked ''D''. I presume, it is the road to 
Red Pine Oanyon. 
Road '' B '' starts a little west of the northeast 
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corner of the ~Sullivan ranch and runs in a south-
westerly direction, approaching White Pine road. 
Part of it is a road and part a trail. It is the 
one the court walked over. It is at the inter-
se·ction of road ''A''. At a point by the 'Sullivan 
a35 hous·e, where the road leaves the Sullivan land, for 
the Condas land. Starting on road '' B'' at the 
south portion of the road way it takes up the 
White Pine road as it is now there is some brush 
cut. It travels along the side of the hill over a 
\vays. This is nothing more than a trail on the 
side of the hill. When it gets near the crest of 
the hill, above the Sullivan ranch, it takes the 
for·m of a road, and joins and passes through the 
northeast corner of the 1Sullivan ranch. That is 
the road just back of the Sullivan house on the 
336 \Vest and north. .Speaking of road '' B '' as it 
cross·es the Sullivan land, there is a slight grade 
leading to the crest of the hill. When it gets to 
a point behind the Sullivan ranch house, north-
"\vesterly, it starts down on a slight grade and from 
that point there is a section that is just a trail, 
then ~as it approaches the present White Pine road, 
there is a slight grade. The brush is cut on that 
point. The approximate position of the ~C·ondas 
iCorrals .and ranch house is at that point, opposite 
the '' '5 '' in the northeast ·corner near the line of 
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Lot Ten. Thi~ rc.)ad tba t ruu~ iH\hind tlll\ ~ulli­
Yan raneh around the northc.\n~t eortH\r, ~uHl back 
of the Conc.ln~ raneh. ~tart~ in the erc.\~t of the 
ric.lg~ upper ~tart~ in the eorner of the Sullivan 
field, 'vhen it g"t..'t~ !\.) the point of the Conda~ 
ranch or ju~t belo"· the Condas ranch. it is ap-
337 proximately one hundred fet\t high from the road. 
The northea~t corner of section is farming and 
fairly level land. The land running northeast, 
from the northeast corner of the Sullivan tract, 
travels up and down a few low hills that is the 
land running east. westerly direction. It stops 
this side of some high mountains. I mean from the 
west end of the Sullivan ranch. 
Starting on the ~outh sic1P of the ranch, at 
the east corner and running west to the quarter 
corner. is up a ~light hill. The hill is not very 
high~ probably ~ixty or seYenty feet above the 
level of the creek, it got-s along the sidehill, here 
par-allel:S the Conclas ranch to a point w·here the 
road up White Pine canyon where the line crosses 
the fence, from that point on you ascent a hill 
w·hich i~ probably one hundred t'venty-five feet 
in elevation above the road and you proceed along 
that hill until you get to the southwest corner. 
(Witness still referring to exhibit Road '' C '' is 
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not a \vell defined roacl. As I went over it, it ap-
peared th<>re was a road at one time, in other plac-
·es obliterated and the ·extent of it I cannot say. 
Exhibit '';0'' so far as it purports to show roads 
and streams, section lines and boundary lines, is 
a38 approximately correct. ~he map was prepared 
by me ; is practically a copy in the general land 
office. The survey has nothing to do with the 
map, except I surveyed Lot 7 and 8 last year. 
The map is a copy of the map of the general land 
office with the condition of the purposed road 
"~C "which was added I put in behind the house 
the approximate location of the 'Sullivan and the 
Oondas buildings and ranch. The road marked 
'' D '' is a duplicate of the road on the map in the 
GALLEY N:O 34 VIC 
U. S. land office. The creeks are as they were 
in the U .. s. land office. I made the survey only 
for determining the boundaries of the land. I 
have consulted the county m·ap in the office of the 
eounty recorder of ·Summit i.Qounty, and have 
made this conform as near as practical, with that 
(Exhibit "'C" offered in evidence) 
On voir dir·e by Mr. St-ewart, the witness 
testified: 
Road '' D '' does not purport to be the White 
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}>iut\ rond \\·bieh pa~~l\~ from thL\ Trottmnn latH' 
up through the ~ulliYau ranch to thP Condas 
ranch. Thi~ road i~ ~upposed to be the road 
leading up to Red Pine creek. Thi~ i~ just a copy 
of the map I got oYer in CoalYille. Road '' B'' 
pnrpo11~ to be the one following along back of 
the SulliYan ranch until it gets to a point about 
in there. then it is a trail down to " .. here either 
340 Sullivan or Condas started to cut away the brush 
np to meet it. R-oad ··A'' is the present road 
Sulli,an and Condas are using· from the Trott-
man lane to their respective ranches. This is not 
shown on the map at Coalville. The map in the 
l~. S. land offiee shows a road taking approximate-
ly here at the northeast corner and going directly 
aeross about in here. The road as shown on the 
map of the L. S. land office comes in the northeast 
corner. where the present road is coming down in 
a southwest direction, it keeps on the left hand side 
of the creek down to a point in here where the 
road is n<>t further marked. It would come 
down and meet, but where it intersects road "C" 
I don't know. None of this map was taken from 
the C. S. Land office. What I quoted from the 
"G. S. Land offiee I quoted about that road which 
ran from the northeast corner in a southeasterly 
·341 direction.'' 
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'',MR. STEW ART: Do I understand your 
honor, it is only admitted for the purpose of illus-
:J.J-:2 trating the testimony of this witness? 
THE COURT: "Y,es." 
"THE C'OURT: I am not going to indicate 
any limitation, I am not going to pass on your 
evidence, be-yond I have admitted it, that is your 
record. 
MR .. STEW ART: We ta;ke ~an ·exception to 
the ruling of the ,court for admitting this evidence 
for .any purpose whatsoever on the ground stat-
ed'' 
On cross examination the witness Sawyer testi-
fied:-
I am not a graduate ~engineer of any institu-
tion, I have spent a. little better than four years 
in the engineering department of the U. S. Smelt-
ing Company, and have been a year and ten 
months with the Silver King. I made thirteen 
trips up White Pine canyon this last summer. The 
344 Western Monitor Mine is located at the head of 
White Pine ,canyon at a place known as Iron Hol-
low. Going ·out to the survey camps I passed 
over this road. These thirteen trips w·ere made 
supervising s'ome work at the Western Monitor 
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and supervising some work of two ere\YS of ~ur­
Yeyors doing 'rork in ''Thite Pine and a(ljacPut 
canyons. These cre\YS of men did not con1e up 
through White Pine Canyon. None of the sup-
plies. There is no road that could be gotten 
over at the lower end. They might hnYP "·nlked 
over it or come over horse back. 
'·THE Cl)l'"R.T: You mean the lower por-
tion about one thousand feet above C·ondas"1 
~\.. To a point four thousand feet a hove.'' 
On one occasion, I left some groceries at Mr. 
Conda~' barn bec.ause the w·agon couldn't go over 
the road. I carried some meat over ~yself. pre-
sume the cook and somebody else came down and 
3±1 carried the rest up on their backs. 
I went to the Condas ranch in an automobile. 
T"ice, over the White Pine canyon road, thru 
the Sullivan tract, with permission. I asked per-
rmssron. I believe of ~Ir. Condas' brother. That 
was the only permission I asked. 
On re-direct, the witness testified : 
Practically all of the provisions were taken 
348 from the head of White Pine ~Canyon down the 
canyon in a wagon, from the top of the mountain 
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to a point four thousand feet above the_ ~Condas 
ranch house. That is as far as the wagon could 
get, and we had to cut a road at that point. 
(~uestioned by the Court the witness testified: 
From the Western Monitor down to the point 
at the head of Iron Mountain there is no road, but 
it is passable with a wagon from the head of Iron 
Canyon to a point about 4000 feet above the Con-
das ranch house. There were portions in the 
trees where a road had been cut out and the rest 
of the way they took axes and brush hooks and 
349 they cut their way down the road and took their 
stuff down this road to the cabin, and from the 
·cabin to the ~Condas ranch for about 3000 fe2t is 
impassable with a wagon. That was done on the 
30th of August last summer. ·Of this year. 
Patrick Lake, a wjtness for the plaintiff, on 
,_ 
direct examination, testified as follows:-
I live at Park ~City. I am a meat cutter at 
the Star Meat and Grocery. I am nineteen years 
old. My father's name is Frank Lake. He at 
one time owned the Sullivan property. He sold 
to ·Sullivan. I am familiar with that property. I 
350 spent the summers of 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920 and 
1921 ·on this property. I re·member distinctly go-
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ing· there \\·hen I ''"a~ fiYl' yt\ar~ old. 1Dl:~. rrhP 
fir~t gate that "·ns there that l rentt'Ulbt'r wns a 
four bar affair, four bar~ high. thnt ''- .1~ ~lt tlw 
bottom of the Snllivnn property. 'fbt\l'l\ con· 
351 tinued to be bars or a g-a h' therl\ frotu 191:~ up 
till we sold it in 19-24. The obstruction, ga tL' 
boards or "ire, required opening. Each ~umHll'l' 
fi"om the time I was five years old I spent fton1 
the first of J nne till the first to the tenth of Sep-
tember upon that plaoe. My parents liYe(l on 
the place at the time. :lly father is in the court 
room. :lly mother is dead. I have a distinct 
recollection of bars or a gate there from 1913 on 
during the summer. The bars were there about 
352 three years when a wire gate was put up. Four 
~trands of wire. Passers, as a rule, in going in 
and out closed the gates when they found them 
closed, including myself. I remember Patrick 
Sullivan having the Condas place under lease for 
the year 1924. ~Ir. Sullivan cut the brush out 
where we always refer to as the trail to bring the 
353 trail straight down to his present place from the 
'Condas place. In the summer of 1924. The 
road or trail was very poor for hauling. I re-
member several occasions where automobiles had 
to be pulled with horses when they tried to get up 
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there. In 19'24 no one else than Sullivan had 
occasion to use that trail. In 1924 I know of no 
hunter up there e:x:cept myself. I was there one 
354 week in 1924. There wasn't any change in the 
line of the trail at all in 1924. I remember when 
the house on the Condas place stood out near the 
cre-ek. I stayed in it one night. I think that 
was in 1913 the year I was first on the place. I 
know when the line of road from the Sullivan 
house to reach the 1Condas house where it now 
35·5 is was made. About 1915. Mr. Wright went up 
there and crossed the property in 1918, and 19'20. 
I don't remember any other time. I know abou~ 
this matter personally. I saw the sheep graze 
there in 1918 or 1920. I heard a conversation be-
tween my father and Mr. Wright who was with 
366 the sheep. In 1920. I remember some instances 
hetw·een 1'913 to 1920 when permission was solicit-
·ed from my father by others to pass over this pro-
perty with their sheep. ''Shall I tell first the one 
when Mr. Wright, one of the Mr. Wrights, I am 
sure of it, used to travel with the sheep, he used 
3'60 horses .and traveled with the sheep, he came to 
our ·cabin one day with a load of wool; he also 
had another m·an with him, a man named Joe Sher-
man. He asked if he could stor~e the wool for 
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tbt:\ sumnh.\r. He ~aid 'I lulYP nn l\Hlpty hou~t\ 
her~. you e~ln ~tort..\ it' to him; tht\11 1ny fathLq· 
asked him if he "·a~ carrying tht..\ ~hl\l\p tllru a1Hl 
he ~aid 'Y t"\s. but I nm not tht..~ man who carries thP 
cheek' bearer. He ~aid ·Can't you giYt' 111e an 
order on the ~torL\ at Park City,' ht\ ~ttitl 4 \Ve 
aren't trading in Park City, \Yt.) traded in Salt 
Lake' . ., That order ''""as an order for the fee 
for grazing the sheep across the ground. Dur-
362 ing the years 1915, even as early as 1913, the bars 
or gate were kept closed while "Te \vere living 
there. They were kept closed at the suggestion 
363 or order <>f my father. The residence <>f our 
family there was limited to the summer time. The 
snows get pretty deep there in the winter. I only 
remember of one year when people made their 
home either at the Sullivan or Conclas place. 
There was no hauling of logs and wood 'vhile I 
was there in the winter season. There may have 
been in the early days. 
On cross examination ~Ir. Lake testified: 
364 I \Yas never there in the winter season. I 
took several trips clown there in the winter time. 
I never lived there in the winter time. I went to 
the head of Thayne's canyon once in the winter 
time. We came down White Pine with skiis. 
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There was none hauling logs there that winter. I 
\Vent up Oll the left side OHCe. rfhose are the 
only two tilnes. Both the same winter. I think 
about 1921. We went up Thame '~ and can~w 
3H5 down White Pine. W·e sat ·on the Condas porch 
and ate lunch one time. We had no lunch the 
other time. I have a good memory. My father 
has always maintained a home in Park ·City both 
winter and summer during the last nineteen years. 
l-Ie first moved out on the Sullivan ranch for the 
summer time in 1917, right after I got out of 
school, about the first of June. I stayed there 
that summer until school started. Father moved 
366 there in the summer of 1918, and in 1919, 1920 and 
1921. . I was nine years old in 1917. Father 
\vas in the saloon business before he moved to 
the ranch. I w·ent out with my mother and spent 
·Sunday or a couple of days there. I grubbed 
brush there in 1917. I first saw sheep going 
along the roadway thru my father's ranch in the 
367 spring of 1917. I was not there in the fall, I was 
in school. I don't know how many herds came in 
1917. Mr. Bailey's herd and a combination herd 
from Heber 'City going under the name of Clyde, 
368 went up. There were three other ways to get 
into those hills. I should s·ay the same herds 
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"~eut through in 191~. I nm not po~itiYl\. rl,ltPre 
Inight hav~ been other herds that I dout know or. 
I suppose the herders tenders and c~uup outfits 
''ent through at that time. Cau1p outfits 
369 and supplies \Yere hauled thru ,\,.bitt_\ Pine Cauyou 
Yery seldom, becnu~e ther~ is another roatl going 
up Red Pine canyon \vhere the shl\ep n1eu coult I 
get up more e.asily and get thru tht\ ~tUlle hill~. 
The suppli~s to c.amps in ~ite Pine canyon \YerP 
u3ually taken up Iron Canyon. They g-et to that 
road from Snyderville. I haYe never seen sheep 
men hauling supplies up Iron Canyon, I haYe seen 
:370 them come down. I didn't follow then1. I talked 
to the herders. I herded sheep half a day in 1\Ic-
Donald Basin. I ~-ave gone up White Pine Can-
yon Creek many times, hunting and fishing. I 
had a gun when I was first on the ranch. When 
371 I was nine years old. I first went hunting about 
1918. Some hunters came up thru the ranch. 
Most of them stopped in the lane. I didn't see 
cars pulled out of the mud by Redden. That was 
told to me. I have seen them pushed out by man 
power. I have seen a good many of them pushed 
out. They usually g!lt stuck before they got to 
372 our place. That was iJI the spring. Fishermen 
seldom came up there in the fall. In years I can 
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safely say there has not been more than six loads 
of automobile fishermen per year come up there. 
373 Fr·om 1917 till 1921. I have neve_r counted them 
or kept track of them. There were many cars 
came up to the Redden place each year at the 
opening of the hunting ~season. And so from then 
on till the el·ose of the hunting season. And 
374 those men would hunt up thru the White Pine 
canyon -country. Sometimes they would stay for 
a clay to a week. Mr. Redden either went up 
there in a buckboard or on horseback, as I recollect 
it. I remember no hauling by him of hay down. 
If he did half of it was on the brush and trees when 
he got to the bottom. The only thing I ever saw 
him bring out of there was a load of stove wood. I 
375 helped to plant and dig potatoes, and put up hay 
·On the ranch. The conversation that my father 
had with Mr. Wright was in 1918 I believe. I 
distinctly remember what was said. 
have been in 1919. It wasn't in 1915. 
It might 
It took 
376 place in front of our -cabin. It was neither of 
these two people here. I don't know the l\ir. 
Wright's first name. The man was in the court 
room day beror·e yesterday. He sat in the front 
r.ow over there. Not Mr. Bailey. I am not sure 
the man's nam·e was Wright but I think it was. I 
377 dont remember how often I was at the ranch in 
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1~)1~. ~<\.nd that i~ t rtH.' of lHl:>, UH () nntl 1 ~H 7. l. 
spent the sun1mer t lll"\rl' in 191;. 
~pt'\nt a night L)r t\YO n Wl"\l'k at Park City in tiH' 
~Ullllllt"\r~ L)f 1~}1~. l~H 9, 1 ~}~0 and 1 ~l:21. I re-
3;~ member the pair of bar~ therL' in 1~)1;~. l wa~ at 
37~1 the ranch last Sunday. I \\·ent with the purpose 
~iSO of sh-owing 1lr. Sulli,~un around. (R.ef~ring to GPo. 
381 1l. Sullivan of counsel.) There \Yore four bars 
They are the first and only bars I remember. I 
remember a fence going do\\"D. ncross the meaclo\V 
practically where the fence is no\\". ~-\.t the south 
end of the land. Southeast. I remember oni~~ 
the one fence. A.t five years of age I let do\Yn 
two of the bars and had to call my father to lPt 
down the other. That is how I remember they 
were there, the first time I went there. We were 
in a buggy. I got out to let the bars down as 
we were going up. I got out at my 0\\7Jl request, 
382 I wanted to see if I could do it. I wouldn't have 
to carry the hea'Y poles, we just pushed the bar 
baek thrn the slot. I sa" ... nfr. Redden on the 
Conclas ranch fr()m 1913 up to 1921 each year. He 
383 worked his ranch. In going to and from his 
ranch he came down from our premises. Most 
of the time he came thru the trail, some times 
d{)wn the roadway, through the premises. Mr. 
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Redden followed the road to do what hauling he 
:~B-b did. Ml'. Redden moved his house about 1913. 
I ~a \V hin1 -changing the road near his house in 
1918. I didn't see him hauling any materials up 
there. I saw him building his house, in 1915. I 
vvas down there visiting with my ~ather, with my 
mother, .at that time. Some Sunday. 
·On redire-ct examination Mr. Lake testified:-
After looking at the map and your calling my 
attention to it I say the bar~s w·ere at the point Gate 
Number One. The northeast corner. I was 
:185 n1istaken when I. used the word ''southeast''. 
The bulk of the cars that were parked up there 
during the hunting season were parked in Trott-
man Lane, where the road turns to the left going 
up. That would be northeast of the from the 
386 present northeast corner of the Sullivan land. I 
said on cross examination there had been no 'vork 
done on the road since 1921 ~ No. Mr. Stewart 
asked me if I had seen any work done on the road, 
1921. I answered 'No). I stated before that 
:187 Mr. Sullivan had done some work on the road, but 
I seen him not. Mr. Sullivan told me what he 
was doing, on the farm. 
·On recross examination Mr. Lake testified:-
I seen the bars, sir. Nobody told me there 
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~~~S Wllrt:\ bnr~ there in 1913. I st\t\u t hL\tu. It i~ 
fro1u n1y convt'\r~ation~ ,,·ith ~lr. Poliu:-; aud l\lr. 
,, .... orkman that I Hill telling nbout the hars. 
Un re direct examination ~Ir. Lake tt\~tifit\d: 
"'Q. Y'ou mean you are testifying about thL\ 
bnrs you sa\v in 1913 from "·hat this man, those 
m~n. told you, or from "·hat you sa,,. f ~\.. From 
389 what I saw.'' I have talked "·ith you and Mr. 
Polins and Mr. "\\ orkman and :llr. Sulliy·an about 
the bars in the early days. 
1fR .. EZRA.. WQR.K:ll.A.X, a witness for plaintiff, 
on direct examination testified: 
I reside at Park City. I have lived at Park 
City since 1900, prior to that I lived at Snyder-
ville, coming there in 1884. I am at the present 
a stationary fireman at the Silver King Mine. I 
was born in 1875, the 2nd of May. The family 
went to Snyderville in 1884. I am married. My 
father and mother are both dead. :Jiy father died 
390 about 1896. ~Iy mother died in the forepart of 
September, 1910. In the summer of '87 we lived 
up near that gate you are talking about in White 
Pine canyon, and on through the summer months 
391 until I think about '90. My father once had a 
Government entry on the 'Sullivan land. He 
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filed it ~about '86. I am pretty sure. My father's 
Jlan1 p \\Ta:~ Jlir~nn 1). \~Vorkn1an. A.t the tilne-
surnmertime - we lived there some months my 
father was in the log, cord-wood business. There 
392 was a barn for the horses and a house where my 
mother cooked for a few men there that was work-
ing for my father. The hoarding house ran east 
·and west very close to the line of that fence on the 
left hand side of the gate we went through the 
other day. I am not familiar with the map. 
The hoarding house was right at the left of the 
393 gate and ran \Vest and east. The house was on 
that line where the pointer points and the barn 
was about two hundred feet above the Raymond 
ranch. The house on the line and the barn in the 
neighbor's land. Father had a garden there in 
about 1888. It was enclosed with a separate 
pole fence. At that time there \vas a bar up 
a-cross the road at the lower end. I couldn't s-ay 
for \vhat purpose the bar was put there. I re-
394 n1ember twking and bringing cows thru the bar. 
The bars did not connect with the garden en-
3195 closure. It had nothing to do with the garden. 
The brush on each side of the bar was heavy for 
cattle to have to get through. 
\V e lived in ~Snyderville from 1884 till 1896 \vhen 
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n1y fatht'\r dit\d. The house stood about fivP or 
~ix hundred feet ~outh of the Powt\r' s hlHlle uo\v, 
just across the road. ...-\bout n 1nile frotn thl\ Hul-
liYnn ranch. That w·ould be ~outh,vest fron1 our 
±l)3 house. \\T e had no farm there. ~Iy father and 
mother liYed on the Sullivan ranch only during 
the summer months. From ·ss till around about 
·~11 and '92. I am not exact as to the time. Tba t is 
the only time they lived there. Father operated the 
year round in that business; but in the winter 
time he c.ouldn 't use the ox teams in the hills, so 
he usually sent those out on the farm to have 
"Wintered. Our barns was down on the lower 
place for the horses in the winter months. Father 
did very little work in White Pine canyon, most of 
his work was out of Red Pine, McDonald Basin. 
405 When I was fourteen years old I was hauling 
timber to the Ontario Mine with four head of 
horses. I hauled it from the barn through there, 
the Sullivan Plaee. I hauled thru the summer 
months. Father never allowed me to drive the 
teams through ~he cold weather, never allowed 
me to go to the hills. I hauled longer than two 
summers. I think I hauled up until those mills 
shut down. If I remember right, they shut down 
in '95. I never hauled a stick of lumber. I 
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hauled from the Sullivan ranch to the Ontario 
1\IIine as late as 1892. F·rom '88 to '9·2 we was in 
White Pine canyon quite a bit. I never did any 
hauling down White Pine canyon. Father hauled 
a few timbers down that way. Very few down 
W·hite Pine ·canyon. We didn't haul down White 
Pine .canyon. We didnt haul down 'Vhite Pine 
Canyon, we went out down Iron Mountain ·Can-
yon. I never worked at the saw mills. I can't 
406 say when they ceased to work in White Pine can-
yon. I would say in after '90. I Temember 
them operating up until 1890, that is the mill was 
there. There was no lumber work up and down 
that canyon other than this mill, f:vom 1888 to '91. 
I would s·ay this mill was about a mile above Sul-
livans, probably a little farther. There was only 
one mill up that canyon, that I remember. I 
would say father's g~arden there was about two 
407 acres. We t·ook our water out of the ereek. The 
gar·den was north of the hous·e. More east than 
w·est. The land on the north was sage brush at 
408 that time. I .eouldn_'t .say who owned it. I would 
say it wasn't farmed ~at that time. It is owned 
today, I think by McPolin and T'o1n Powers, 
(Porter) 
Those bars were there from '8'8 until about 
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·go during the ~unuuer n1out h~. In tho~P day~ 
the road '"'ent on the ~outhea~t sidt.\ of the rnnyou, 
on the southeast side of tht.' eret.'k, I rt.\collect no 
sawmill in those days dQ'Vn at Sny}Jer,·ille. ThPrP 
was a sa\\-nlill further up the gulch thert.' and that 
road that then ran on the south side of the creek 
\Yas used mostly for bringing the lumber llo,vn. I 
am familiar with the course of White Pine canyon, 
and with tht• line of the present road,vay thru the 
Sullivan place now. I have been over it. I am 
not familiar with its use, in late years. The old 
road on the south side of the creek come right 
396 d-own out of the canyon across through on the 
southeast side until it got to what was known as 
William's house, a house and barn there owned 
by a man named Jim Williams, then the road 
went northea~t to the corner of the Trottman lane, 
what yon would term the Trottman lane. The 
road extended south and east of and parallel with 
the creek up the canyon up to the foothills where 
the hills start to get high back in the canyon. Not 
397 up to the mill. Yon asked me how far this road 
extended. The mill was between the big hills in 
that canyon. "Q. From the testimony of the 
witnesses there was a mill, a mill or two up the 
creek in the early days~ A. That is the mill. 
Q. What I want to know is whether that road be-
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side or near the Sullivan ranch ran on the south 
and east of the creek, whether it -continued south-
uast clear up to the mill or whether it crossed the 
creek. A. Yes, it did.'' The road by the creek 
on the southeast side of the -creek was there from 
approximately 1888 until 1895, to my best recol-
lection. In those days my father hauled cord-
:-398 \vood .and timber. I was a sort of a jockey boy 
\vorking for the outfit. F!ather had four horse 
teams and three yoke of ·oxen. My mother con-
ducted a boarding hous.e for his men, the team-
sters that drove the teams and my father. 1\{y 
t\vo older brothers drove team. -They are living. 
Herman at Preston, Idaho, and John at Park 1City. 
I had an uncle who lived in the Snyderville coun-
401 try. lie got logs out of there, too. I did not work 
\vith my UN·CLE at any time. 
On cross examination Mr. Workman testified: 
402 I haven't bHen up White Pine Canyon since 
1900 until recently. My knowledge of conditions 
up there is prior to that. 
All those ranches nortk of the Sullivan place 
were occupied from 1888 to '91. I dont know 
when Ar-chibald and Powers lands were taken up. 
The bars were then down where you enter the 
thick brush. I think a fence goes close there now. 
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baek up to the Snllh·an ranch. I WlHtld say less 
than a quarter mile back fron1 the north boundary 
line of the SulliYan ranch, some\v·hl\rt\ in the Trott-
man lane. There "·n$ no such thing as the Trot:t-
m-an lane in my time. I first sn ,,~ these bars 
about lSSS to 18~10. I don't lnlO\V "·ho put then1 
±t)~) there. I have taken co" .. s thru those bar~. I 
distinctly remember driving cattle up fron1 my 
ranch and thru those bars. I don't remember 
seeing those bars at any time except in the suln-
410 mer months. I could safely say there \Yere three 
±11 pole bars. 
On redirect examination the witness testified:-
With reference to the garden you go right 
straight out of the gate to the upper part, straight 
down that road less than a quarter of a mile, then 
412 bars across there. They were about a quarter of 
a mile from the present gate. With reference 
to the old road that paralleled the the creeks on the 
southeast side, I would say it connected with the 
present road up Trottm.an lane just above the 
Trottman home where those bars is. At that 
time that was the main traveled road from those 
saw mills. That road was at its nearest point 
to the boarding house about a quarter mile away 
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with the ·creek between the hoarding house and 
413 the road. There were two roads there at that 
time one on the northwest sid·e of the creek. 
SAMUEL J·OSEPH BILLINGS, witness for 
plain tiffs, testified on direct examination : 
414 I have lived at Park ·City for 2·5 years, I am 
forty years old. I lived ·at Snyderville before I 
\vent to Park City. I was between 12 and 14 
years old when I came to ~Snyderville. I have 
been familiar with White Pine Canyon for 25 to 
27 years. My uncle used to haul logs down thru 
those canyons. I helped him. About 1893. At 
that time ther·e was a road on the southeast side 
of the creek extending up White Pine Canyon to 
415 the saw mill. At that time there was what they 
·called the Trottman Lane up there that was the 
last thing, now there was a trail, no road, what 
you would -call a road used to have to bring logs 
down, take the ·Cattle up and let the bars down, 
there w·as brush there during that time. At that 
tim8 tl1ere was no road on the north and west of 
416 the creek. The trail that led up Red Pine canyon 
come down from- Snyderville to the lower sawmill. 
Tl·:-: t j ~ where t~Jey brought t~1e logs ~own l re-
member hauling logs and timber down the can-
417 yon in 1901 to 1903. ·The bars were there at that 
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ti1ue, jn~t .. bPforc..• yt)n tnnkt~ that turn, lt\ft hund 
~ide behnv tlH\ ~ulliYHn pht~L\ 
1l Y tt"\~tinh.HlY is confilh.~tl \YhollY to IllY obs·er-
• • <tl • 
Yation made p1ior to thL' time I lllOYt\d to Park 
±1~ City. During the two years I liYed at ~nyder­
ville I lived with my uncle about t""o miles, or a 
mile and a half from the Trottman Lane, east and 
acro5s the railroad tracks. I hauled a fe,y log~ 
421 before coming to Snyderville. 
(~\.t this point the Court signed the restrani-
ing order reque5ted by defendant, over the protest 
4:21 to and argument of counsel for plaintiff). (Excep 
426 tion taken by plaintiffs.) 
\ 1Ir. Sulli,an of counsel for plaintiffs served 
4:27 with a copy of the Re~training order.) 
Resuming cross examination of ~Ir. Billings, 
he testified:-
I wish to correct my statement in that I lived 
at Snyderville from 1902 to 1903,-two years. I 
428 rode along with my uncle in hauling logs. That 
is the extent of my work up the canyon. I have 
429 a recollecti<>n of the road, and which side of the 
creek it was on. It was a trail. You wouldn't 
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cal~l it a wagon road. Tha.t_ road does not lead 
up the eanyon today. The only building I re-
member were down near Trottman 's. I recall 
430 none further up the canyon. When I drove up 
,vith my uncle we came up past the Sul-
livan place across the tract on the left hanrl 
si< le of the cre·ek going up, and the creek was on 
the right hand side. I don't remember how many 
tim·es I w·ent up, I know I went up several times. 
I didn't keep tract of them I know I have gone up 
more than five times. I went up in 1902. In J anu-
431 ary. and later on, in June. Hunting coyotes, or 
432 anything that comes along.! have no definite recol-
lection of going up with my uncle in 1903. I haYe 
been up there lots. ;Sometimes I would go up there 
hunting for a eow. I recall going up for a cow in 
1902 distinctly, along in May. The sawmill wasn't 
43:4 running when I went up in 1902. The old mill \Vas 
up by the Condas' place, I would judge about 100 
yards, a hove and to the left of the ~Condas' house. 
We was hauling to the ·sawmill in Snyderville. The 
road was on the left hand side of the creek going 
up. I recall that absolutely. W·e got on that road at 
Trottman '·s L1ane, where the bars were. The bars 
were just before you make the turn to go into the 
1Sulliv.an place. We drove to the left of the Sulli-
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Yan placP then. \Yt~ ditl nnt trn~s tt) thl' Wl'~t 
+~t-) ~ith.'\ of tllt' l'rt.'L'k. Lt'\ft lulntl ~itle. ThPrl\ was a 
trail up \Yhere tht\ prt.'~t.\nt l't)ad nnw run~. (t)bjee-
tion.) The trail tHl the \\"L'~t ~ide then rHH t~Ioso 
to the creek, not "·bPrt'\ the pre~ent roatluow runs. 
I \\-ent up the left hnn~.l sitlt:\ thl\ rrt\L\k i~ on the 
!36 right. The only r,)(hl I \\·as on \\·as the old road. 
I haYe never been on the present road. 
(Defendant requests an order permitting de-
-:t-:38 fendant \~ surrey or to make surYey of present 
road without interference. 
(Exhibit '~D".-Govt. Field Notes of survey 
of east and north lines of Sec. 1; Exhibit '' E ''-
·±:39 -Gov't plat of Tp. ~' R. 3 East, S. L. :JI., offered 
by plaintiff in evidence) 
ED\\ ~\RD H. BURDICK, a witness for 
±!0 plaintiffs, on direct examination, testified:-
~ (~I a p posted by baliff.) 
±±1 (Objection to introduction of Ex. '' D' '. 
442 (Ex. "D" received in evidence over objection 
and exception.) 
My name is Edward H. Burdick. I reside at 
Salt Lake City. I am a mining engineer and ge 
ologist. Have been practising such for 8 or 
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443 9 years. I am acting State Geologist for the 
State of Utah. I hav·e examined the original 
field notes from the government office here and 
the plat of those field notes involving Sec. 1, Tp. 2 
So., R. 3 East, within the l~ast five days. 
I have also examined the certified copy of 
each that have been offered in evidence here, Ex 
hi bits "D" and "E ". 
(Here the baliff tac~ed Exhibit - map -
on board). (Ex. "F"). 
Exhibit "F" is a map prepared by me fol-
1o,ving the original field notes and official plat 
of the township showing only the course and dis-
tances of the boundary lines, the stream pattern 
443 the road and fence lines in the northeast corner 
of the section. Sec. 1, Tp. 2 S., R. 3 E. 
Q. Does Exhibit '' F'' show anything more 
than what is shown by the Government plat and 
the Government field notes, and, if so, indicate 
what ·additional you have placed on that map. 
A. In giving the distances from the initial 
·corners on survey I have given the distances first 
in ·ch~ins, as shown by the field notes, and have 
followed those distances in ·chains with its trans-
1a tion into feet in parenthesis. I have also col-
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4-!4 ort\d. Lot~ 7 nnd S. of 8t\etion 1, with the l't'd ~had­
ing. and the narro"· strip of land in the uorthPast 
eorner of Lot 1, or the east side of lot 1. 
Q. You refer to where I designatt' "·ith my 
pointer! 
~-\.. 1~ es. sir: with a bro\\·n coloring, and the 
"-ord5 ·cultivated land': I have also placed on the 
map for con\enience in reference, the letter ''A'' 
on the road extending north and south thru lot~ 
1 and S~ and the letter · ~ B'' on the road Pxtend-
ing north and ~outh thru lot 8, in addition I have 
de~iguated the northermo:"t branch of Snyder 
creek with the letter •C' and the middle branch 
with the letter 'D' and at the bottom of the map I 
have placed the interpretation o_f the scale of the 
map. 
(2. Calling your attention to the strip of 
land as shaded in yellow on the east border of lot 
1, east side of l<>t 1, will you state what the field 
notes and plat, or either of them or both of them 
combined~ indicate that strip of land to have been 
at the time the survey was made. 
(Objection by defendant, overruled, and ex-
ception saved) 
445 A. I can perhaps qualify that by saying that 
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the little line crosses, connect with the fine line on 
the west border and the south border on the area 
n1arke1· '·cultivated land' is the official indication 
of the fence line. The field notes going north on 
the ·east boundary of section 1, record the inter-
~~ection of the fence line and its direction east and 
''rest and again going west on the north line they 
record the inters·ection of the f·ence line going 
north and south, and refer to the area as cultivat-
ed land within those lines. 
nir. Sullivan: Now the plaintiff offers in 
evidence as exemplary exhibits, 'D' and 'E', the 
map and the plat; Exhibit 'F', to be used and con-
sidered in conjunction with Exhibits 'D' and 'E'; 
E and D field notes, original government map, 
'f' is enlargement of Section 1, as it appears in 
that map and is referred to in the field notes and 
446 from that it is not ·Claimed he knows anything 
about the physical condition of the ground, but it 
is his reading and interpretation of the field notes 
and the plat as exemplified by his evidence now 
and by Exhibit 'F' as an assistance to the court 
and any .counsel that ,might subsequently want to 
inform thems·elves as to any facts gleaned from 
the governm·ent evidence. 
l\fR. STE·~TART: lVIr. Burdick, I under~ 
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~1ny ob~t.\ryation~ ()1' ~nrYey~, \vhatevt.'r! 
~-\.. X o ~ir. none whatever. 
447& (t)bjeetion nlatle by :\l r. Stt.~\\·nrt, o\·l'rruled, 
+±S and exception.) 
(Exhibits received in evidence as offered.) 
Xo cr•)55 examination. 
GEORGE l-IEXRY STR.EET, a \vitness for 
plaintiff~ on direct examination testified as fol-
lows:-
I live at Park City. I am 51 years old. I 
was born in \\ yoming; came to Park City soon 
afterward. I know the lands claimed by the 
Sullivans is in White Pine canyon. I have lived 
upon that land. I was about eight years old at 
the time we moved there and 12 or 13 when I 
moved away. I "~as on the land last nig·ht. The 
house in which I lived there stood on the south-
450 east corner of the land possibly 200 feet south of 
the creek, on the south side of the cr·eek. The 
house couldn't have been over 10 or 15 feet from 
the east line, from the southeast corner. I went 
on the land yesterday and designated as nearly as 
I could where the house stood, that I lived in. It 
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stood south\vest of the creek. There was a roacl 
rio·ht in front of the house. On the north side of 
b 
the house. On the south side of the creek. Be-
t\veen the house and the creek. That road ran 
right down the ·creek on the south side. It also 
went up the .creek. There was no road that I 
kno\\T of at that time at a point where the ne·v1 road 
is now situated leading from the entrance to the 
property up to the Sullivan hous.e. ·The house that 
I lived in as a boy there s.tood maybe ten or twelve 
feet from the corner of the present fence. There 
452 \vas a barn across the road north from the house, 
northeast a little bit. I believe the barn would 
be below the present fence or the Sullivan land . 
. As far as I ·remember that road running on the 
south side of the .creek was the only road that led 
up the creek at that time. 
On cross examination the witness testified: 
I \vas born in 1878. I was eight years of age 
453 when I lived on the Sullivan land. I haven't 
figured my age at that time until the last few days. 
I have no way of determining how long I lived 
there. There were no fences there in those days. 
They were then logging up there. Quite a few 
454 l·oggers going up and down at that time. I re-
member no mills at .that time being operated 
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ThHre w a~ ~u1ne con~itl~rnble logging· and the 
farn1er~ \vent up and do\\·n tilL' C(lnyon to g'l\t tht\i r 
log~. That "·as tl'lH' during the t\nt irl\ pPriot1 I 
liYed tht\l'L'. Tht'rL' \\-a~ n log bous~..\ t ht\rt.\. Sin1on 
~treet liYt.'ll in it. He \Vtl~ my father. lle was 
hauling log~. for the l)ntario ~liui ng Co1npa11y. 
Father built th~ cabin. I haYPD 't bel~ll up to lo-
455 cate 'vhe1·e the cabin stood until last night. ~Ir. 
""\\~orkman, :Mr. Pat Sullivan, "·ent "·ith 1ne .. A.ncl 
that is the first time I have attempted to locate the 
w·here this house ''as since I left there. I haYP 
partic.ular occ.asion to remember the conditions 
that then existed. My mother died there. I re-
member that. \\ e lived there more than 2 or 3 
456 year5. It i5n 't true that ~Ir. W orkmau and Pat 
Sullivan told me ''here they thought that the 
hou:Se :'tood. I took them to it. ~Ir. ·\Vorkman 
did not point out "-here the house stood. I re-
member the house was on the south side of the 
stream. The stream runs about east. The cab-
457 in \\-as on the left side of the stream as you go up. 
There was another cabin up there. It was a lit-
tle further up, on the north side of the road. 
There was no cabin on the west side. A lady 
by the name of Hopeliz lived there. Possibly 250 
feet from our cabin. Our house was the up.per 
458 .one, the others were below, scattered along the 
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canyon, a few on the west side, right side of the 
stream as you go up. They were all below our 
cabin. They called that Rag town. Father did 
nothing else aside from hauling logs for the On-
tario Mining Co., during all the time we were up 
there. We lived there winter and summer. I 
went only to the southeast -corner of the Sullivan 
tr,act last night. Nobody lived to the south of 
the Sullivan tract at that time, on the Trottman 
lane. I haven't any idea how much land the 
-
Sullivan tract covers. Father's cabin was on 
460 the Sullivan land about southeast from his pres-
ent home. The pTesen t ~Sullivan house is about 
200 or 300 yards from where our place was. 
N orth\Yest. ·The only other families or boys 
that then lived up there were at Ragtown, across 
the creek. Ragto\vn was about 300 yards from 
461 my father's house. The~re were six or seven. 
The loggers lived there. Some logged up White 
Pine and some up Red Pine. I paid no attention 
to how they went up Red Pine. I remember go-
ing quite a little ways above £ather's cabin as a 
462 boy. I cannot estimate how far. The road then 
was on the north side of my father's house, right 
in front of it, possibly a rod. 
·On redire.ct the witness testified: 
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Tilt' roatl "·as north of the hou~t\ nud ~outh of 
the crt'ek. Ragto,vn wa~ on a dift\H"L'llt road. l 
dont think tht're has bt~t\n much ehallg-l' in the 
463 cour~t' of the ert\'-'k ~ince I wa~ a boy. I looked 
for and ~a\\· eYidenee of the old road in the brush. 
It i~ no\\- ju~t n1arked in tilL' brush; it i8 aband-
464 oned. It ha~ been abandoned for, I "~ould ~ay, lj 
year~. I \Ya~ about 8 ~-ear~ old \Yhen I \Vent in 
there antl about 13 when I left. 
On recro~s examination the \Yitness testified: 
I had no oce.asion to pay attention t{) the 
course or use of the roads. \V e \vas there for 
465 five years. I have no distinct recollection of the 
length of time I was there. I haYe no \vay of 
fixing that period~ I remember \\·e liYed there, I re-
466 member where the road went. I remember we 
lived there and all about the road. ~Ir. \Yorkman 
and Pat Sullivan said nothing to me about \\rhat 
they wanted me to say \Yhen we went up there last 
467 night. Neither of them told me they wanted to show 
that there was a road on the east and south side. 
They said nothing about that. I first talked with 
them 2 or 3 days ago about this matter. Mr. Work-
man told me he testified in this case. IIn told me 
nothing about testifying there was a road on the 
east side. I "-as at home, not at \vork when he 
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talked with me.. He just \Yanted n1e to come 
468 down. That is all he said. They asked me to 
testify about the road. I didn't tell them what 
I would testify. I told them I would come down 
as a witness. I didn't tell them I would testify 
about it. I knew right where the road wa~. I 
469 didn't kno'v where the Sullivans lived. I didn't 
know· where the road was with reference to the 
Sullivan tract.. There 'vas something on the Sui-
. livan tract that indicated where the house vvas. It 
was the former cellar we used to have near the 
house. At the south-west corner of the house. 
TheTe \vas that an a few rocks that 'vould indicate 
where the other house stood about 200 yards uy 
the canyon. I do mean to tell this court I say 
470 there is something up there which indicates 'vhere 
the old ·cellar was.. I know there is. I took those 
boys right to it last night. The old cellar is out-
side of the fence with reference to the south boun-
471 clary line. To the south. About 100 feet s.outh 
of the ~creek. Part of the house was inside of the 
472 fence, I don't know but all, but the cellar was just 
outside. There was no millsite in the canyon at 
that time. The road from Ragtown come up 
from Snyderville. I don't know of any road that 
went from White Pjne into Red Pine. There was 
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a road fn)lll Hag·town thnt Wt'llt up into HL·d PiuP. 
47~~ Tht~ fnrnh.\r~ traYt'lt\d it when I wn~ thPn·. Tht' 
4-. I"T 
people in 8nydervillt' took the road thnt Wt'Ht np 
Red Pine in getting their wood and logging. That 
\Yas th~ only road into R-t~d Pine. If a nyoHL' 
\\-nnted to gPt into ,,.hit~ Pint:l tlu..1y wnnlll havP to 
go back and take the other road. I don't re-
member any road going from Rng-to\\-n up \Yhitt' 
PinE:' canyon. In 1890 all of the land south of the 
SulliYan tract "-as not occupied. Some might 
ha\e been, but not all of it. I kno'v ~lr. .A.rchi-
bald. I don't remember him at that time. ..:\11 
of the land north of the Sullivan tract is not no\v 
occupied. I have no recollootion of the condition 
of the land north of the Sullivan tract at that tim(~, 
1889-1890. I have no recollection as to \vhetber 
or not there was any road leading from Ragtown 
up White Pine Canyon. All I r€member is a road 
415 ran up by my father's house on the south side of 
the ~reek. (By the Court's question) The stone 
quarry is north of Park City. (Questioned by 
)lr. Snlli,an); the witness stated: I will take time 
off, if desired, and ~how y·ou the point ""here the 
house ~tood and the point where the cellar was. 
~fR. STEW ART : If the court please, I would 
like the order I asked for this morning made, so 
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\Ve 1nay have this descrip~ion for the court correct. 
2vlr. ~Sullivan: \¥ill you state just what you 
\\·ant that for, do you \vant to amend the complaint. 
~"Il:t. STE\V.ART :1 I want that description 
of that road so the court, when he enters, this 
< lee1·ee, \vill have an accurate description of the 
r·oadway. 
~1-76 l\iR. SULLIVAN: We object at this time 
counsel in pushing into this trial, they have had 
a year, or nearly a year to get this suite ready for 
trial-m.y recollection is that the counterclaim 
v1as demurred to for being insufficient, and that 
the de1nurrer was overruled.--
(·Continued comment between court and counsel.) 
L_ri-9 (Offer to furnish surveyor for surveying road 
vvithdrawn by plaintiff) 
( Discus.sion.) 
:i\IR. STEW ART: I want this survey so we 
1nay have definite description of the road,vay by 
4-81' metes and bounds. 
(Discussion) 
THE ·COURT:- I take it that counsel isn't 
consenting· the ·court can take evidence after the 
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elo~t' of tht' case by t\·onsidt:'ring n :-\Ur,·py; that 
\Yould be entirely in1proper and it wonl(l rPquirP 
nn affirn1atiYt' agreement on the pnrt of tht\ plain-
-l-8~ tiff. I think the ordPr n1ay be,-ThH t tlH\ deft'll-
48:i dant ha\·e the right t'o eoinple-h' that survPy. 
(Discussion) 
D~\X CL\R.K, a witness for plaintiff, on direct 
examination, testified • 
+S-! I am~~ year~ old. I have never been on the 
Sulli\an property except on surYeys. I last ,,·as 
there for surrey this morning. \.V.ith ~Ir. Rich-
ard Sawyer, who testified here before. I am no\Y 
familiar with the line of the road as it now existt-i 
at the Sullivan and Condas property, North-
ea5t corner and extends in a southwesterly direc-
tion np a3 far as the Sullivan house. I am 
48.) familiar ,,·ith the location of White Pine 
creek ill White Pine canyon. Road 'A' 
on Exhibit • C' ls the present commonly 
tra\eled roadway from the northeast corner 
of the Snllivan place to a point up to the .Sullivan 
house. I, \vith "Jir. Sawyer, made measurements 
between PliOad ''A'' and the creek. The creek 
coming down the canyon bears northeast. Exhibit 
486 "G" "-as prepared by me. It isn't drawn to scale. 
It \Vas made from measurements made on the 
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grountl today. Starting from the gate \Vhich eil-
tl•rs right in the corner of the field vve rneasurcd 
frorn the center .of the road to a point in the center 
of the creek, due south along the east \ving of the 
fence. The distance is 766 feet. That is from the 
gate straight south to the creek. We then meas-
ured from the gate to a point 500 feet out, vvhere 
we established a point and turned at right angles. 
\¥ e measured from the center of the road again 
to the gate out 500 feet due south. Then we went 
487 \vest, at a right ang·le. (Figure 1 on the exhibit 
"G"shown as ·middle of road at gate. Figure 2 
thereon shown as point 500 feet out.) From Figure 
~ to center of stream is 266 feet, south. From 2 
\Ve ran west, 200 fee~. Established another sta-
tion (marked 3). (;Station 5, stream directly 
south, established) .. From 4 to 5 is 477 feet. \Ve 
488 ran \vest fron1 3 two hundred feet, to station 6 
( rnarke(1). Fron1 6 to 7 is 16 f.eet. (Station 8, south 
of 6 marked. From 6 to 8 is 400 feet. From 7 to 
489 8 is 416 feet. 
TI-IE ,C~OURT: I think you . have made a 
mistake. I understand .from station 6 to 8, four 
hundred feet. 
A. Y,es. 
Station 7 is in the center of the road design-
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a red on Iunp "C,'' Exhibit ·C.' a~ rond ... A.'' 
Station l) i~ 400 f._\._\t din\etly Wl'~t of the east litH' 
l)f the ~nlliYan propPrty. Thl' di~htnet' lwtWPPll 
the ~tre~uu nnd t ht\ eent('r of tht\ road, north of 
~tntion ~ix i~ 416 feet. ~tation 9 (marked) is 150 
feet ~onth of Station 6. ;From 9 \\'"e dri, .. P \Vest 200 
feet, to point 10, (point 10 1narked). Fro In 1 0 to 
the center of the ~tream (11, 1~) \Ve have gone ::365 
490 fe~t Ten to eleYen is 54 feet, and then to center 
of stream, making a total of 419 feet. From 10 
directly \Yest to the center of the road. 9, is 150 
feet. (Designated point 13.) Now from the center 
of the road at point · '~\ '' to 13, directly south to 
(of. in tr.) the c.enter of the stream is 316 feet. 
491 Point 13 is 45 feet from the Sullivan house. 
(liR. Sl~LLI\~.a.\X: The purpose of this is to 
s h o "--by these figures that the roadway claimed 
as a high,va~- i:-: all the way from 300 to 600 feet 
49~ from where the government map shows the high-
'~ay to. have been. We want later to offer this 
map in evidence.) 
)IR. CI.J.&.\RK, on cross-examination, testified: 
In making this map I started at the middle of 
the gate on the north end of the Sullivan property. 
,,~ e took the center of the gate as the center of the 
. 
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road. These n1easurements were made to deter-
mine the distance which this road, as it now exists, 
is from the stream known as White Pine eanyon. 
And these measurements show the distances at 
various points along the road from the stream, 
Road ''A''. Each measurement. is n1ade directly 
493 south of the road. We used a compass. We made 
these measurements at 5 different points along 
the road. Point 2 is 500 feet from tlie road, south. 
495 ,Stations 1, 4, 7 and 11 are on the road. And 13. 
Point 1 is 766 feet from the creek. P-oint 4 is 477 
feet from the creek. · We haven't the distance 
496 from 1 to 4. 
497 ''MR. SULLIVAN: Is that the hypotenus-e of 
t'vo sides of triangles~'' 
"A. That is what we ran it for." 
MR. ·STEW..L\_RT, again questioning: 
I haven't the distance between 4 and 7. The 
distance from point 7 to the cr·eek is 419 feet. 
The distance from point 7 to the creek is 419 f.eet. 
From point 13 to the creek is 360 feet. That is 
498 the shortest distance. The road meandered all the 
way up from the gate to the south end of the Sul-
499 li van tract. We did not S·elect point 4 or point 
7 because they w·ere farther fr<?m the creek than 
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other pt)int~. '" l\ Wt'rt.\ un the ground nbont two 
hour~ and fifteen miuutt\~ this 1uorning. 
(:)lap: Exhibit "'lt" oft\\red in eYideHL'l\; uu 
j e e t t\d to ; d i s e u ~ ~ i o u ) . 
(~uestion by the Court, the 'vi tne8s testified: 
~00 The line~ from the road to tht' creek were run 
due north and south . 
..!..g-ain que~tit.)Ued by :Jlr. Sullivan, the \\~itness 
testified: 
301 :lly line ran exactly as 1uy map indicated and 
as I te~tified on direct examination. 
(Map-E:s:. · · G". again offered). 
\\itne:Ss. again questioned by Mr. Stewart, 
testified : 
I can't make it clearer, we ran lines out, after 
.~oin~· out 500 feet, set up measurements every 200 
50:2 feet. I have worked along engineering lines. I 
just helperl )fr. Sa"--yer. The map was prepared 
503 by myself. 
503 to 506 
(Mr. Stewart objects again to the offer of 
Exhibit "G". 
(Discussion). 
(Exhibit "G" not received by the court, and 
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exception saved). 
JOliN RILEY T .. _AJ{E, a witness for plain-
tiffs, on direct examination, testified: 
I an1 a brothPr of Patrick L-ake. I am 29 
year old. A miner. E·mployed by Ontario Silver. 
507 I a1n acquainted with White Pine Canyon. I once 
lived there. The first time I set foot on the place 
I \vas 12 years old. I don't know how old I was 
when I moved off. About 19 years old. The fam-
ily then was ·COnstituted of my father, my mother, 
my brother, Pat, and myself. I was on the proper-
508 ty for a short time yesterday. The house stood 
possibly 500 feet below where it now stands \Vhen 
I first went there. It was moved from one spot to 
another while I lived there. When I came away, 
it was situated substantially where it now stands. 
509 We moved there in 1911 and moved away in 1918 
or 1919. My father owned the land at that time. 
We just lived there in the summer time. My 
time was occupied in plowing, cutting brush, build-
ing barns, fixing fences. I assisted in moving the 
house from where stood in the m·ea.dows to where 
510 it now stands. As near as I can judge that was 
about 1916. 
Q. 1916; now, have you any memory as to 
the change, if any, in the line of road that was 
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mnth:~ "·h(ln thi~ nPw housl' wa~ bY tltP privatt\ 
road ·1 
lilt ~ T t ~ 'r ... \ 1\ T : 1 0 b j l \l' t t 0 t lt i :-;. t hi H "r it-
Ill\~~ ha~n 't tt\~tifit\d to nny private road, the qul\~­
tion a~~nllll\~ thert} wns a pri,~att\ road, leading, 
snggl~~ting and it assumes. 
( l)bjection sn~tained: Exception saved). 
The witness, continuing, testified: 
There "~a~ nu road above the old house. The 
Tile house we tore down, I mean. We tore the old 
hLHlse down about 1916. I know the present metho,1 
511 of reac.hing the house, that is, the present road as 
it now goes up to the house. That road was not as 
established road at the time or prior to the time we 
built our new hou~e in 1916. 
Q. )Iy question is now,-Was there another 
road over the line of the road nO\\~ leads to the 
present house! 
..... A.. There ''as no road. 
512 There were bars near the northeast corner of 
of the property when I was there, when I went 
there. In the same place as today. We kept them 
closed during the summer time. The bars were al-
ways up, to mr knowledge, when I was there. We 
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'vere us1ng the land to raise spuds and hay. 
51:i Stock ran at large back in the hills. TIH~r.~ \Yas no 
tJ·(l\~ei <luring those years over the road leading to 
our house excE~pt that that went and came to our 
house. 
On ~Cross Examination, Mr. Lake testified: 
(J. 'There was traffic over that road dur-
ing the entire period that you live there, "rasn 't 
there~ 
A. Inndeed not, sir. 
Q. There wasn't~ 
1\. Indeed not, sir. 
There were a few hunters and horsemen up there 
-
every year. I wasn't there during the \\"inter tin1e. 
Livestock was not taken up White Pine canyon 
during the time I lived there. There was stock in 
White Pine Canyon. I didn't ever see a man going 
up there with a saddle or pac;k while I lived there. 
I didn't see any tea~ms go up there except our 
O\\Tll. I \vasn 't looking· for the1n. I paid no at-
·515 tention to who went up that road or who didn't. 
I kept no tract of the extent to which that road 
was used. I didn't see any sheep herders trailing 
hack and forth up that canyon. I saw hunters and 
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316 hor:-'einen. I kno"· Dell R·Pt ldl\B. l cannot tell 
you \Yhen he tnoved up to the C'ouda~ plac<l. I kno\\' 
ht'} "~a~ there. during the thne llhpl\d on the ranch. 
!)ell Redden drove back and forth nlong tba t road-
''ay without permission. 'r pry fe\v people \Vl\nt up 
t{) Sl~t:\ Dell R.edden. I ~ay '·\Vi th our per1nission'' 
beeansl' it \\'"85 our property. That i~ thP onl:· ren-
517 son that I say that. Xobody told me to ~ay that. I 
never :'a\\ automobiles go up to Dell Redden's 
''bile I "~as down there. I mean to say I lived on 
that ranch from 1911 to 1917. I was ther_fJ every 
summer except 1913. I was there only about six 
week:' in 1917. I believe longer than six weeks. 
51S I "-as up and down in 1918. I didn't liYe there 
permanently. In 1919 I was not there all sum--
mer. In 1911 and 1912 I spent most of the sum-
mers on the ranch. I wasn't on the ranch in 1913. 
I wasn't there in 1914. I lived there pretty stead-
ily in 1915. I was away most of the summer of 
1914. From 1914 up to the time father moved 
519 away from the place, I was there for three or four 
weeks. ''I w-ould stay down there three or four 
weeks, go back and stay two or three days, and 
come baek three or four weeks." I don't know Mr. 
Hempstead. I didn't see any automobiles going 
down or up to Redden's place in 1914 or 1915. I 
believe I ~,ould say they didn't go, because they 
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cannot get up there. My brother, Pat, told me 
G~ZO that Mr. Hempstead tried and was pulled up "rith 
a tean1 of horses. He told ·me 3 or 4 days ago. I 
found out that I was to testify here day before yes-
terday. I didn't see a camp wagon up there while 
I was there. I saw horses. I didn't see pack 
horses. I didn't see men pack up their supplies. I 
paid attention as to who went up and down that 
5·21 canyon when I was there, certainly. I do not -vvish 
to change what I told Mr. Sullivan, that there 
wasn't anyone that w·ent up past my father's 
house, I still say that I saw no one, except horse-
men, travel up that road past my father's house 
\vhile I was on the ranch. It wasn't a very small 
portion of the time that I was there. I helped Mr. 
Redden build a house on his place by my father's 
place. I don't know he hauled his supplies up that 
road by my father's house. V·ery few people went 
~ 
up there. I don't know who they were, hunters 
521~/2 and horsemen went up. I saw men go back U1H1 
forth on horses whenever they wanted to. Later, 
in 1917 and 1918, I saw teams go up to R.edden 's 
place. 
Q. I have the record here that sho\vs your 
father clidn 't purchase the place until after 1911; 
522 do you still say you were there in 1911 ~ 
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... -\.. \\"t•ll, l nutc .. h' au awful big Illi~takt'. lt. 
\\~a~ in the Yieini t y of 1911. l do not know. 
5~3 I do know wht\u I quit li,·iug tht'l'l'. I l'L'Hll'lll-
ber gL)iug to ,,·urk. 1918. 1 wa~ on then.' a t'l'\\' day:-; 
in 1~)1~. I eouldn "t h.\11 if ~ Iuonth. I was work-
at the Judge 8nlt)lter at the tune. I would go up 
there eYt:.ry change day. I wa~n 't tlH•re in 1917. 1 
~till mean to 5ay there were bars there acro~8 the 
road. the ~arne place a~ ~ow. l)ne pair as you 
entered the field. \\ ... hen I \\"ent there \\"e put the 
bar5. gate. up after \\'"e were there. ~hortly after 
the fir~t summer. I couldn't say if the next sum-
mer. I made ~orne fence there myself in 1915, 
191±. sir. Where the cabin is now· over across the 
52± ditch ea~t. Probably 500 feet long. There was a 
line fence there in 1915, on the southeast. I mean 
by the bars at the gate that divided our place from 
the ranch below it. The ranch of H. J. Cannons. 
5:25 I don't know when that fence was put up. Before 
father got there, I think. I kno\v there was bars 
there. I don't know what people did with their 
cattle, as to fuming them up Trottman's Lane in 
the spring. I simply assume that the bars were 
526 there to keep cattle from going in and out of 
father's place. I am sure father got his logs for 
the house from the old house and from Red Pine 
canyoiL I remember that in changing the road, 
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father hugged the brush around the meadow. Far-
ther to the west, so as to save the meadow. The 
527 road \\""as changed before the new house \Vas built. 
The old house stood down there in the meado,v. I 
remember a road or trail, you couldn't call it a 
road, leading up to Mr. Redden's place, and above 
528 the old house. There 'vasn 't any other road in that 
canyon, but lots worse getting in there. 
There \Vasn 't any road there from Red Pine 
to \Vhite Pine that I know of. I understand that 
refers to the time I was up there for a couple of 
529 weeks in 19'20, working for my father. 
On re-direct Examination, the 'vi tness Lake 
testified: 
The fences and gate were about the same as 
they are now in the spring of 1920. The gate \vas 
then there. I do not know anything about the road 
that arose going across into White Pine from Red 
Pine canyon. No public officials helped in chang-
ing the road from the meadow to the hill side. No 
public money was ever used on the road to my 
knowledge. 
On Re-cross Examination, Mr. J_jake further 
testified: 
I have a brother-in-la'v named Giles. He 
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.-)~)0 \vork~d the ralll'h quitt_\ a whilL\. l don't know how 
long. Quitt.\ u long· time. I liYt\d with hin1 n littlP. 
I can •t ~ay t\xaetly 1H)W long. I wa~ tlH'l'l' tlur-
ino- haYill'-)· time \Yith IllY brothl''r-in-law ht\fore 0 • ~ • , 
- •l ) (_),):. 
I ,,-L)nt to \Yllrk for the mining con1puny. :\1 y rPeol-
lee.tion i~ not YL'ry good on thost..\ YL'ar~ ~n far back 
on that time. 
:llR. Jl)HX 0 .H.A(L\X, n \Yitlll'~~ for plain-
tift5, on Direct Examination, tL'5tified ns follow·s: 
533 I li\e at Park City. I am a 1niner. \York 
for the Three lung :Jlining Co. In 1924 I helped 
build the road 'vith Pat SulliYan and a 
couple more along the "~ay of the road 
a5 you get to the gate\\~ay, cut brush and 
leveled up the road. ..A. t the time \\·e com1nenceJ 
work it was kind of a small trail, all grown over 
with brush. Pat Sullivan employe<l IDP. I dug 
534 out one :-;ide. Before that the road was not in 
c.ondition for a wagon to go up and down. This 
work was done on the right hand :-;ide as you go up 
from the gateway. We only worked the road to 
the Condas land, not past the Condas gate. In 
1924 Pat Sullivan was in possession and control of 
the SulliYan land. \V e did not have teams; shovels 
picks and axes were all we used. 
(Jn cross examination, }fr. 0 'Hagen te~tified: 
535 I am not related to Pat Sullivan at all. I went 
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to work for Sullivan in August and ,vorked about 
three weeks, in 1924. That is the only time I 
worked for him .. I have been on the ranch several 
times. We cleared the road; cut branches. .A.t 
that time there was a house on the Conclas land. 
536 Also barns. I never saw anyone but the employees 
of Pat Sullivan use the road up to Condas' place. 
I do not know if Pat hauled hay to Park City and 
5,37 sold it. We moved the road a little further 'vest, 
to give hay land to the ·east. I s_pent pretty near 
the whole three weeks on the road. Three men 
helped 1pe on the road. They "rorked for the \vhole 
5,38 three "\veeks. I never measured hovv far west \ve. 
moved the road. I didn't pay any attention to the 
roads there. It was only a little trail throug-h. I 
539 don't know how wide. I was away from Park ·City 
about five ye,ars ago. 
MR. D. B. HElVIPSTEAD, called for plain-· 
tiff, on Direct Examination, testified: 
540 I a1n an attorney for the defendant, Condas, 
and have been since the counter-claim was filed. 
I don't know whether any public funds have ever 
been spent on this road across the Sullivan prop-
erty. I don't know whether or not there has ever 
been any acceptance by the ·County Comn1issi'oners 
or an~v records made by the County Com.mission-
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t\r~ ~how·ing- this to bt.' n puhlie rond. 
l)u Crt)8~ Ex.atniluuiou. :.\lr. 11 ... \ulpst\\ad t.P~ti 
fied: 
541 I ha ,-e rt.\eei Yt.~l informntion to t ht\ effect that 
people ,,-ho u~~..~i thi~ road, Yolunteered their labor 
to repair thi~ road and keep it in condition for 
traffic a~ early a~ 1890. 
(The foregoing moved stricken by plaintiff). 
{Motion to ~trike resisted. Discussion.) 
5±::? (~lotion to ~trike granted). 
Here plaintiff offered in evidence Exhibit 'H ', 
being deed from Frank Lake and wife to plaintiffs 
for the Snllivan ranch. The same was received. 
5±:3 \\ILLI.A.li ARCHIBALD, a ,,·itness for de-
fendant, here te~tifie, l on direct examination, as 
follows: 
I heard th:~ testimony of ~Ir. Street tLis morn-
5±4 ing as to a road on the left hand side of the creek 
as you go up the canyon. I referred to that road 
in my te:timony a~ a priYate road. TherP \Va~ 
some sort of road going there in the early days. 
~ly reasons for stating that to be a private road 
are: On Trottman 's lane, the fence was up to 'vith-
• 
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in a qu~rter of a mile of the line on Section line and 
.James A. vVilliarns owned that land and he drove 
oxen and he went over there into Big Hollow with 
those cattle and it was used at that time, particu-
larly Big I-Iollo\v for grazing stock and working 
cattle, and anybody ·Could go in there and use that 
545 as a public road. 
(That portion of the answer 'anybody could 
go in there and use that as a public road' moved 
stricken as a conclusion. Denied. Exception). 
\Villiams n1acle that road for his own pur-
poses. You had to ask his permission. 
Q. And you were saying anyone could use 
it \vithout his per1nission? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that the reason you called it a private 
roadf 
A. That IS the reason I called it a private 
road. 
Q. Did he have it fenced f 
54·6 A. You had to go through gates to get into 
his place, a gate on the south side to get out. 
Q. Two gates on his pre~mises to get onto this 
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road! 
Q. ..A.nd that is the reason you ealled it n pri-
vate road! 
Thl~rt' \V8~ not 1nore than onP road on the 
Sl)nth side of the ~trearn going up the canyon. 
There wa~ a trail for people ,,·ith stock at thP 
\\ e~t end of fence a quarter of a mile above therL· 
and getting over to Big Hollow. He would go in 
there with wagons. There was a road up that hol-
low. People were in the wood business. He \vent 
up that hollow himself. Gih~on sa"~min ·w-as located 
where Sullivan's ha~~ meado"~ no,,- is, that is~ on 
a portion of it. While the sa"~ mill \\'"as operating 
there, I went up there and bought cord-wood. The 
place that ~Ir. Street called Rag to'\\'"11 ''las called 
Drag town. It was located maybe 150 feet South 
of Sullivan's line fence. After the mill left there, 
it was used by quite a number of people that had 
little cabins around it that were in the cord wood 
business. I bought cord wood and hauled it from 
there to the Ontario and :Marsac mills. In haul-
ing this wood I came right along the road from 
547 Snyd~rville, where it goes through the gate on my 
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premises just this side of Mr. ~Sullivan's line, that 
was the saw mill right in there. 
Q. You m·ean by that, the present road~ 
A. The present road, no I will modify that; 
I want to be square, that road has been changed 
to the West a little West, this side of Mr. Sulli-
van's house, down below the gate. , 
MR. SULLIVAN: State how far. 
A. Well, from his 1ine fence up to his house. 
Q. How many feet has it been changed to the 
West? 
A. Well, in one place, maybe ten or fifteen 
feet, and from that on it ran pretty close to· the 
hillside, where the road is already located. 
But from his g-ate down to the highway, it is 
practically the same as it is now. I bought '\Yood 
548 and hauled it to Park City as late as '90 or '91. 
I haulc•d \vood for fifteen years from that point 
549 out to other points. No one ever objected to 
my use of this road. 
MR. SlJLLIV AN : Which road are you re-
ferring to now? 
MR. STEW ART: The road where he hauled 
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the eord WlHhl t'rlHll Pr~lg- town hl Pnrk t 'ity ntaiu 
highwayf 
-:\. X o., ~ir; it ''"a~ public huh I~ therP n nd uu-
~urveyed. 
The road was us~i by tht~ public gPnerally in 
addition to myself. John l(nowlton, Holfeltz, 
Samuel Hair and his fan1ily. a fellow nan1ed 0\vl 
and brother·s named ~IcCurdeys, the ~IcDonald 
brothers, and others whom I now cannot recollect 
-got timber at what they call Drag to,vn, the 
timber being brought out of White Pine and Red 
Pine. There were enough people at Dragtown 
that they sometimes would have a party and the 
people from SnyderYille \Yould drive up and <lance 
there. :Yr. Street's father used to play the violin 
there. E\eryone ·that wanted timber used the 
road. The re~icle11t~ of Snyderville used it. They 
used it steadily from '73 until the country got to 
550 be privately O\Ynecl. Everybody that had any 
business up there of any kind used that road. Be-
fore the road 'vas changed in the Sullivan field 
it would get bad in the Spring of the year. Every-
body that was interested in the lumber business, 
wood business, would get together and fix the 
road up, sometimes there would be thirty men, 
choppers and haulers. I did not work on the road 
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n1yself, but I paid men to do it. That would be 
551 be done in the Spring time from '76 to 1893. After 
that we had a sa'v mill at ,Snyderville and we 
used to have to do work on that road to get 
timber down. 
On Cross-examination, Mr. Archibald testi-
fied: 
Drag town with reference to the Sullivan land 
was not East. Mr. Street was mistaken. (Refer-
ring to the road that approache-s s-ection 1, on the 
North, about half-way from the East to the 'Vest 
section 1, on the government map, and ask if that 
\vas there, the witness said) : "The government 
plat is wrong, at that time there wasn't any road 
there.'' ·The road that lead from Snyderville up 
5·52 to Dragtown went clear up the canyon. The Wil-
liams plaee would he in section 6, with in a quar-
5153 ter of a mile. 
MR. STEWART: Can't you deseribe it with 
reference to the South boundary linP ~ 
A. The fence wasn't about clear to the line 
at that time, but it got there shortly afterwards. 
Williams claimed that road as a private road, 
both be and Cannons had a fence across it. 'Vil-
liams at that time, bad squated on Govern1nent 
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35:~ lnnd. 'Yilliant~ c.lid llllt n1nke prnnt• ou it. Sitnon 
1 
' ~rrt\t\t liYt:\d ovt'\r to the ~onth of Dr;tg· tow11, arro~~ 
the creek. 
~l.j4 l~. 1lr. ~t rt\t't. who h\~tifit\d this n1orning, 
t~stified that the road t\:\ teJHlPd up t h\.\ eauyon bP-
5.~~-1- t\\·een hi~ father'~ hou~t\ nnt..l the ert•Pk, ~~s far as 
you kno"-· that i~ correct, i~ it not f 
~aJ ~-\. That trail. but tbo~l' people droYe their 
c-attle they u~ed that to go to their cabins. 
Q. He also told about a \voman that liYed 
farther up, between the creek and the road, do 
you remember her name! 
A. Xo, I don't. 
Q. Hofeltz! 
.L-\. Oh. yes; John Hofeltz. 
I remember he lived up there just ·South of 
Drag town, south of the creek. They all used this 
Drag town ground to pile wood on. I don't know 
of the road running pretty well up through sec-
tion 1, as shown by the government survey. And 
I tell you that \vas Willaims' private road to get 
his cattle up there. ~Ir. Sullivan's corner is just 
below section 1, and in section 6. The evidences 
of that old road are still visible on the ground. I 
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vate road, because Williams had it fenced up and 
556 bars across it and nobody travele{l it except him-
self. The other road was a public road beca usc 
it was the public traveled road. Mr. Cannon used 
the Williams road eight or ten years ago. 
()n Re-direct Examination, Mr. Archibald 
testified: 
Mr. Cannon used the road for driving dairy 
stock ''instead of going up that driveway, going 
up that road, the house was located on the ~outh 
side of the creek, on his own land, he just drove 
557 them across 1Southwest gate from the meado"r up 
along this trail.'' Raymond owns it now and 
Johnson before him, and Snyder before him and 
Williams before Snyder. It was fenced in '88 and 
has been fenced ever since. 
On Re--cross Examination, Mr. Archibald test-
ified: 
Mr. Snyder squated on the land directly east 
of the Sullivan land in section 6 and obtained title 
to it in about 1891. 
Q. And beeause of Mr. Williams, 'vhen he 
squated on it, you claim it a private road~ 
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~- \\\:~11, it ePH~l'd to bt~ n privatt' road wltl~ll 
~uyder took title to it in l ~HO. you :sa~: that lead~ 
up there. that i~ the road you call prh·att\ roau? 
4-\. Y l"\~. that i~ the road I call priYa t.P road. 
3:)~ That i~ road .. B" on the governtuent map 
.~IR. tiEtJRltE HEXRY" ~TREE'f being re-
called, on direct examination, testified: 
I was in the c.ourt room 'vhen ~lr. Archibald 
r~stified yesterday. I heard him testify that the 
old road leading up the canyon on the south of 
the creek belong~ to \Yilliam.s and 'vas a private 
road. The fact~ are, there 'Yere no bars there. 
The road went on up the canyon past the sa\\' mill. 
559 I and my father used that road coming and going. 
Hofeltz used it, the people below used it. :Niy 
father was a :'quater, it was government land. 
Hofeltz and Williams were squaters. 
560 (Jn Cross-examination, Mr. Stree, testified: 
I am testifying to the period when I was about 
eight years old to thirteen-1888 to 1891. My 
561 father got no permission, it was nothing but gov-
ernment ground. I don't know whether my father 
562 got permission to go over that road or not. Father 
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took his timber farther down the canyon than 
Drag town. He hauled it on the South side of the 
563 creek. I went \vith my father on the \vagon to 
Park City lots of times. There vvere no bars in 
that entire locality. It was open country. People 
would go where they wanted, where they pleased. 
Williams lived on the ;South side of the creek be-
low and East of our hous·e. He had a house and 
barn and work horses. He did not claim the land 
at that time. I don't know whether he claimed it at 
5'64 that time or not. My father had about eight teams, 
I don't remember Williams living on the south 
side of the creek. I haven't thought out those con-
565 ditions from 1891 till I was called the other day. 
MR. P ATRI,Cl{ SULL.IV AN, one of the 
plaintiffs on Direct Examination testified: 
56'6 I first saw my property in 1922, in August. 
There were three people with me. My V\rife ancl 
a man named ~Sullivan. Sullivan is now dead. No 
one was there to point out the Lake land. It took 
1ne quite a while to find it. Lake had told rr1e 
56·7 there was a cabin there. The cabin was in the 
same place as it is now. The road then as it led 
into my property, was down below the alfalfa 
368 patch. There \vas a g-ate where the road entered 
my property in August 1922, a wire gate. It was 
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loekt:"\d w·heu \Yf' "·r,nt t ht'rt\ I didn't g-o in through 
the gate, I went through Mr. \Yorktnnn '~ gTontuL 
569 I next saw the property about a w·t'l'k afh'r\vard. 
llr. Lake \\-ent "~it.h 1ne at tht' tinlt'. Ht' ~hO\Vt'd liP 
th~ land. he sho"·pd me thP lint~~ ( thi~ last oyer 
Mr. Ste\\-art'~ objection and exception). 
Q. X o"-· I am \villing to assumP "·hat~~ r. IJake 
~aid to you. with reference to the lines of the prop-
erty and a~ to the roadway! 
~R-. S TE,,~ .A..RT: I object, incompetent, here--
say. 
THE COl~RT: Objection sustained. 
1IR-. Sl"LLI\~ ~\X: Exception. Plaintiff of-
fers to prove by- this witness at this time, that at 
the time, to-wit; about the month of ... \.ugust 1922, 
his predecessor. 1lr. Lake, outlined to him the lo-
cation lines of this pro-perty and told him in sub-
stance, this was a priYate roadway. 
:YR. STEW .... -\RT: To which we object on the 
ground of heresay, and not competent. 
THE COL"RT: Objection :sustained. 
11R-. Sl"LI~IV AX: Exception. 
570 I next sa\Y the property about a week later. 
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i\1r. I..~ake and I 1nade a bargain on the ground fol-
lowing his description of the road and the lineS. 
I rented his property for the year 1922. I again 
rented it for 1923. I was trying to buy it in 1924. 
;;71 I u~ed it in 1922 for grazing the cattle and horses 
rernained in there about three months in 1922. I 
57':!. sa\v then1 every day. The gate was closed all that 
time. In 1923, I moved my stoCJk on it about M.ay 
or June-ten or twelve cattle and some horses. 
I was there every day iri 19·23. I have milked 
cows there and had a man in charge of them. I 
I took the n1ilk to Park ~City. I used the road 
from the gateway to the house in 1923. The gate 
vvas kept closed all the time. I was not bothered 
with trespass-ers. I took my cattle out when snow 
57:-3 started to fly. . I bargained for the purchase of the 
property in 1924. (At this point it was attempted 
to show, what if any conversation was had by the 
witness with Mr. Lake respecting the public claim-
ing a roadway over the property. Objected to. 
()bjection sustainC'rl. T-Gxc:0ntion). After getting 
37 4 the deed in ,September 1924, we started to clean 
up the brush, used dynamite to tear out the roots 
of big trees. We ·changed the road about August 
1924. Thfr. Lake and I bad been talking about the 
575 purchase of this property for. quite a while, from 
576 the time I first leased it. At that time the road 
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from the gatt\ to the alfalfn pateb, wns n way 
OYl"\r tht_-\ fit\lfl, but pre?fty llPHr tlH\ ~Hllh~ plHL'P 
it i~ DO\\·. I movt?-d t lH\ road fro1u t ht\ alfn I fa pntl'h 
d0\\11 to the low~r gate toward tllP hillsidl\. I 
nlOYt_-\d it tt."\n or fiftt.\en feet-about n third of the 
roa'-1. That "·as d0\\11 to ~l\pU\n1ber, 19:!-!. 
In 19:!3, :Ya~~ or J un~. n~ snon ns the 1nelting snO\V 
577 would permit, I moved the eattltl, sheep, chickens, 
and a little of eYery-thing there, and had a man 
~-here all the time. The ro\\·s \\'"ere nlilkerl every 
day. I had from nine to fifteen cattle: t'venty-
fi,e or thirty hogs: 100 to 200 chickens, geese, 
ducks and rabbits. I increased the meadow land 
548 by.grnbbing out tree~ in 1925. There were about 
15 acres of meadow land in 1922. I kept my gates 
closed during the summer of 1925. Nobody both-
ered me, nobody came to me in 1925. No one 
579 wanted to go over land. In 1924 I had the land now 
occupied by ~fr. Condas. I fixed that road from 
580 that house of mine up to the Condas house. There 
was an old trail, I widened it out, dug the bank 
down. \\ agons could go up. The road 'vas fixed 
from my house to the Condas house in 1924, from 
my house to ~fr. Condas' gate, 500 or 700 feet, the 
''hole 'vay. We moved it up the hill there. Three 
581 men were with me in making that road passable-
~fr. O'Hagen, Mr. Jennings, and Denny 'Sullivan. 
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Patrick Lake did not help me. I had a man on 
the place all the time in 1926, and kept my stock 
there the year rouncl. The gate \\~as kept closed 
all the tin1e. There \\~as an interruption in 1926. 
J\tlr. Condas carne in in 1925 and 192·6. In 19~5, 
he interrupted me. I went out one morning, he 
had the whole band right behind that house, the 
'vhole band right up to the house, I went right up 
to the house and told hin1 to get his sheep out. 
That was around the 15th of June. Mr. Condas 
said he would do it. The gate 'vas closed at that 
time. The sheep got in from Red Pine canyon 
on the North. l\I r. Candas didn't say anything to 
n1e about a right to travel over my place.. He had 
not been driving his vehicles up and down the 
private road at that time. He had got to his land 
at that time, way back of the cabin way, White 
582 Pine canyon. He went through my property in 
1925, not up the road, the other way. He came in 
from Red Pine canyon. That is the only con-
versation I had with ~Condas in 19Q·5. I 'vasn 't 
there when John can1e through with his sheep in 
1926. My man and my wife were there. I went 
to the ranch every day in 1926. Sheep were not 
583 brought through the lower gate in 1926 or 1925, 
either. Mr. Condas came in in the spring of 192·5. 
In 1927, he came in again with his sheep from Red 
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}"line eauyou on thl' ~orth. ln 1H:!7, lH\ did uot go 
up and dow·u throug·h Illy plneP \\·ith his vPhielt's, 
:)~-t he \\~Pnt baek t)f the enbin, tht\rt\ wns no fpnr(\ tiH'l'(\ 
at that tinll\ in thnt et1nntr~·. ln 1~l:27. thP :23th of 
.. :\n~·n~t. Illy man routt.)~ to HlP at tht.\ tniHP; I was 
in bt..,.._l. I got up about fiYP t)r ~ix o 'elork in tlH) 
morning. l£ r. Conda~ "·ns going throug·h \vith a 
5S.~) band of sheep.I asked ~Ir. t'onda~ "·ho ga,·e him 
pernli:S~ion. He told me he. \voul<l take then1. There 
wa:3 three or four herders there and they held onto 
me. Thi:S was on the bills back of the cabin. I 
stepped over to :Mr. Cont.las. He had three or 
four men there who pulled guns on me, they 'vere 
going to shoot me. l-Ie went through with the 
~beep. On the 30th of .A.ugust he came down 
through my meadow with another band of sheep. 
And I then went to ~Ir. Hatch and started suit. 
586 ( ....\t this point ·plaintiff offered to prove the pri-
\ate roadway above the Sullivan house and the 
fouling of culinery water h~~ the sheep of Mr. Con-
587 das. (Objected to; Objected sustained, <~xception 
saved). 
·On Cross-examination, ~fr. ·Sullivan testified: 
I ''as not working in the mines when I leased 
the ranch in 1922. Up to that time I worked in 
588 the Alliance tunnel. I leased the ranch after the 
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hay vvas cut in A.ugust, for the purpose of keeping 
stock in there that fall. I didn't live there in 19'22 
589 at .all, but I went there every day. I didn't \York 
in the Alliance mine in August, September, Octob-
er or November 1922. I wasn't working when I 
590 leased the ranch, I know that. I built fences there 
in 1922. The fence on the lo\ver end \vas pretty 
nearly all broke down and so was the North line in 
1922. There was a fence. there, but i~ \vould not 
keep cattle in, so I fixed it up. The gate was locked 
in 1922. When I went there. I got' a key fron1 l\1r. 
591 Lake. When I brought the cattle in I didn't cross 
the creek .at all. I took my cattle in on the east 
side of the creek, on the right hand side of the 
592 ·canyon. A fellow by the name of Tim Holland 
helped me. I went through Mr. Raymond's ground 
in 19'22. I did the .same in 1924. I was stopped in 
1925. I got a permit from Mr. Workman to go 
59:3 through in 192'5. From 1922 till 19'25 I drove all 
my cattle up through Mr. Raymond's land. I drove 
594 them on the right hand side of the creek through 
that field. I entered at the left hand side of the 
gate, about the center of that field. About 200 
feet from the gate, I got into the Raymond field, 
where the wood crosses that creek down Trott-
596 man's Lane. There was a road from the gate at 
that time, but nobody trav-eled it. I couldn't bring 
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3~~8 n1y nuton1ohilP up. l hault\d frotu n•.'· honst\ down 
fron1 tl1~ RnynHHld~ fit\ld 1 ~):2:2 1n 1 ~l:2.~l. That was 
tht.l ouly rt)ad I u~t\d to lH:.!:>. 'l'hP ot hPr road wa:-; 
locked up abO\"l\. I elnilll that the g-att\ 1 round 
locked wa~ lockt\d ~lll the tiiut\ lH:.!:! to 1H:25. I know 
599 Dell R~dtl~n. l-Ie "·ent do,,·n there one time 
throngi1 the eenter of my field. ThL"\re ,,·n~ only 
one time be caine do\\11 from his hou~P. t lla t \Yas 
tlu~ only tin1e he neYer usetl the gate. He went 
tln·ough \Yorkman 's ground. that "·as in 19~4. It 
\\·as the Raymond ground at that time. In 192;> 
John Condas came up that road. I "·as grubbing 
600 out tre·.:s. he had nothing w·ith him. :Jlr. Conda~ 
was a little ,,~ t':"-t quite a \\~ays above my house. 
That is the only time I remember seeing him on 
the road. I had not seen him on it before, I have 
601 seen him on the road since. I haYe seen hi1n sev-
eral times since I sa"- him in 1925. I came to the 
ranch at night time when I was on day shift, I 
came at night when I waf-: on night ~hift I worked 
half a day. I had a caretaker on the ranch. There 
602 wa~ no road\vay through that ground. I certainly 
603 watch that ground. The road was too soft for my 
team and my automobile to go through there. I 
604 did not make the change in the road for the pur-
pose of making it more convenient for travel. We 
have made all the road from the milk house up to 
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the Condas gate. There was no road there at the 
()0;) tirne. There was a trail there: I made the change 
in 1924. I made the change before I bought it. 
'fhere was an old road there, you couldn't bring a 
,wagon down, I fixed it to bring the hay down fro1n 
606 :l)ell Redden's rancb. I went up there every day 
in the year, 'vinter and su1nmer to see that nobody 
used the roadway and to se~e my cattle. I did the 
607 n1ilking and brought my milk to Park City. I "\vent 
there every day while I was leasing the place in 
19:2:2, to see ho\v the cattle \Vere getting along. I 
608 c1ic1n 't go there eyery clay until 1925. The gate 
\\ras locked all the time I \vas there. It 'vas around 
the 23th of _.,_·~ugust, 1927, that someone <1rew a gun 
on 1ne. .L1._bout 500 or 600 feet back of my house 
609 tovv'"ard Red Pine canyon. In 1925 I gave Condas 
n pern1it to go through the gate and use the road. 
He paid me one to five lambs, mutton, everytime 
he came down. He did not drive his sheep up this 
clrive\vay. He gave me some pet lambs for driving 
610 his sheep over my hill land. 
{)n re-direct exan1ination, Mr. Sullivan tes-
tified: 
611 On n1y leasing the Dell Redden land, in 1924, 
he turned over to me keys to the house and gate. 
I got milk at the ranch for the hotel. I got butter 
on the ranch, and the ·chickens I used on the table 
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nt my boarding- hou~t\ l killPd hog:-;, :-:lll't'p, t•nttlP, 
tluck~. gt't'~'-' nnd ehit•k'-'ll~. I brong-h t t hL' t\'('d l'o r 
61~ th~ ht)g~ and etlW~ up in wagon~. Tht'rP wa~ lot~ 
of \\·a~te from the hotel that 1 took up for tht' 
~ltt't'P and hog·~. :lly purpose in g·oiug to the ranch 
"-~re all the~t' purpo~t'~. not just on account of t lle 
gate. 
lh1.Cro~~-examination. ~Ir. ~nllivan testifit·d: 
l)uring thi~ period that I am testifying to, I 
rcUl a hotel in Park City ,I am still running it. l\ly 
' 613 wife ran the boarding hou~P. \V. e had quite a num-
614 ber of boarders. It is a boarding and rooming 
615 house. \\ e had from 15 to 60 boarders, they didn't 
all room mth us. There is a gate at the top of the 
616 Trottman Lane. It has been there since I went 
there. There is a gate now at the top of the land. 
Pretty often men going up and down Red Pine 
e.anyon leave it open, when. we come along \\·~· 
close it. That gate is at the West end of the Trott-
man lane. 
(Here the plaintiff rests). 
~IOTifJX T(J v·AC_._\TE RE~TRAINING ORDER 
617 )JR. SL"LI_JIVAK: Comes now the plaintiffs 
and move the Court to vacate and set aside the re-
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strajning order made and entered herein on the 
14th day of September, 1928, enlarging and ex-
tending the restraining order theretofore, to-wit; 
on the 13th day of March, 1928, made and entered 
herein, upon the following grounds and for the 
following reasons, to-wit: 
( 1) Said enlarged and extended restaining 
order is indefinite and uncertain in this, to-wit: 
The so-called White Pine Canyon Road, running 
through· plaintiff's property, has never been 
located or established as a public highway so 
far as the proofs show. 
(2) No improvements have ever been made 
upon said so-called road from public funds, so far 
as proof shows. 
(3) 'The location, dir·ection and width of said 
so--called road or any road in White Pine canyon, 
has never been fixed and determined, and is not 
fixed and determined in the pleadings herein, or 
in the said ·enlarged and extended restraining or-
der referred to.· 
( 4) That the scope of the restraining order, 
or the lim~ tation or rights of the plaintiffs herein 
to prote-ct their ·culinary water, their growing· 
crops, to-wit; alfalfa, potatoes and timothy hay, 
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under the Y~rbiagt.\ of ~aid rt\~t raining- ordPr, i~ 
intl~finitf' and Ulh?t.\rtnin, nnd it l'auuot bt~ n~ePl'­
tained therefron1 "·hat effort or at tl'lllpt t)ll 11H' 
part of plaintiff~ to proteet thl~ir laud~. thPir 
:!To"~iJlg· erop~. their culinary "'"a tPr. or thl\i r hon1e 
from the trespa~~ of tlefendant '~ nnin1al'-'. would 
or 1night be eon~trned a~ a violation of saitl t>x-
tended or eulargt) restraining order. 
61S ( 3) That it cannot be determined front said 
r(·:'trainin~.:: ortler to w·hat extent, if any, plaintiffs 
may protect their ~aid pro pert~~ from the driving 
and trailing of liYestock by defendant along said 
road"~ay, nor the restrictions to which plaintiffs 
are subjecled by said restraining order in prevent-
ing the trespass by defendant of all of Lot 8 of 
Plaintiff's ~aid real property. 
( 6) That if by said restraining order it \vas 
intended that defendant in trailing his livestoc;k 
oyer and along said so-called White Pine road or 
roa(l~, could take all the time desired in trailing 
and grazing samr_.. and all the . ~pace re-
quired in trailing and grazing same, then said re-
~training order would operate as a violation of 
plaintiffs' rights to protect their property from 
the trespass by defendant. 
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(7) That under the terms of said restrain-
ing order, plaintiffs are necessarily in doubt as 
to how much t~espass in point of area, or as to 
ho"\v much trespass in point of time, defendant may 
commit before plaintiffs would he permitted under 
the terms of said restraining order to interfere 
with or prevent said_trespass. 
(8) That if the intent and purpose of said 
restraining on1er is to per1nit defen<lant; and un-
(ler the languag-e of the order such is a reasonable 
interpretation thereof, to trail his livestock pro-
miscuously over and upon plaintiff's land, and 
to eat the grass and crops gro,ving thereon, then 
the san1e is unconstitutional in that it js song·ht to 
forcibly take the private property of one person 
for the private benefit of another. 
(9) That said -enlarged and extended re-
·-
straining order is in excell of the application for 
sa1ne, and there is no showing whatever of the 
necessity for same. 
619 (10) That said enlarged and extended restrain-
ing order was made before plaintiffs' evidence in 
rebuttal was all or any substantial part intro-
duced. 
(11) That there is :p.o evidence in this case 
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tt' ~upport th~ t•laim of elaitnnut thut a public hig-lt-
'yay l1a~ b~t.\u in enntinuou~ nntl uniutPrrupt l'd u~P 
a~ ~n~h puhlie highway for a pPriod ot' hrPtlty 
y~ar~ immedia t~ly preceding· the connueHrL\Ineut 
of t hi~ action. ()n the contrary the proof is eon-
elns t Ye frl'lll go,·L\rnnll\Ht n •cord~ to- \\'it: field 
nott'·~ of th~ survt~y 1nade in tl une, 1H0:2~ and pint 
accompanying same, that tlH' onl~· road~ across 
thi~ property at the time of ~aid survey "·as one 
road leading up White Pine Canyon on the South 
and East :Side of the creek, and another road en-
tering this property from the north line about 
t\\-enty rods distance west of the northwest corner 
of the Sullivan property, which road presumably 
led O\er from what is e-ommoni~~ called ''The Red 
Pine Canyon Road.'' and approached by Condas 
land in close proximity to the present buildings 
thereon. 
(12) The proof is further conclusive that 
r_~ach of thF>~e road~ have been abandoned for many 
years and are not now in common use by the pub-
lic or anyone. 
(13) Such evidence furnished by the Gov-
ernment's reeords is corroborated .and empha-
sized by the testimony of Mr. Street, and is not 
contradicted by the testimony of any witness in 
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this case save the conclusion of Mr. Archibald to 
' the efiect that the road leading up White Pine 
Canyon on the south and east of. the creek was .a 
private road belonging to M-r. Jim Williams, a 
squatter on a tract of land, afterward entered by 
one, Snyder. 
620 (14) Plaintiffs' proof is further 1nade conclu-
sive by the testimony of himself, of Pat Lake and 
of one, Riley Lake, his brother, to the effect that 
since 1915 the priyate road leading from the north-
east corner ·of the Sullivan premises to the Sulli-
van house, was inclos·ed by gate and bars at the 
entrance of said road to the ·Sullivan prop~rty, to-
"\vit: at the northeast corner thereof, and has al-
-vvays been impr<?ved by the private efforts and 
private expenditures of Sullivan and Lake, his 
predecessor. 
(15) The proof further shows conclusively 
that the private road above referred to, until with-
in the last two or three years, was some distance, 
to-vvit: from one to four rods south and east of 
where it is 110\Y situate. That it formerly went 
diagonally in a southvvesterly direction over what 
is now Sullivan's rneadow land, and that he, Sul-
livan, and his pred~cessor, L·ake, changed it to go 
along· the footholls, so as to make more acreage 
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tlti) That tht\l"l\ i~ 110 writtt\11 t\\"idPlWP or tllP 
nbandon1nent or· dedication of the roadway ovt\r 
the Sullivan land, and no (\\·idenet~ of any public 
ftmds ~),·er having been expended upon said road. 
t 17) The proof sho"·~ con~lnsiYely frotn t hP 
te~timony of Sullivan and ab::'traet~ and deed: 
(a) That th~re 'vas no reservation of any 
en~~Iuent or road,vay in the deed from Lake to 
Sullivan, which shows a failure of any intent on 
the part of the grantor, Lake, to have abandoned 
or de.lieatec_l a public high,,·ay acro~s the land. 
(b) That Sullivan first sa,,. and leased the 
land in 19~~ at w·hich time the private roadway, 
now sought to be claimed as a p.ublic hig·h"·ay, was 
621 intersected by gate o.r bars at the point vvhere it 
enters the Sullivan land at the X ortheast cor-
ner and that at all times since and particularly 
when Sulli\an obtained his "·arranty deed for the 
land in 1924, said gate at the entrance of said road 
to the Sullivan land was intact and kept continu-
ously closed, showing conclusively that it was the 
intent of Sullivan and his predeces-sor to make 
~aid road a~d hold the same as a private roadway, 
as distinguished from .a public highway, and that 
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the travel, if any, over said road ~ince 1922 until 
about the time of the commencement of this action, 
621 has been by the permission of Sullivan and not 
against his. will, all of 'vhi·ch tends to negative the 
idea that Sullivan anc1 his predecessor was aban-
doning thic~ or any other road over his land to 
the public and for the use by it as a public high-
'vay. 
(Discussion). 
€}24 (Plraintiffs' case reopened). 
PATRICK SULLIVAN BEING RE-
CAI_jLE·D, on direct examination testified: 
All of n1y lands are now enclosed 'vith a sub-
stantial tight wire fence. It was constructed in 
1928, sometime around about June. The road de-
scribed as being on the South and East side of 
the creek, is fenced at both ends. Both on Mr. 
Sullivan's land and on other lands adjoining. The 
625 rorad, which Mr. Redden testified about which used 
to go up by the house, which he. described as hav-
ing first occupied on the grounds, has been moved 
from that location over against the hill on the 
6~:?6 South,vest ~ide. 
THE C~OURT: * *· *; but there is no question 
between them that the ·South end of that road, 
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\\ ht\r~ it gl)l'~ up fron1 plniutirr·~ lund ha~ lH'on 
nlOYl'll "·esterly. 
11R. DELBEH.T H. REDD~N BEINU 
('.\LLEl) lX Sl~R.-REBl~11T .. :\ L, on direet Pxanl-
ination testified: 
EYery year from 1915 till 1923, exrPpt 1921, 
I u~t·~1 to mo-ve to Park City. moved my cattle, 
hor~t)5 and hauled my hay to Park City to fee(l 
them. In 19~1 I liYed on the ranch all ·winter 
and kept my cattle there. In hauling 1ny hay 
down the canyon I took the road right v.~here the 
present road i5 now, right from the house, right 
down thrn the land, and right through into Trott-
man '~ Lane to the com1ty road. This hauling wa~ 
628 done through the winter and late f.all. I mo,~ctl 
the road through_the Condas field from the middle 
of the field over to the hill, "·here it is now, and 
built the road from 100 feet below the gate up 
to my house, and further up the canyon, I fenced 
it, then plowed that ground and made meadow land 
out of it. I think it was around about 1913 or 1914. 
There has been a change in the loootion of the 
road at that point where the gate is now dividing 
the Condas land from the Sullivan land. There 
629 "~as a well defined wagon road there when I made 
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this change in 1913 or 1914. I had traveled it fron1 
1912 to 19·23. I had to cut the brush that over-
hung the road, every two years. The road was a 
·a good traveled road ever since I was there. The 
6:30 road has never been changed up from Sullivan's 
house to the gate, up until the time I changed it, 
631 s'van1ped to the hill. The location is just the same. 
The gate was first put at the Northeast corner of 
J__Jake 's hay field, in 1915. I_jake and myself put it 
there. After Lake and I got the fence built from 
the North end of :Sullivan's land up to my gate, 
said, 'Have you any objection to putting up a 
fence,' I said, 'No, not in the least;' he said, 'It 
will keep our horses in and strays from coming 
from Snyderville.' He said, 'After we get the 
fence up we will open the gate and leave it open.' 
633 That is what happened. I never knew of a lock 
being on that gate. I never had a lock on the gate 
between Lake's place and my place. i gave Mr. 
Sullivan _the key to the house, that was all. No 
key to any gate. Sullivan saw me pass up and 
down prior to 19'23, he couldn't help it, I passed 
634 right by the door. l spoke to him. 
On Cross-examination, Mr. Redden testified: 
635 I moved the road 100 feet on the Sullivan land 
in 1913 or 1914. I should judge I moved 300 feet 
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on n lin~ tlf the rond may he ;~:)o t\\~_,t, ~o1nethiug-like 
that, and tht"\ di~ttulet\ thnt I tn~vt\d it ov,or, was 
about 150 f~et, I am not po~itiYt\ rrhl\ rir~t point 
aboYe the SulliYnn house that tht\ rL'lllOYnl eolll-
mencet.t \\-L)nld be about lUll t't\et :Korth of Con-
da~' gate. belo\\· thL) gatL\. I nlOYt~l t hP n)ad froru 
that point up to a point about 130 fpet nboYt} whert\ 
the gate now i~, making 350 feet in the linP of 
the road. Part of the change \VRS made on the 
Sulli,an land and part on " .. hat \\·as then 1ny land. 
637 I talked to Frank Lake about the change. I clidn 't 
talk to the County Commissioners about moving 
the road. I didn't talk to the local road super-
nsor about it. I didn't talk to anv of the travel-
• 
in:; public about it. I just talked to the two pri-
vate owners. I made the change for the benefit 
of the pri,ate owners, myself and Mr. Lake. Mr. 
Lake helped a cla~- or two, I personally did the 
work assuming all expenses of opening up the road 
over the new land. Part of the time the fence 
638 that forms the partition bet,veen Raymond's and 
639 Sullivan's land was down. When I found the gate 
op~n, left it open when I went through, and when 
I found it closed, I closed it, always, when I went 
through. 
On Re-cross Examination, Mr. Redden testi-
fied. 
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640 Lake and I changed the road as joint prop-
erty owners. 
J·OHN G. CONDAS, the defendant, on direct 
examination, testified in sur-rebuttal; testified: . 
I never remember seeing Mr. Pat ·Sullivan up 
there on August 25th, 1927. I never had any sheep 
on this land in )~_ ugust, 1927. I do not bring them 
641 down from the canyon that early. I know of no 
time that any of n1y employees pulled guns or pis-
t·O'ls on Mr·. Sullivan, while he was on his premises 
or at any other place. I have never at any time 
asked Mr. Sullivan for permission to cross his 
land. The pet lambs I was giving him, I \Ya~n 't 
paying for anything. Pet lambs I give to neigh-
bors, they have no value to me. Lots of ti1nes I 
would go to Sullivan's place, I would get a gallon 
of milk; other times I give him mutton, other times 
·Sullivan give me a piece of pork. Neither the 
lamb nor the mutton I gave him were in payment 
for grazing over the ground. (This last answPr 
over o bj.ection and exce-ption of plaintiff). I first 
64;2 went to Dell Redden's place in my automobile, 
on the 2·5th of July 1924. The road was good, got 
643 up very fine. I went up about a week later in my 
automobile. I had my family with me, the road 
was the same as befor·e. When I went up to Red-
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den·~ about the ~~rtl of ...:\ ng·n~t t ht.\rt.\ had lH\Pu no 
l;++ work (!out\ on tht\ l\':ld. 
( }) i ~l~ll~~ it.)ll }. 
'V R l_) i ~ ll L., '\'I' i' . . J • l 
_ 1 • n. \,T. r4- _ l. a wttnt\~~ for ut\fPIH ant, 
on dirl\et ~xaminatit.)U tl\~tifi~d: 
I an1 a Civil Engint.\L\r. I ha Yt.\ bPt.)n t.)InployPd 
by ~alt Lake City. Salt Lake County. ~tatt.) of 
lTtah and private engineering firtns. I haYP n1ade 
647 a survey of the road "-hich leads through the Pat 
Sullivan land and haYe prepared a 1nap showing 
roadwar. (Objection to evidence of this witness 
made by plaintiff as not sur-rebuttal. Argument, 
&18 objection overrrnled. Exception saved). 
649 Cllap of ~Ir. Heath's markeu defendant ex-
hibit 1). 
( (Jbjection by plaintiff, on var1ous grounds. 
Objection overruled. Exception saved). 
I started on this quarter corner between sec-
tion 1 and 6. Then we ran true north along the 
fence line 1320 feet, to the northeast corner of the 
Sullivan property. Then we ran West 44.5 feet 
to the center line of the roadway. Then we ran 
650 down the center line of that roadway meandering 
that road to the gate. The gate is on the line 
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between the Sullivan property and the Condas 
property. Then we ran a line along the Trottman 
Lane, meandering that lane clear out to the Park 
651 City highway. (Witness then gives the distances 
and diverginces of survey). That takes us to the 
gate, entering the Sullivan land fron1 the south-
652 westerly direction. And this description that I 
have given you from that point as the road,vay 
passes through the Sullivan tract, until it reaches 
the gate at the intersection of the Condas and Sul-
livan tract to the Southwesterly, is the center of 
the roadway. I crossed on that roadway from the 
Park City highway, marked on the map, along 
Trott1nan 's land and thence from Trottman 's lane 
through the Raymond property, and thence 
through a corner of the Archibald property until 
it reaches a boundary of the Archibald and Sulli-
van property. That is the correct linE> of the road. 
I haven't marked the courses or distances on the 
653 map. In describing the map I will start where it 
entered the Archibald property. It runs through 
the Southeast corner of the Archibald property, 
then winds around in a Northeasterly direction 
and in a Northwesterly direction, and then in a 
N orth_easterly dir~ection to a point on the North 
line of section 1, township 2, south, Range 3, East, 
easterly prolongation of the north line of section 
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1. :! ~onth. :~ t)a~t. ThPn the lath) run~ npproxi-
HlntPly in nn ea~t~rn dirPr.tion ~:L51 fPt't to t IH' 
et)nter of tht'\ Ian~, approximate ef'llter of the lanl' 
of the Park City high"·ay. I located the pre~Pnt 
gate on or near the N o11h boundary line of the 
Su)livan tract. The gate indicated on t hP nta p. 
I haYe also marked the gate on the tnap, when' 
the roadway enters the Condas property. It eor-
rectly show~ the locality of that gate. (The map, 
defendant's exhibit 1, offered in evidence). 
l>n Cro~~-examination, :;\lr. Heath testifies: 
I ~tarted at the quarter corner, common to 
654 section 1. township ~' south, of range 3 east, and 
section 6 township 2. range 4 east. There is a 
stone there marked on the face of it very distinct-
ly~ one-quarter. I satisfied myself, as an engineer, 
that that was a government quarter stone. I then 
655 ran north 1320 feet. I used a fence line and com-
pas. I didn't ha\e the true north line, excepting 
the north of the Needle guage, which is not ex-
actly accurate, but I changed the lining fence line, 
and used the fence line as north and south line. I 
ran 1320 feet in making that distance. To start 
with we go down quite a heavy grade, probably a 
third of the way. It is fairly level the balance of 
the ,yay. I remember stepping over a little stream 
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but I saw no road. I didn't look for a road. I paid 
no attention to the stream, I did not run the. dis-
tance fron1 what I determined to be the corner of 
the northeast corner of the Sullivan land to the 
G56 to\vnship line. The 1820 foot measurement took 
me sou t 11 of the gate, on the road line it is 87.01 
feet in the direction of the road. Dick Da!ley as-
sisted me in making the survey. All I did was tie 
the road in with the quarter seetion. I remember 
passing the Sullivan house. The front about two 
rods and 30 feet south and east. I don't remem-
ber whether we went through a gate near the house 
657 in the roadway just above the house, or not. 
(Plaintiffs' objection to the introduction ·exhibit 
1, renewed. Obje·ction overruled. Exception saved). 
658 I followed the road only 100 feet beyond the gate 
between the Sullivan and Condas p}aces. I didn't 
659 chain beyond the gat·e. I walked over it possibly 
150 feet beyond the gate. 
(Defendant moves to strike Exhibits'' D'' and 
"E ". Denied. Exception saved). 
(Discussion). 
(Pilaintiff moves to dismiss, without preJU-
660 dice, the portions of their con1plaint seeking to 
recover damages at law. Objected to by defendant. 
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~lotion granted. ~~xet\ptil)l\ ~aVl'd hy dPft'lHlnnt ). 
(Diseus~iou on lllOtion for N~w rrrinl). 
ti":'l) Certifieate of TranBeript a~ proposed Bill 
of Exc.eptions. 
6~1 Stipulation that proposed Bill of Exceptions 
be settled. 
6~:2 Certificate and Order Steeling Bill of Ex-
Exceptions. 
EDWIX D. HA.TCH, and 
GEORGE M. SULLIVAN, 
.a.\ttorneys for Plaintiffs and 
AppeiJlants. 
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